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PREFACE,

We, the undersigned, earnestly call attention to the Rev. Arnold Foster's Examination

of the China portions of the Report of the Commission on Opium.

Mr. Foster has full right to he heard on this suhject. He is a resident of

twenty-five years in the heart of China, and he has given much time to a thorough

study of the Blue Books published by the Commission.

Let his Examination be really examined. We believe that the argument of

it will be found as strong as a perfectly fair use of sure premises can make it.

Mr. Foster, it will be seen, has carefully limited his data. He deals with

the China problem alone ; but as the Commissioners themselves state that the

opium exported from India to China and the Far East is twelve times more than

that consumed in India, the China problem is plainly the heart and centre of the

whole matter. . And he goes entirely upon the evidence printed, as the ground of

their Report, by the Commissioners themselves. Incidentally he makes it clear

that too little care was taken to ascertain the competence of China witnesses,

and that some whose evidence is adduced for important conclusions were not

qualified to speak without large reserves. But this defect of method only adds

force to the Examiner's contention, when he pleads that even thus the data before

the Commissioners call aloud for a verdict widely difierent from that given in

their Report.

We believe that the spirit of our anti-slavery fathers is yet strong in the

nation. In that belief we appeal to the thinking public for a fresh hearing on

this great question. Either Mr. Foster's premises are irrelevant, and his inferences

futile (and they are all now in the reader's hands to be examined), or we have

here a matter touching to the quick the conscience and the honour of the nation.

Yet more, it is no fanaticism, but a simple assertion of fact, to say that the matter

touches the fair fame of our Faith, and the sacred cause of our Lord, in the Far

East to-day.

F. Cantxjar (Archbishop of Canterbury).

John W. Carlisle (Bishop of Carlisle).

G. A. Debky (Bishop of Derry and Eaphoe).

J. C. Liverpool (Bishop of Liverpool).

John Norvic (Bishop of Norwich).

Edw. Rofeen (Bishop of Rochester).

P, S. RoYSTON (late Bishop of Mauritius,
now Assistant Bishop, Liverpool).

KiNNAIRD.

OVERTOTJN.

POLWARTH,
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.
^«o»^

Since this Mxamiyiation was printed, many complications have arisen in the

relations of China with European nations, and several important concessions have been

made by the Chinese Government to Great Britain. These are not referred to in the

paragraph of my " Appeal " that deals with the recent political action of Great

Britain in China, and as none of the *later developments of the China question affect

my argument I shall not here allude to any of them.

I wish, however, to call special attention to the following important words uttered

by the Marquis of Salisbury at the end of June :

" If I am a,slced what our policy in China is, my answer is very

" simple. It is to maintain ,the Chinese Empire, to prevent it falling

" into ruins, to invite it into paths of reform, and to give it every

" assistance which we are able to give it, to perfect its defence or to

" increase its commercial prosperity. By so doing we shall be aiding

" its cause and our own." :-,;^.f
•

With the policy thus described I am in the most hearty sympathy, but nothing is

more certain than ;that the ruin of China cannot be averted unless the opium habit

now spreading with such terrible rapidity amongst the Chinese people can, by some

means, be checked and overcome. It is this, more than almost any other single cause,

that has reduced the rulers, the soldiers, and the people of China to their present

condition of paralysis and decay. As the habit spreads so most assuredly will the

decay spread. No military or naval reforms, no fiscal, educational, or other changes

can rehabilitate a nation whose whole manhood is being steadily sapped by the spread

of a national vice such as the opium-habit.

Throughout this book I haye carefully abstained Ifova. appealing to any anti-

opium evidence that was not before, the Eoyal^Comipissioners when they drew up

their Report. I make an exception in this prefJlcef.

Within the past six months a book has been published in China by H. E. Chang

Chih-tung, from which I gite below two quotations bearing on the devastation wrought

in China by the" pra(;tice of opium smoking. This writer has for many years been one

of the leading and most influential statesmen in China, He has filled in succession

I p. 65?8j,



three of the most important viceroyalties in the Empire, those of the Liang Kwang,

Hukwang, and Liang Kiang. In point of ability, honesty, disinterestedness, and

patriotism, he stands second to no official in the Empire. The chapter from which I

am about to quote is entirely non-political. The writer does not here reproach England

for her share in the demoralisation of China, nor does he seek to exonerate China

from hers. He deals with the opium-habit from the standpoint of every right-minded

and intelligent Chinaman, as a huge national evil, with the results of which he is

thoroughly familiar, and he pleads for its suppression. Under the heading " The

expulsion of the poison," he writes thus :

(1) "Deplorable indeed is the injury done by opium ! It is [as]

" the Deluge of the present day or [an invasion of] some fierce beastSj

'' but the danger [arising from it] is greater than [the danger arising

" from] thosethings .... The injury done by opium is that of a stream

" of poison flowing on for more than a hundred years, and diffusing

" itself in twenty-two provinces. The sufferers from this injury amount

" to untold millions. Its consequences are insidious and seductive, and

" the limit has not yet been reached. It destroys men's abilities, it

" weakens the vigour of the soldier, it wastes their wealth,* until it

" results at length in China being what she is to-day. This destruction

" affects the ability of civilians and soldiers alike. The injury is worse

" than any waste of wealth. Men's wills are weakened, their physical

" strength is reduced. In the management of business they lack

" industry, they cannot journey any distance, their expenditure becomes

" extravagant, their children are few. After a few tens of years it will

" result in China becoming altogether the latighing-stock df the world/'

(2.) " Shanghai and Yangchow both have associations for bi'eaking

" off the opium habit. Their general object may be said to be that each

" member should control his dependents. As for the opium-siiiokers,

" masters will not employ them as servants, teachers will hot have them a&

" scholars, generals will not take them as soldiers, farmers will not Use

" them as labourers, merchants will not employ them as assistants,

" foremen will not have them for workmen."

Other passages of a gimilal* character might be quoted, but these are sufficient;

The writer concludes by saying,

" If Confttcius and Mencius were to live again, and wefe to. teach

" the Empire . . . they would certainly begin by [teaching men]
" to break off opium."

* '' this year the value of foreign goods iiapOrted amounted to more than eighty million
" [taels]. The export of CMnese products might be about fifty million [taels] or more. The
" foreign drug [i.e., opium] was valued at more than thirty million [taels]. Thus there was a
" leakage. China is not impoverished hy commerce, but the impoverishment comes from the
" consumption of opium."
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Such is the opinion of one of China's greatest statesmen. That it is the general

opinion of the Chinese may be proved by consulting any books written by Chinamen

dealing with the subject. I have again and again challenged the defenders of our

opium traffic to adduce one single quotation from a Chinese author which speaks of

the opium-habit as being anything else but evil ; as yet, however, I have never heard

of one such quotation being discovered.

The first reform to which Great Britain must invite China, if she wishes to save

the Chinese Empire from falling into ruins, is the abandonment of the opium-habit,

and the first step towards that reform must be the withdrawal of Great Britain itself

from all participation in the opium trade; If Lord Salisbury will, at whatever cost,

help China to shake off this great evil from which she is now suffering, he may even

yet do something to save the Chinese nation. If England persists in refusing to

recognise this evil, all other movements which she may make in the direction of

reforming China will be fovtnd to be vinavailing.

ARNOLD FOSTER.





EOYAL COMMISSION ON OPIITM.

The Report of the Royal Commission on Opium* compared with
the Evidence from China that was submitted to the
Commission.

INTRODUCTION.

The following pages are devoted to a consideration of one portion only of the The scope of

lieport of the Royal Commission on Opium (1893), the portion wbich refers to China. ^^^ enquiry.

The "writer, who has lived for more than 20 years in that country, in constant statements of

contact with the Chinese people, speaking their language, reading their popular books, ^onerT™'^*
and having some degree of acquaintance with current events, was struck on reading regarding

this part of the Report, to which all the Commissioners, save one, have affixed their arfSutdy
signatures, with certain statements relating to the evidence before the Commission opposed to fact,

which appeared to him at once to be absolutely incredible. In particular, he would
instance the following :

—

(1.) " There is no evidence from China of any popular desi/re that the import of Indian

opium should be stopped." Blue Book, Vol. VI., p. 61, par. 168.

(2.) " In the British Consular service in China, the prevailing opinion is that opium
smoking in moderation is not harmful, and that moderation is the rule . . .

The medical opinions were in general accord with those of the Gonsula/r body"
Vol. VI., p. 51, par. 140.

His own personal knowledge of Chinese feeling and opinion, and of medical opinion

in China, made him feel certain that neither of these statements here italicized could

possibly be in accordance with fact, and he, therefore, determined to examine carefully

for himself the China evidence published by the Commissioners, and upon which they

were reporting to Parliament in the words quoted above. The result of this

examination showed beyond possibility of gainsaying : 1st. That the Commissioners

had received a considerable body of evidence from China of a popular desire that the

import of Indian opium should be stopped, and that this evidence was both weighty

in character and emphatic in tone ; 2ndly. That so far from the medical opinions in

China supporting the proposition " that opium smoking in moderation is not harmful,
" and that moderation is the rule," the medical witnesses in China, whose evidence

the Comnlissioners had before them, assert, by a very decided majority, the opposite

opinion f

* The following is a complete list of the Blue Books issued by the Eoyal Commission on Opium, 1893, and

presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of Her Majesty :

—

First Eepoko; op the Eoyal Commission On
Opium, -vrith Minute of Evidence and Ap-
pendices (C. 7318).

Minutes oi" Evidence taken bepobe the
KoTAi Commission on Opium between

18th November and 29th December 1893,

with Appendices, Vol. II. (C. 7397.)

Minutes op Evidence taken bepobb the
BoTAL Commission on Opium from 3rd

to 27th January 1894, Vol. III. (C. 7419.)

Minutes op Evidence taken befohe the
llOTAL Commission on Opium from 29th

January to 22nd February 1894, with Ap-
pendices, Vol. IV. (C. 7471.)

Pages.

176

666

300

524

Price.

s. d.

1 6

6 3

2 6

4 3

Pboceedinob, Vol. V. Ap^tendices, together

with Correspondence on the Subject of

Opium with the Straits Settlements and
China, &c. (C. 7473.)

Vol. VI. Final, Eepob* op the Rotal
Commission on OpitM. Part I. The
Eeport with Annexnres (C. 7723).

Vol. VII. Final Eepobt^ op the Eotal
Commission on OpiomI Part II. His-

torical Appendices, together with an Index
of Witnesses and Subjects, and a Glossary

of Indian terms used in the Evidence and
Appendices (C. 7723).

Supplement to the Eepobt op the Eotal
Commission on Opium. Note by the

Hon. The Maharajah Bahadur of Dur-

bhanga, K.C.I.E. (C. 7761.)

376

184

324

Price.

s. d.

3

1 6

2 6

1

Published by Btbe & Spottiswoode, London.
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Suspicions

u'wakened as to

the trast-

worthiness of

the Report as

a whole.

The Report
" an elaborate

defence of the
opium trade "

rather than
" a judicial

pronouncement
on the imme-
diate questions

submitted to

What parts of

the China
Report are

omitted in

these pages.

The only
evidence here
appealed to as

condemning
the Report is

the evidence
printed in the
Blue Book by
the Commis-
sioners

themselves.

Further evi-

dence,however,
was collected

by one of the

Commissioners.

The result of his investigations pn these points led the writer to pursue the same
method with other parts of the Commissioners' Report, and to compare carefully the

Commissioners' conclusions oh various other points with the data supplied to them by
the evidence of China witnesses. The results were in each case, if not equally

unsatisfactory witt those already referred to, sufficiently unsatisfactory to awaken
grave suspicions as to the trustworthiness of the China Report as a whole.

Knally, he was led to consider very carefully the general attitude of the Commission
towards the whole quegtion submitted, to them, and their treatment of all China

evidence that was adverse to the export 'opium trade of the Indian Government. He
now publishes some of the principal results at which he has arrived, in such a form as

to make it easy for any reader to either verify all his assertions, or, on the other hand,

to disprove them if they are capable of disproof. He thinks that the more the

materials here provided are examined the more they will be found to support a

statement which he finds in the Minority Report of Henry J. Wilson, Esq., M.P., who
was himself a member of the Royal Commission :

—" The Report adopted by my
" colleagues appears to me to partake more of the character of an elaborate defence
*' of the opium trade of the East India Company, and of the present Government of
" India, than of a" judicial pronouncement on the immediate questions submitted to
" us." Blue Book, Vol. YI., p. 151, par. 49.

In publishing this criticism of the Opium Report, it was the writer's intention at

first to reprint the whole of the Report, so far as it relates to China, for convenience

of reference, but although that part of the Report only occupies about twelve pages of

the Blue Book at the outside, it does not appear worth while to reprint such portions

as are not here directly called in question. The parts not printed contain nothing

material to the full consideration of the points here raised. Of course only a very
small portion of the evidence is reprinted, but full references are given to the exact

places where other evidence referred to will be found.

It will be noticed that in these pages no evidence official, medical, or of any other

kind, is appealed to that was not before the Commissioners when they signed their

Report. Such evidence might be quoted in abundance from standard works on China,

from Blue Books issued by other Commissions, from Consular Reports, &c., &c. But this

is not a treatise on the opium question, nor is it primarily a defence of the anti-opium

agitation. It is nothing but an attempt to show that the evidence from China which
the Royal Commissioners themselves collected, and which they themselves have ^

published, when impartially stated, overthrows completely the conclusions they have
announced to Parliament.

But although all outside or supplementary evidence is here disregarded, such
evidence is not unimportant. It is obvious that in any complete and impartial inquiry

into the merits of the opium question and into the effects of opium consumption on
the peoples of Asia, something more is necessary than simply to ask the opinions

on these subjects held by the present race of officials and European residents in the

East. It is not now for the first time that evidence has been given by officials of the ,

Indian Government, officials in the Straits Settlements and Hong Kong, consuls in

China, and medical men in all parts of the world, in regard to the opium habit and
the opium trade, and Mr. H. J. Wils^on was only performing the obvious duty of a
Commissioner when he took the pains to collect specimens of testimonies given in,

previous years by a former race of officials on the questions at issue. These testi-

monies are attached to his Minute of Dissent, Vol. VI., Annexure IV., pp. 152, 154,

155, Notes B., H., J., and K. They deserve careful attention. It is much to be

regretted that the Majority Report contains no such collection of earlier testimonies,

which might have been made much longer. On this aspect of the question of evidence

Mr. Wilson makes the following observations :—

The change
that has come
over official

statements in

regard to

opium.

5. "A change appears to have come over official

statements in reference to opium within the last few

years, ^hese were, until very recently, almost in-

variably condemnatory of the drug. Illustrations of

this are given in the Notes, and it will suffice to

make here one quotation only. On the 24th Oc-

tober 1817 the Directors of the East India Company,

writing to the Governor-General, referred to their

desire ' to restrain the use of this pernicious drug,'

and went on to say, ' were it possible to prevent the

use of the drug altogethej-, except strictly for the

' purpose of medicine, we would gladly do it in
' compassion to mankind.'

" It will be seen from the evidence, some of which
is hereafter referred to, that a very considerable bodv
of officials now adopt a decidedly altered .tone. No
definite cause has been assigned for this change, but
it is impossible to dissociate it from the financial
difficulties of India, and from the pressure of the
anti-opium movement in England having been in-
creasingly associated with the discussion on the
reduction of Indian expenditure." (Vol. VI. p. 137.)



The Commissioners would have done well to point out in regard to certain pro- witnesses who

opium evidence they have published that it is in direct contradiction to statements eMiiefstete-^""

made by the very same (official) witnesses in books published by themselves, or with ™ents.

their own authority, only a few yeasrs previously.

No criticism is here attempted of that part of the Report which deals with India why the

and the evidence from India, not because the writer has paid no attention to that Jf thTEOTort"
subject, nor because he is satisfied with the Commissioners' treatment of the Indian is not here

question, but because India lies outside of bis special sphere of experience. He only
''"'"='^^^-

refers in these pages to the Indian Eeport and evidence incidentally, either as illus-

trating principles that the Commissioners avow as guiding them in considering the

worth of evidence, or as illustrating methods which, without avowing them, they

seem to have adopted in dealing with questions of evidence, morality, and general

policy.

It can hardly be doubted that the charges here made, supported as they are in every The charges

case by proofs of a very strong kind, will be regarded as sufficiently serious to merit so OTaveara'

a reply and refutation if a reply can be given, or if they can be refuted ; it may be so strongly

safely assumed that if no reply is attempted, or if nothing more can be done than to they^i*
*^^^

point to some slight inaccuracies in little matters of detail, the reason must be that certainly not

the charges are in themselves felt to be unanswerable even by those whose special care refotatfon if

and duty it should be to answer them. they can he
' '

refuted.

It is needless to say that the author does not here attempt in any way to state the why only

pro-opium evidence that was before the Commission. No one questions for a moment ev^dene'^ls

that such evidence was submitted to the Commissioners in considerable quantity, here treated of.

His contention is—^not that there was no pro-opium evidence of any importance, but
that none but pro-opium evidence has received the serious attention of the Commission.

His sole object now is to show the,kind of evidence on the other side that the Eeport

either (1) misrepresents, or (2) understates, or (3) passes by in complete silence.

B



The Eeport on
, the opium trade

;-with China
ana the Par
East, where
found.

The question

treated by the

Commissioners
from three

difEerent points

of view.

THE CHINA REPOET OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON OPIUM.

The Report of the' Commissioners on " The export of Indian opium to China and
the Straits," occupies the whole of Sectioji IJ. in Vol. VI., pars. 125-149 (pp. 48-53),
of the Blue Book presented to Parliament. The China question is also referred to in
other parts of , their Report. ,8eeYo\.Yl., p. 1, Section I., par. 3; pp. 28 and 39,
Section III., pars. 93 and 113 ; pp. 60-62 and 67, Sectioif VI., p^rs. 166-172 and 186 ;

p. 70, Section VII., par. 191;, pp. 94, 95, Section IX., pars. 2(^8 and 273, I., c.

' Our ex9,mination of the Report will commende with Section VI. (Vol. VI., p. 59),
for this Section precedes, in order of thought, the review of the evidence from China
which is presented in Section IV. The Commissioners here deal with the opium
trade from their difEerent points of view :

—

1. The moral aspects of the question. See Pars. 160 (I.), 166, 167, 168.

2. The political aspects of the qiiestion; ^ee Pars. 160-165.

3. The facts of evidence presented by witnesses in or from Chinal See Par. 166.

Most of the paragraphs of the Report here referred to will be reprinted in full.

The parts on which I propose to offer criticisms will be printed in italics.*

iji.

.aril

Extrapt from Commissioners' Report.

The question

formulated.

ar SECTION VI.
:A'-,

The Question of Peohibition.

160. The Order of Reference shows that the main question we have
to answer, to which all the rest are subservient or subsidiary, is that of

prohibition. This may, we think, be formulated as follows :

—

(I.) What is the weight of the moral objections urged against the system
by which the Indian opium revenue is at present raised ; and are those
objections so strong as to make it advisable, having due regard to
political, financial, and administrative obstacles, to prohibit the culti-

vation of the poppy and the manufacture and sale of opium in British
India, except for medical purposes ?

(II.) If prohibition were adopted in British India, could it be extended
to the Protected States ?

(III.) If prohibition could not be extended, then, on what terms, if

any, could the existing arrangements with certain States for the transit
through British territory of Malwa opium be with justice terminated ?

Of these three questions, the second and tWird, which a/re subsidiary to the

first, have been already dealt with in our third Section, because the
answer to them depends directly upon the history of the Malwa opium
system, and the relations of the Protected States to the Grovernment of
India which are there described. It will be useful, however, to give
here a brief summary of the conclusions at which we have arrived.

Examination
of moral
objections to

the export
trade in MsIv/bl

opium.

A.

—

Prohibition in the Case of the Protected States.

166. The moral objections which have been raised to the export of the

Malwa opium rest upon the assertion that the habit of smolcimg opvum which
prevails im China and other parts of the Far East causes extensive moral
wnd physical degradation. We have reviewed the evidence on this point in
the fourth section of our Report, and have agreed that the effects" of the

* N.JB.—All italics in this book, whether occurring in quotations from the Commissioners' Seport or from
the evidence or elsewhere, are my own.—A.F.



use and abuse of opium in China are fairly comparable with those of
intoxicating liquors in England. .< Such effects do not, in our opinion,

constitute an, objqction to the Malwa export trade which makes it

morally incumbent upon the rulers of the Protected States to put a stop i

to what is a private industry. The attitude of the Groyemment of India
towards the trade is purely restrictive. It imposes as high a transit .

duty as the trkde can bear. It nattst be remembered, that in the similar

case of the export of alcoholic liquors from England by manufacturers
"

and merchants, no chfeck is exercised, and no dutj^^ is imposed. >

B.^PROHfS'lTION IN THE OASE OF BRltoSH PeOVINCES. ,

167. "We now come to the question of prohibition in British Provinces. The moral

Wethink it can be most convenientlytreated by dealing firstwith the export "hrexport
°

trade in Bengal opium, and afterwards with the consumption of opium trade in Bengal

in India. The moral obj0ctiQns to .the present system, so far as, the export
°^'"™"

trad^ in Bengal opium is in question^ m'e, first, the effects, in China, which we
have considered in the preceding .pm-agraph, amd, secondly, the fact that the i-s, loe.

Bengdl opium exported to Ohina and elsewhere, is manufactured and sold to

the exporting merphants by officers of the Qoverrmient of India. It is not n. 2771, 2461.

considered right that the Groyemment should have any connexion with
the .export of a ,drug which is believed to have, evil results, or that India
should derive revenue from what is said to be injurious to China.

168. It is evident that' the position of the Oovernment of India in Examinatten

relation to the trade in Bengal opium is to some extent invidious. ' But oWnons.
so long as the importation of Indian opium is (Mowed by the Ohimese -Gcmern-

merkt, amd is not imposed upon it by intimidation or'pressure of any Jcimd.

1M are not of opinion that the objection based upon ^he effects of the opium
habit%n Ghink, oo-^'Upon the pecuMa/r^ relations of the Oovernment' -of 'India

with the trade, are, from a moral 'standp&mt, sufficiently strong ' to' call for
intefference ofi the 'part of the Bo'iUsh Government. If the Governmeiit of

India maintains a restrictive attitude to'^the export of Indian opium by
taxing"the Malwa diiig;"&,nd by litditinig the amount of Bengal opium
*pu't oil the market, and so keeping the price high, we think its position

is defensiblie, and that with reference to its duties to the people of India

it cannot be jtistly required to go further and to extinguish the trade. MarquW'

In' regard to the admission Of Indian opium, China is now, at all eyents, ]sra°f9!of™'

a perfectly free agent. The Convention of 1885, by which the trade is 12th March

now" regulated, is based oto. prini^iples specifically proposed by the Do./do. Mem.

Chinese Minister who conducted f the negotiations, as being those most of soth Sept.

favoured by the Court of Peking. It contains all the provisions which cbini, 5, of

the Chinese Oovernment had pressed upon that of Great Britain, and, i885(C.4448).

in the words of the Marquis Tseng,' those p]?ovisions " find their strongest
" guarantee in the moral obligation imposed upon his Government by
" the consideration thkt the arrangemetit was of that Government's own
" ^proposing/** Lord Kim'berley; then Secretary of State for India, in

announcing to the Government of India his acquiescence in the terms vii., p. 215.

propoTsed by the Chinese, gave one of his reasons for so doing in the

following words :

—

c ;-..• »•<

"6. Finally, the Anti-Opium agitation in this country, already serious, and likely to be
,;

yet more formidable in a new 'House ^of Commons, is a factor in the present qfuestion to be

taken intongraye consideration. For some time-: past, the leaders of that movement in

Parliamei|t haye been fjhiefly insisting upon the injustice of preventing China from d;oing

what she desires as regards the taxation of Indian opium. If the present Chinese .proposals

are accepted, the answer to this argument will be obvious and conclusive. You will observe

that the Chinese Minister's Memoranda of March 12th, 1883, and of September li7th last,

admit unreservedly that the Agreement now under negotiation is of the Chinese Govern-

ment's own proposing and includes aU that they desire."

—

Desp. No. 7 of 22nd January
1885.

..It may be added that iAere ta.wo evidence from Ghim,a of am,y popula/r

dfisi/re that the import of Indian opiij{m should be s^qpped'. (Vol. VI., p. 61.)

'
"- End of Extract.

,..••
. .,. !'

' t
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I.

—

Moral Aspects of the Question.

The moral
objections of

two kinds.

1. The aUeged
evils of the

opium habit.

These must be
proved by
evidence.

2. The blame
imputed to the

Government
of India for

its connexion
-vrith the trade.

The ansvrer of

Commissioners
to this second
objection.

The defence

proposed,
absolutely

irrelevant as

regards the

export of

opmm to the

Straits and to

Hong Kong.

Chinamen who
are living under
British rule.

The evil effects

of opium
smoking by
the Malays
admitted.

From the paragraphs here quoted it will be seen that the Oommissioiiers propose to

place the moral aspects of the question in the foreground as of supreme importance,

and they deal with two moral objections urged against the Indian opium trade with

China and the Far Bast. The first of these objections applies equally to the export

of Malwa and of Bengal opium, and " rests upon the assertion that the habit of
" smoking opium which prevails in China and other parts of the Far Bast causes
" extensive moral and physical degradation." (Par. 166.) This assertion, of course,

has to be tested, and its validity proved or disproved, hy evidence, and the Commis-
sioners add, *' We have reviewed the evidence on this point in the fourth section of our

Report" (par. 166). On the character of that review a great deal has to be said

hereafter, but in the meantime it is only necessary to point out that the value of the

moral objection now under consideration depends upon the evidence which the Com-
missioners have reviewed, not upon the Commissioners' review of the evidence. The
importance of this distinction will be apparent by-and-by.

The second moral objection stated by the Commissioners is one that applies only

to the trade in Bengal opium, and lies in " the fact that the Bengal opium exported
" to China and elsewhere is manufactured and sold to the exporting merchants by
" officers of the Grovernment of India. It is not considered right that the Grovernment
" should have any connexion with the export of a drug which is believed to have evil

" results, or that India should derive revenue from what is said to be injurious to
" China." (Par 167).

The Commissioners proceed to answer this objection as follows :
—" So long as the

" importation of Indian opium is allowed by the Chinese Grovernment, and is not
" imposed upon it by intimidation or pressure of any kind, we are not of opinion that
" the objection based upon the effects of the opium habit in China, or upon the peculiar
" relations of the Government of India with the trade, are, from a moral standpoint,
" sufficiently strong to call for interference on the part of the British Government."
The argument here, as it regards China, may for the moment be passed by without
remark, but it is of utmost importance to notice that this apology for the Indian
Government and its export U~ade has no hearing whatever on the export of opium to

our own possessions in the Straits Settlements and Hong Kong. In Section IV., p. 48.,

par. 128, a table is given " showing the Number of Chests (of about 140 lbs.) exported"
from India. The figures given for 1892-93 are as follows :

" China, 59,771 ;
" " Straits

" Settlement, 12,609." It is explained, however, that a good deal of this latter opium
is re-shipped to Java and elsewhere. Allowing whatever reduction may be necessary

on this account, it still appears that a very considerable quantity of opium is being
annually imported into the Straits, for consumption, not by people living under
Chinese rule, but by people living under British rule. It must further be remembered
that apparently a certain amount of the opium said to be exported to " China " is

really exported to the Writish Colony of ; Hong Kong, and here also is consumed by
people with whom the Chinese Government has nothing to do, and for whom it has no
responsibility. The quantity consumed in Hong Kong itself cannot be exactly ascer-

tained, but it is approximately estimated as three chests a day, say, 1,000 chests per
annum {8ee letter of G. S. M. O'Brien, Esq., Colonial Secretary, Hong Kong, Vol. V.,
Appendix XXIV., p. 145.)

But this is not all; some of the opium consumed by our fellow subjects in the
Straits Settlements in 1892-93 was consumed hy the Malays and not by the Chinese.
Of these people—for whose welfare, be it remembered we, and not the Government of
China, are responsible—the Commissioners tell us " In the case of the Malays the
injurious effects, physical and moral, are by general consent more evident " i.e. than in
the case of the Chinese, (Vol. VI., p. 50, par. 134). Further, they say in their Report
on Burmah, Section VIII.,

As injurious

to the Malay
as to the

Burman.

Extract from Gommissioners' (Burmah) Report.

236. The evidence before us certainly shows that the Burman who
takes to opium is more often injured physically and morally than the
Indian. This difference is generally attributed to a difEerence in mind or



character. The Burman is more impulsive, pleasure loving, and reckless
than the Indian. The latter has more stability of character, more
industry, and much more thrift and prudence, inherited, perhaps, from a
harder struggle for existence. These characteristics give the Indian
more power of self-control than is possessed by the Burman. It man/ he

noted that the evidence from the Strmts Settlements shows a similar diffeo-ence

in respect to the injurious effect of the opimn habit between the Ghinamwn arnd

the Malay. There seems no doubt that the Malays are more impulsive and
excitable tham the Chinese, a/nd that the Bwrmuns a/re mMch nea/rer in
temperament to them than to the Chinese or Inddans. (Vol. VI., p. 87.)

End of Extract.

Yet the Commissioners have no suggestion or recommendation to make with regard ^?t *e Com-

to checking the consumption of opium by our Malay felloW' subjects, or for limiting ™t propose

"

the mischievous effects'of the Indian export trade in the Straits Settlements. They ^ny remedy,

meet the whole moral objection based on " the fact that the Bengal opium exported to
" China and elsewhere, is manufactured and sold to exporting merchants by officers of
" the Government of India " by seeking to shift the whole responsibility on to the

corrupt, effete, and heathen Government of China. What has the Chinese Government
to do with an " elsewhere " which is under British rule ?

Happily, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, JVIr. Chamberlain, has shown a wise inter-

little more sense of responsibility for the well-being of our Malay fellow-subjects in |®''^°^***
*f

"

the matter of opium consumption than was shown by the Commissioners, and has sutL ^
°

seen a significance in their statements which they themselves failed to see. By the

Straits Settlements Opium Ordinance, 1894 (No. 9), it was enacted that anyone who
"knowingly permits any person other than an adult male to smoke chandu in a
" farm shop " shall be liable to a fine not exceeding 100 dollars.

" Ordinance 20 of 1896, passed 3rd December, provides that sub-section (c) of the above shall be read as if

the word • Chinese ' were inserted before ' adult male ' ; so that the sub-section now makes it an offence to

permit * any person other than a Chinese adult male to smoke chandu ' in a licensed shop." (See Friend of

China for July 1897.)

Thus it appears that the Malays are now to receive a protection against opium

similar to that required by the Burmans, but not as the result of any recommendation

from the Royal Commission on Opium.

Before parsing from the moral objections to the Indian export opium trade, it may a. a third and

be observed that the majority of the Commissioners do not appear to take any notice
g^J^tionurged

of a third and very weighty moral objection which was pressed on their attention by by witnesses

several witnesses. Certainly they have no answer to make to this objection. One of J^hJ^orS-
the witnesses, Sir Joseph Pease, M.P., was asked on the day on which the Commission of the Com-

began its inquiry at Westminster :—11. " Have you any observation to make on the
"'""'

" opium trade in China ? " He replied :

—

" It is often argued that if we were not to supply Dymond treats as follows :
—

' Upon such reasoning you

China with opium, China would supply herself with ' might rob a traveller on the road if you knew that at

opium. That is an argument which is very well met * the next turning a foot-padwas waiting toplunder him.

in Dymond's ' Essays on Morality.' I have no right ' To sell property or goods for bad purposes, because

to do that which is wrong, if it is wrong, because ' if you do not do it someone else will, is like a man

somebody else is going to do wrong. Dymond puts ' selling his slaves because he thought it criminal to

ij. <jf I ^ere to sell a man arsenic or a pistol ' keep them in bondage.' I wanted to bring that out

' knowing that the buyer wanted to commit murder, that it might be on your notes, because it is an argu-

' should I not be a bad man ? If I let a house ment that is so often used in favour of the Indian

knowing that the renter wanted it for the purposes opium trade, and I think has no defence in solid

' of wickedness, am I an innocent man?' The international morality." (Vol. I., p^ 3.)

argument that if I did not do it someone else would.

Many other witnesses took the same ground. See, e.g., the evidence of Mr. Broom-

hall Vol. I., Q. 543, 547, 548 ; Rev. G. Owen, Vol. V., p. 238, Ans. 20; Rev. Griffith

John, D.D., Vol. V., p. 265, Ans. 16-19 ; C. J. Voskamp, Vol. V., p. 322, Ans, 17

;

Dr. B. C. Atterbury, Vol. V., p. 232, Ans. 17, &c., &c.

B 3
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This objection

referred to,

and its un-
answerable
force admitted,
by one Com-
missioner.

8

0f alj the'Commissioners, Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P., silorie seems to have been able to

perceive tjae gravity of the moral issue here raised or the unanswerable logic of Sir

Joseph Pease's argument,' which is quite independent of what the Chinese Government
may do or may not do. In his Minute of Dissent, Mr. H. J. "Wilson, M.P., thus deals

with this point :

—

16. It is impossible to avoid the conclusion that it o£ importation of Indian opium would be accompanied
is altogether unw^orthy for a great dependency of the or followed by any serious attempt on the part of the

British, Empire to be thus engaged in a traffic v/liich Chinese" Government to exclude opium from other

produces sfich ' widespread 'misery and disaster. It

is known that the Cultivation of opium is now largely

carried on in China, with the connivance, if not the

express permission, of the authorities, and without

throwing any doubt on the sincerity of the desire of

Chinese statesmen to rid their country of the blight of

opium, it is impossible to say, especially in the present

condition of the Chinese Empire, whether the cessation

sources^' and to' prohibit its cultivation within the

limits<oiE their own empiref'vSw* ^2cei)er that may
he, a traffic which is contrary to the principles of
humanity cannot he justified on the ground that, if

we do not engage in it, it will fall into the hands of
others who have no such scruples. (Vol. VI., p. 141,

par. 16.)

We shall see later on (p. 35), when we come to the end of our present inquiry, that the

Commissioners' ultimg^te defence of the Indian export opium trade to China is justified

by them on the very line of reasoning here expressly condemned by Sir Joseph Pease
and other witnesses as being immoral. It is commended to them by Mr. O'Oonor,
Her Majesty's Minister in China, as beipg the natural, wise, aiid proper line of

reasoning, and they heartily' accept the position he takes up. BeeYbl. VI., p. 53,

par. 148; p. 94, par. 268.
''"'

Political

considerations.

The Com-
missioners'

conclusions

criticized

elsewhere.

II.

—

Political Aspects of the Question.

With the Commissioners' Report on the political aspects of the question, which also

include the financial, it is not proposed to deal here. Reference may be made, however,

to a series of articles on this subject from -the pen of the Rev. P. Storrs Turner, !B-A.,

which appeared in TheFrimd of Ohi%a for 1896. ,i It. should be noted also that the

Commissioners do not attempt to meet one financial objection that was urged,,with
great force in an important Memorial from China. The i signatories said, " We hold as
" beyond all shadow of doubt the conviction that .... any sowrce of revemie,

" however large, that is morally indefensible, tends only in the end to the weakening of the

" Empire aTid ths impoverishment of its reSowces. (Vol, ,Y., p. .353.)

Similarly, Mr. David M'Laren, formerly President of the Edinburgh Chamber of

Commerce, " If the allegations of the demoralising consequence of the opium indulgence
" could be proved to a certainty, I should expect to find that the opium trade would
" not be a profitable trade in the end. I hold that there is nothing more certain than
" that a thing cannot be morally wrong and commercially or politically right."

Yol. I., Q. 1753.

The facts of
evidence from
China.

The Commis-
sioners deny
the existence

of evidence

whichtheyhave
themselves
published.

Specimens of

this evidence.

A Chinese
graduate's

testimony.

III.

—

The Facts of Evidence presented by, Witnesses in oe feom China.

It now remains to consider the facts of evidence presented by witnesses in or from
China. '

.
,

This evidence is fottnd in Vols. I. and V. of the Blue BOok, and the Commissioners'

review of it is found in Vol. VI., Section IV., With a preliminary paragraph in

Section I.

But before coming to the Commissioners' review, in Section IV., of the evidence

as a whole, it will be well to examine the truth of their statement given above, in

Section VI. (par. 168), that "there is no evidence from China of any popular desire
" that the import of Indian opium should be stopped."

A fe^ specimens of the evidence on this point are here given in full, and a further

list of references to the Blue Book, is added, all of which will be found to contradict

in toto the assertion- of the Commissioners.

1. Yu-Keng-Pak, resident in Canton, a Chinese graduate^, and son of the Chief

Secretary at t^e Grovernqr's Yamen, says :-;--

I hfive written this ^pped^Bj in answer to the^gjiestiohs that you were good enough to showme, and I

hope that you will forward it to the Government of your country and to all true gentlemen, that tliey may tdke

the opportunity of joining heart and soul in the suppression of the ciiltivaition ' and sale of opiimi. There is

no room for empty excuses, let them make haste to helpChina and
, do away tHth this huge evil. (Vol. V.,

p. 227, col. 2.) .



2. Dr. Coasland, a medical missionary of the English. Presbyterian Mission, residing
near Swato-vr,! says :— ,

'«,..

One very able and influential gentleman in my neighbonvhood proposed lately to get up a great p^ijion,
signed by all the ofiScials, literati, gentry, and business men, to be presented to the Queen of England, begging
her not to send any more opium to China. (Vol. V., p. 241, Ans. 15.) •

^ " P

"An in-

fluential

(Chinese)

gentleman."

-(,

A Chinese
official writer

in H.B.M.
Consulate,

Chefoo.

H.B.M.
Consul at

3. I^n Pao-yii, a Chinese literatei Qffioial Writer at H-B-M, Consulate, Chefoo, says :

—

15. The inhabitants of Shantung naturally do not like Uugland to import Indian opiuBfi. Every chest
of opium imported is so much injury to the people, and the flood of poison is never ending. (VoL V., p. 281,
Ans. 15.) ,(^ .

; . •.
^v,' ,jj f.Fi"

4. H. P. B. Praser, Esq., H.B.M^ Consul, Pakhoi, South China, writes:— "

15. I have, on a few rare occasions, become aware of such a wish being expressed by a few persons among Fakhoi.

the Chinese, on moralgrounds. It is often expressed in the native press of Shanghai . On gi-ounds of .political

economy the wish isf I believe, generalfff, in fact, perhaps I may say, universally enfertainf^^^atP'Ong the

so-called educated classes. (Vol, V., p. 289, Ans. 15.)
,

;. , ,

5. W. R. Carles, Esq., H.B.M. Consul, Cbinkian^, writes :— h.b.m.
Consul at

15. At the present day^ the growth of native opium is so thoroughly established that the Chinese, who are Cbinkiang.
opposed to opium, entertain scarcely any hope of seeing the habit eradicated, whether Indian opium is imported
or not. There are, however, I believe, not a few who would welcome the • news of its importation being
prohibited, as the first indispensable step towards reform. (Vol. V., p. 262, Ans. 15.)

6. Mr. Ku Hung Miug, Interpreter to the Viceroy of Hukwang, writes :— The cunese

15. "Tfes, I must ,-confess, however, that among the scholars and "officials I\am,acquainted with, who jhave H.E.Chang
expressed their interest in this subject, their views of dealing with the opium question are either very vague Cbih-tung.

or extravagant, but I must say also that / think it is the impossibility of checking or in any way controlling

the Indian trade that has made many earnest and thinking statesmen in China shelve the question as one

incapable ofpractical solution." (Vol. V,, pp. 294-5.)

7. R. W. Hurst, Esq., H.B.M. Consul, Tainany Pormosa, writes:

—

IS. " The Chinese dealers would regret the stoppage of the importation from India ; the non-smoking
populaiiotiwowld appr&6e of the st^."' i(Tol.Vi, p. 323.) 'j j^- -' ^ ' '

'
'

•

8. Dr. H. W. Boone, 13^ years in charge of St. Luke's Hospital, Shanghai, writes :

—

15. " The Chinese do wish that England would not allow opium to be exported from India."—Vol. V.

p. 331.

9. Rev. William Ashmore, Swatow, 43 years a missionary in Siam and China,

writes:

—

..'.'Rii 'x-,jt> r^ri /. .

;'"
iU'. '

» zr.A-i'

" Yes." " Foreigners are continually being reproached for introducing opium and all its attendant evils."—

.

Vol. v., p. 215., Ans. 15 tod Ansi 9. 'F'Tii; 1' ' : ,-,!J ,
•.• (,--..;);',;.;'. ' i' '.

,10. (Information obtained by Mr- C. J. Saunders,, at present residing in Canton, from
Chinese friends :— ' >. , i^ i u^l

.«,Very mainy wish England to restrict opfanl."—Vol. V., p. 227." ^''
' i " ^

;";; -JO! "(i)' ' ' -li • L. -^...jj .

Bee aZso the evidence of the following witnesses :— ?

11. Rev. H. L'.:Madkenzie, M.A. - "^f

12. John E. Euhhe, M.B;, CM. .- o »

13; C J. Voskamp -•

U. 'J. M. Swan, M.D.'--"" v.-

15; Df. B. C' Atterbury

16. Rev. W. Muirhead, D.D. ^^

17. Shanghai Chinaman, qiibtled b^ Dr. B'diiris

•'^MS.'Rev. G. An^drew a .
v a. . .^j

19. G. A. Cox, L.R.C.P., &c. ^ -
-

"
'

Rev. W. Huniiez
Rev. Griffith John, D.D. '^•'

Consul Watters - .

^^' -

Rev. Hunter Corbett, D.D.
Rev. C. Judd -

Rev. David Hill -

:^6. Rev. S, R,. Hodge
27. Thomas Gillison, M.B., CM.
28. Dr. J. Rigg
29. Sheng Pu Huai -

30. Mr. J. Jackson

H.B.M.
Consul at

Tainan.

A physician

in charge of

a hospital for

Chinese
patients.

Dr. Ash-
more, 43 years

a nussionary,

"Infor-

mation from
Chinese

friends."

(Vol. v., p. 213, Ans. 15.)

.<t>!l

'Mrvf\>:^

ii.i-

.y^-'y

-:>•: ' .,

\m

"(

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

m'\

3&i

'/

:w

p. 221,

p. 222,
p. '222,

p. 232,

p. 243,

p. 249,

p. 258,

p. 258,

p. 260,
p. '265,

p. 277,

p. 285,

p. 288,

p. 296,

p. 296,

p. 297,

p. 298,

p. 300,

p. 302,

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

15.)

References to

the evidence

of 26 other

witnesses,

Chinese,

English,

official,

medical, and
missionary.

Many of these

men of great

weight.

B 4
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81. Rev. F. Galpin -

32. Rev. R. Swallow, M.D.
33. Rev. J. Sadler

34. Dr. Cox -

35. Rev. G-. Stuart, M.D.
36. Hu Li Tiian

Vol. v., p. 307, Ans. 15.)

„ p. 308, „ 15.)

„ p. 314, „ 15.)

„ p. 332, „ 15.)

„ p. 332, „ 15.)

„ p. 314, „ 15.)

N.B.—All the above witnesses were resident in Ghima itself. Similar evidence from the

Straits Settlements or Hong Kong is not here adduced.

See also the evidence of Rev. J. Hudson Taylor, Vol. I., p. 30, Ans. 393 ; and
Memorial from British missionaries of 25 or more years standing (printed below in

Appendix), par. 3 and last paragraph.

Several other witnesses testify to the desire of the Chinese people to get rid of

opium, wherever it comes from, but these witnesses doubt whether the Chinese have
sufficient knowledge of geography to know of the existence of India as a distinct

country. Thus the Rev. J. Macgowan, Amoy, writes

—

15. In travelling in the interior, and preaching to heathen audiences, the missionary is continually being
twitted with the charge that his practice is not consistent with his teaching. They say that his countrymen,
having brought opium to destroy the Chinese, he is so far involved in their wrong. The masses know
nothing about India, or the exportation of opium from that country to China. They believe it comes from
England, and that Englishmen bring it from there to sell for gain, without any regard to the morality of the
question at all,—Vol. V., p. 313.

Cp. also the evidence of Rev. Greorge Owen, Peking. Vol. V., p. 238, Ans. 15.

The Commissioners' Decision to call for Evidence from China.

We come now to a paragraph in Section I. of the Report, which must be taken as the
Commissioners' Introduction to Section IV.

Extract from Commissioners' Report.

3. At the suggestion of the Grovernment of India, we opened our
inquiry, on the 8th of September 1893, by taking in London the
evidence there available which the Society for the Suppression of the
Opium Trade was desirous of placing before us. ' As it appeared that
the majority of its witnesses referred chiefly to the subject in connexion
with China, we thought it advisable to call for evidence from some of

the persons present in England who have held responsible posts under
the British Grovernment in that country, and the opportunity was also

taken of obtaining the views on the Indian aspect of the question of

several witnesses of special experience, medical and administrative, who
have retired from service abroad. Looking also to the fact that the greater

pa/rt of the Indiam, opium revemie depends upon the expm't trade in the drug,
which is prvncipally with Ghvna amd the Straits, amd that prohibition of the

prodMction of opium in India would imvoloe destruction of that trade, we
thought it impossible to form a complete judgment on the moral objections

raised against the Indian opium revemie system without considering the

effects of that trade abroad. "We decided, therefore, to request the
G-ovemors of the Straits and Hong Kong, and Your Majesty's Minister
in China, to obtain the evidence of competent witnesses in the form of
answers to interrogatories. Copies of the questions thus sent out under
the authority of the Commissiouj with the answers received, are given
in Vol. V. of our Proceedings. Vol. VI., pp. 1, 2.

End of Extract.
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For convenience of reference I here reprint the questions sent out by the Com- Qi^estions

missioners to the British Minister in China. We are not dealing in this book with the wtoessetin"

evidence asked for from the Straits Settlements or from Hong Kong. China.

Questions regarding Opium Consumption and Opium
KeVENUE in China, issued by the Royal Com-
mission ON Opium, through Her Majesty's
Minister in China, to be answered by

—

(a.) Her Britannic Majesty's Consuls in China and

any officials of the Chinese Government -whom

the Minister thinks it desirable and unobjection-

able to consult

;

(6.) Medical men, merchants, and others resident

in or natives of China, who are specially con-

versant with any part of China in which opium
is grown or consumed.

1. Is opium commonly consumed by the Chinese in

the part of China with which you are acquainted ?

2. What proportion, should you conjecture, of the

adult males of each race are consumers ? Do women
consume opium to any extent ? Do children ?

3. What have you observed to be the effectsofopium,

moral, physical, and social, on its- consumers ? Is the

effect the same on consumers of each race, or can you

draw distinctions between the effects on consumers oi

different races ? Is there any difference between the

effects of Indian and Chinese grown opium ?

4. Do consumers chiefly smoke or do they eat opium ?

or do they drink a decoction of opium ? If opium is

taken in two or all of these forms, can you distinguish

between the effects of each ?

5. What are the proportions of those who use opium

(i) without injury ;
(ii) with slight injury ; (iii). with

great injury (opium sots) ?

6. Is it correct to say that there cannot be such a

thing as moderation in the consumption of opium ?

Do you know any or many cases of consumers who
have taken their opium for years without harm to

themselves ? Please give description of one or two

such cases in detail. If you know any or many cases

of great injury, give examples.

7. Do a majority of the labourers, or of the

merchants, or of the artisans, of the part pf China

with which you are conversant, consume opium ? If

so, what is generally the effect of the opium habit on

their efficiency in their calling ?

If possible, "gi^6 details and examples in reply to

this question.

8. How does the use or abuse of opium among the

races of that part of China with which you are con-

versant compare with the use or abuse of alcohol

among such races in regard to the effect on con-

sumers ?

9. Is the habit of consuming opium condemned as
degrading or injurious by the general opinion of the
Chinese ? How would they regard the opium habit
as compared with the alcohol habit r

20. Can and do opium consumers break themselves
of the opium habit ?

11. If the supply of Indian opium were to be cut
off, what would be the effect on opium consumers and
on the population of your neighbourhood? Would
they resort to Chinese-grown opium ? or would they
take to alcohol or to some narcotic other than opium ?

or would they abstain albjgether ?

12. Do people of European race contract the opium
habit in any numbers ? If not, why not ? And what
makes Asiatics more liable to contract the habit ?

13. How are opium consumers led to use the drug ?

Is opium, within your knowledge, a prophylactic

against fever, or rheumatism, or malaria ? Or is it so

regarded commonly by the inhabitants of the part of

China with which you are conversant ?

14. Do opium consumers themselves usually desire

to get free of the opium habit ?

15. Is there among the Chinese in the part of China
with which you are acquainted any wish that Eng-
land should not allow opium to be exported from
India ?

16. By what classes of persons and in what pro-

vinces or districts of China is Indian opium usually

consumed, atid how far does Chinese-grown opium
compete with Indian opium in the provinces or

districts in which the two kinds are readily obtain-

able ?

1 7. What will be the prdbable consequence of the

prohibition or restriction of the export of Indian
opium :

—

(a.) On the consumption of opium by the Chinese

;

(b.) On the cultivation of the poppy and production

of opium in China;

(c.) On the arrangements made by the Chinese
Government for raising a revenue from. opium.

18. Can you give any estimate of the area now
under poppy in the several provinces of China, and the

average annual out-turn of opium ?

19. What revenue does the Chinese Government
derive from opium, and how does the taxation levied

on Indian opium compare with that levied on opium
produced in China .'

20. Have you any other remark to make in regard

to opium consumption among the people around
you ?

' (Vol. v., p. 212, and Errala, Vol. VII.,

p. 324.)

On the above questions two remarks must be made. First, They contain no No inquiries as

inquiries either as to the standing or the disinterestedness of the witness, or as to his ^^italls!

°

ability to give trustworthy information on the subject in regard to which he is asked

to testify. Secondly, The Commissioners' use of terms in some of their questions is Terms used by

so vague and indefinite that these questions are differently interpreted by different s^nSTeded

witnesses and answered accordingly. Hence much confusion arises in the evidence, to be defined.

e.g., two men, whose views of the opium habit are really very similar, use language

which seems to imply exactly opposite opinions.

1. When the Commissioners by deciding not to go to China themselves, forewent the Questions

ODDortunitv of cross-examining China witnesses, it became imperative that they should should have

address to every witness who was to give evidence, pnnted questions on those very to Tritnesses'

points on which cross-examination would naturally have turned. It was not sufficient
^„aiificSions

merely to request Consular and other officials, in general terms, to put the questions
'^"'^' o^'ons-

into the hands of suitable people. Bach witness should have been required to state

C
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Some witnesses

deeply com-
mitted to the

opium trade.

Others resident

only a short

time in the

;East.

Others had no
means of

giving informa-

tion at first

hand.

Unsatisfactory

nature of

evidence at

second hand.

Evidence
gained hy
daily^nter-

course with the

people, from
popular
literature,

street adver-

tisements, &c.

his occupation and whether; lie himself had any connexion with. the opinm trade, 'his

period of residence in Chi^a, his means of ascertaining native opinion on the opimm
habit, and his opportvmities of observing for himself ^ the customs of Chinese sociat life^

On the answers to questions of this kind, it is obvious, a great part of the value of the
answers to other questions depended. Had inquiries such as these been made, it

would.have appeared at once on the very forefront of the evidence of some Avitnesses

that they were themselves deeply committed to the opium trade. In 'other cases it

would have transpired that the witness had been but a short time resident in the East,

or, that he could neither communicate with the people around him except through the

medium of, his pidgin-English speaking servants, nor understand the native literature,

nor read the native newspaper, nor in any other way ascertain at first hand, the

thoughts, opinions, feelings, and social practices of the Chinese people at large.

Many witnesses, both in India and China, and also elsewhere, call attention to the

strong tendency that all Orientals show when interrogated on any subject by an
European to answer in the sense in which they imagine the inquirer wishes, to bie

answered. This undeniable fact stows the great importance of appealing for inform-

ation chiefly to European witnesses who can give, first-hand evidence gained by thejn

from prolonged and constant intercourse with the people in all the varied circum-

stances of daily lifei, and from reading the popular literature, the Chinese, advertise-

ments placarded on the wall of every town in China, &c., &o.

,The.real question is, how do the Chinese talk to one another about opium? What
do . they, say of it in the books that are written for. popular circulation? . We. want
European witnesses like, e.g.. Mr. Stewart Lockhart, of Hpng Kong (see belqw, p- 20),

who can answer these questions. That qualification, however, is not the only one to

be regardbd. It is essential, as already pointed out, that a witness should ' give

evidence of his disinterestedness.
.,

A striking

illustration of

the force of

the foregoing

criticisms.

One written document is quoted by the Commissioners, as i£ it carried special weight
and authority, which well illustrates the force of the foregoing criticisms. The only

specimen of evidence taken by the Commissioners in London that they have
thought fit to quote in their review of, the, China evidence is that of— ,,

Mr. Duff and
his evidence.

" Mr.Duff, a merchant in China of 30 years standing, whose opinion is, ''that in the

circumstance of their living, food, climate, and habitations, opium has no deleterious

effects upon the Chinese; indeed, quite the contrary, for it is a positive need^ and
they could not do without it.' " YoL YL, p. 49, para: 131; '

Mr. Dmff has much more evidence of a similar kind to giye that is not quoted by
the Commissioners. But who and what is Mr. Duff ? The Commissioners never asked

that very simple and natur?il question, though a good deal depends on the answer to it,

since we are invited by the Commissioners to pay special attention to his evidence. It

appears that Mr. Duff gave evidence twice, once in. London and. once -in China, both
times in writing. We learn ,incidentally on the . second occasion, from Consul Carles^

that Mr. T. W. Duff was "fwmerly a very, loA'ge importer of opium, no longer a resident

in China." Yol. Y., p. 258. Similar information comes out incidentally about other

w:itnesses (e.g,, about Mr. P. M. Sanga^r, :of Amoy, a strongly pro-opium witness.

Yol. Y., p. 312. Cp. a letter from Consul, Ford, Ybh Y., p, 310, col. 2.), but the point

to be noticed is that none of the written questions addressed by the Oommissionei-s

to witnesses in China was calculated to elicit any information on this important
subject, the disinterestedness of the person giving^ evidence.

The " use" of

opium

;

" moderation."

2. The Commissioners' questions about the " use " of opinm, and ".moderation in
" the consumption of opium," were both so vague as to cause much confusion in the

evidenp,e. A man who smokes opium once and, away with a visitor "uses." opium,

find so does a man who sijaokes regularly three times every ^ day. , One ,.witness,

thinking of , the first of .these, two .classes of , eonsuniers,. the occasional s^no^ers, aaySi,.

"Moderation in opium is very general." • Aiiotiheri witness thinking of ithe , second

class, the habitual and, ^ confirmed smokers., says, "moderation is scarcely possible."
" All depends on what is meant by the word moderation."—Eev. E. Bryant, Yol. Y.,
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p. 238,1 Ans. 6. Take the following specimens of this apparently contradictory

evidence which, however, is contradictory only in form :

—

I.—Dr. George R. Underwood, Medical 11.—Mr. John E. Kuhne, M.B., CM.,
Officer, Kiukiang :

—

Ed., a German Medical Missionary :

—

up, It is not correct to say that there cannot be such 6. It is correct, for of a thousand habitual smokers Confusion
a thing as moderation in the consumption of opium, there is hardly one who does not gradually increase caused by
In Kiukiang it is quite customary for the pipe to be the dose. The great number of patients I, see every inexact ques-

prodiiced on the arrival of a guest, or other similar year enables me to formulate this statement. I per-
*"'°^'

occasion, even in the houses of those who detest sonally know one wealthy merchant living in Sheklung,
opium. A man takes a pipe at such a time, and a town in our neighbourhood. He came suffering

may not again touch it for weeks. ... from a chronic ulcer. Although his general health

Of those who take the drug regularly, and have did not seem to have suffered much, he confessed

the craving for it, there are few who do not increase that opium hindered him in his calling, and that he
the quantity as time goeson. ' I know two men, the strongly desired to abandon the habit

one a student who has smoked for nine years, and has A literate ruins his reputation ; a farmer or an
not increased his daily Consumption, and the other a artizan, unable to find any employment, becomes a
caste' wfho for 12 years has used the drug,and is

"
gambler or a thief; a merchant, too lazy to attend

much as he was when he began. On the other hand,: tohis business, loses the confidence of his customers,

a domestic servant whom I knew became a beggar ; a and in a few years has to sell his shop to another,

second, a clerk in a yamen, got through all his means, (Vol. V., p, 220.)

and finally tried to sell his -wife and child ; and a

third, a student, was, when last I saw him, living on

money obtained by the prostitution of his wife.

(Vol. v., pp. 302, 303.)

III.—Consul Carles, Chinkiang :

—

IV.—Dr. John Dudgeon, CM. :

—

8. Moderation in opium is very general. Men who €(. It is difficult to speak of moderation where

smok^ mpderately are generally regarded as non- the habit must be gratified at regular times every day.

smokers. I have no personal knowledge of any " opium (Vol, V., p. 229.)

sot." (Vol. v., p. 262.)

Had the "use" of opium been defined, as the " habitual use," Dr, TJnderwood's

answer would have heen wJiolly unfavourable. Had " moderation " been defined as

covering " the habitual use of the drug at regular times every day," Consul Carles

would' not have said that people who smoked with this kind of " moderation" were

regarded as non-smokers, or that men could thus smoke with impunity.

Similarly, the words "opium sot" (Question 5.), convey a different meaning to "Opium sots."

different readers of the questions. The Commissioners, seem to think that no one

can be " greatly injured " by opium without being an " opium sot." Numbers of

witnesses naturally decline to identify the ordinary heavy smoker with a " sot," and
consequently make the second class of smokers, " with slight injury," large, while

they say that the percentage of smokers in the third class "with great injury

(opium sots) ", is comparatively small. Many heavy drinkers who are greatly injuring

themselves and their families by their whiskey-drinking habits would not be classified

in England as "whiskey sots." So is it in China with opium-smokers. The form of «sot,"or

the question propounded by the Commissioners is responsible for a good deal of the "^^^„

apparent discrepancy between the statistics given by different witnesses. Some ™° ^^'

witnesses fixing their attention on the words " great injury," give a large percentage.

These seem to exaggerate. Others, fixing their attention on the opprobrious epithet

" sot," give a small percentage. These seem to imderstate the truth, Others,

more wisely, point out that it is not necessary for a man to be an " opium sot " in

ordef to be gi?eatly and seriously injured by opium, and that a very large number are

so injured.

See the evidence given in answer to Question 5 of the Commissioners, by Eev. Wm.
Ashmore, p. 214 ; Dr. J. M. Young, p. 232 ; Dr. Cousland, p. 241 ; Eev. J. Maclntyre,

p. 271 ; Rev. J. Ross, p. 273 ; Dr. Hodge, p. 295 ; Dr. Jellison, p. 334, &c., &c.

Many witnesses whp are taken as pro-opium witnesses, qualify their statistics as to "injury

opium smokers who, ihduigei in the habit " w:ithout injury," by adding the word j^^^pp*™

" apparent " which makes a very great difference in the meaning of their answer, for-
'°''"^^"

'

2'

and
apparent
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most even of the strongest anti-opium evidence is to the effect that it takes time for
the injury fully to display itself. Cp. the following :—

5. "Without injury": Apparently most of those
who are in the early stages of the habit. This for a
short time only « With slight injury "

: The same
persons above indicated as the occasional use becomes
regular, and that, too, only for a time at the beginning.
" With great injury "

: Ifearly all of those with whom
the habit is fully formed, and whose regular recuri'ent
daily craving has attained the mastery over the man.
When the hour comes, smoke they must. Such a

man as this may not be called an " opium sot " as

yet. That expfession would rather apply to one who
gives up all else about and devotes himself to the

pipe and to getting means to supply it. At least that

would be the definition here at this place ; but opium,

as I have seen its workings, does " great injury " to a

vast number who would not be called " sots." Rev.
W. Ashmore, Vol. V,, p. 214.

The Commissioners' Eeview of Evidence received from China.

For reasons already explained in the Introduction to this book, only parts of

Section IV. of the Report are here reprinted. The criticisms they suggest are
introduced after the paragraphs to which they apply.

Comparative
i"lk of

exported and
excise opium.

II., p. 345.

II., p. 347.

Extract from Commissioners' Report.

SECTION IV.

The Export of Indian Opium to China and the Straits.

126. We have now to deal briefly with the question of the production

of opium in India as affected by the moral and political considerations

arising out of the connexion of the opium trade of India with China.

The question of China was not explicitly ref&rred to us by Your Majesty, but

it is obvious that our inquiry would have been incomplete had we not devoted

some considerable attention to it.

126. Of the Bengal opium manufactured at the Government factories

of Patna and Grhazipur, that which is intended for export is technically

known as "provision opium," and that reserved for consumption in India
is called " excise opium." The relative amounts of the two manufactured
in the year 1892-3 were 40,506 chests of provision opium, as against

2,109 chests of excise opium. Taking the average of the last 10 years,

the respective quantities were 52,419 chests of provision opium, as against
4,023 chests of excise opium. Of Malwa opium, the figures for 1892-3
are 27,268 chests passed for export for sea, as against 3,848 chests

passed for consumption in India. Taking the average of the last 10
years, 33,758 chests were passed for export, against 3,093 chests passed
for consumption in Indi a.

127. The quantity of both Bengal and Malwa opium exported to China
cmd the Far East is thus far larger than that consumied in India, to which it

hears the proportion of about 12 to 1. It is plain, therefore, that the
financial interests of India are far more deeply concerned in the export
trade than in the home consumption of opium. The financial aspects of
the question are discussed in the next Section of our Eeport, together
with the effect of the stoppage of the export trade upon the question of
exchange. (Vol. VI. p. 48.)

End of Extract.

The vast im- The statement given in italics in the preceding paragraph (127) is one the importance

abOTe'figure**
°^ ^hich cau hardly be overrated in any impartial and adequate treatment of the
Indian opium trade. The quantity of opium exported to China and the Far East
is 12 times greater than the quantity consumed in India. It follows then, as a matter
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of course, that it is a question of 12 times greater importance to the human race to Their bearing

know what is the effect of opium-consumption on the inhabitants of China and the „7tt'h?JrFar East than to know what is the effect of opium consumption on the peoples of le
India. The contrast between the way in which the majority of the Commission on How this

the one hand and the minority on the other hand (Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P.) deal with this &-"
tact is remarkable. The majority turn away at once from the question as one affecting ^- ^^ ^^^

the welfare of the human race to regard it merely in the light of the "financial 7X1^-
mterests ot India, which fchey observe " are far more deeply concerned in the ''°°^"-

" export trade than in the home consumption of opium." With this, contrast the fnSnanl
toUowmg from the Minority Report of Mr. Wilson :

—

2. By h. j.

Wilson, Esq.,

M.P.

The principal Purpose for which Opidm is produced in British India.
'*

1"f'
'O" "*

morals.

14. The main purpose of the production and sale of It would occupy too much space to refer at length NOTE Hopium in British India unquestionably is to supply the to the consular, missionary, and other evidence from
Chinese and other Eastern markets. China, which will be found in Vol. V., App. XXVI.

. . . Practically the whole of the Government but it is abundantly manifest that opium in China NOTE J.

op%um thus sent to China and other Eastern countries is a gigantic national evil.
is used for the purpose of smoking. That this

practice ofsmoMng is in the highest degree prejudicial,
morally and physically, to those who indulge in it is

^'^' ^'?* effects of the consumption of opium in

established beyond all reasonable doubt. *^^ Straits Settlements and other places in the East
are substantially the same as already described in

15. English officials resident in China and the Far *^'^. Tl <,^**'»«- ^ '''^^^''T
objection, therefore.

East have for the last 100 years continuously referred ^?''*t*° its production and sale for these other

to opium smoUng as a cause of moral and physical
^"""^'''^^ «'»'^ nationalities.

destruction. {See Note H.)
The Chinese Government and Chinese officials 18. The result of careful consideration of this (') 165,214,

have used similar, or even stronger, language. {See part of the subject is thai in my opinion the opium 287, 380, 430,

Note J.; trade with China and the Far East should be pro- *^°' *^^' ^^^'

The oral (") and written (") evidence presented to hihited. Vol. VI., pp. 141, 142. yjj' yg^' ggg'
the Commission is overwhelming in its force against 15q9 jg3g

'

the opium habit in China. 1863,' I96i!
(>) Vol. v..

In the words of Mr. Wilson here italicised the whole facts of the case are summed pP" 212-343.

up from the moral standpoint, and are dealt with on moral lines. By the majority of

the Commissioners, on the other hand, the moral aspects of the question before us are

simply ignored. To them, apparently, the first and only thought suggested by the

enormously greater consumption of Indian opium in China than in India, is " the
" financial interests of India." If the Commissioners had only avowed all through
that the financial interests of India were the question about which they were chiefly

concerned, we should always know exactly where we stood. We should, indeed, in

that case have had once for all to combat the fundamental position of the Commissioners,

and to demand that the whole question must be considered on higher grounds than
those of Indian finance. But the issue would have been plain and simple, and would
have stood out clearly before every one who takes any interest in China and the opium
question. Now, however, the ordinary reader of the Report does not know where he is.

He finds the Commissioners for ever talking about the "moral" aspects of the "Moral"

question ; but just when he expects them to announce some strictly moral decision, he stlntiy'^paradeci

finds them off on a different track, arguing about India and her finances, or stating ^"t never

minor or irrelevant moral issues and entirely neglecting the greater and really **^ '

important ones.

What, let us ask, then, are the plain moral inferences to be drawn from the statement

made above (par. 127) as to the relative magnitudes of opium consumption in India and
of opium consumption in China ? Obviously these two : first, that the China question

is twelve times as importcmt as the Indian ; and, secondly, that this being the case, the

China question deserves twelve times as much consideration as the Indian. Who would

expect, then, that after all the Commissioners' talk about the " moral " aspect of the ques-

tion, these, the only possible inferences to be drawn from their own facts, would be turned

upside down ? Yet this is what has actually happened. It will be found, on careful uispropor-

examination, that the attention which the Commission has paid to these two branches of
*ier°ation°°'^'

the Indian opium trade respectively, are in the inverse ratio of five to one as compared the Indian .and

with their relative importance. The more important subject receives only one-fifth of ^^^^
q"«*-

the attention bestowed on the less important, and, vice versa, the less important subject tiveiyr"*^^""

receives five times as much attention as the more important ! A reference to the Blue

Books will show that all the evidence the Commissioners have collected from China

and the Far East, together with their own review ot the same, occupies less than

370 pages of the six volumes (2,220 pages) which contain all the proceedings of the

C 3
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Commiesion. (A seventh volume of the Blue Book contains matter that is neither

evidence nor official Eeport.) Who "will credit the results of an inquiry made on such
lines as these ? What investigation can possibly be regarded as satisfactory in

character where one-sixth of the inquity is devoted to twelve-thirteenths of the

subject under investigation, while the remaining five-sixths of the inquiry are devoted

to the remaining one-thirteenth of the question ?

Scope of the
inqniry as

regards China.

Extract from Commissioners' Report.

130. We now proceed to discuss the moral and political aspects of the

question as affecting China. In considering this branch of our subject

it is obviously impossible for us to arrive at so definite and conclusive

a judginent with regard to China as with regard to India. The moral

omd physical results of the use of opium ,in China must be gathered from
the evidence of witnesses, and, with few exceptions, we had no opportunity

of seeing these witnesses and of cross-examimng them upon their statements.

The political aspect of the question must depend largely on the view

taken of some much controverted events in history. Subject to these

necessary limitations, we proceed to give a .brief summary of the resiiljis

of our inquiry. Vol. VI., p. 49.

End of Extract.

Great im-
portance of
the evidence,

Again we are to have the " moral aspects " of the opium question examined and
discussed,—this time in the light of the evidence that the Commissioners collected

from China. In this connexion our attention is specially called by the Commissioners
to the following statement, " We had no opportunity of seeing these witnesses {i.e.,

" witnesses resident in China) and pi cross-examining them upon their statements."

In view of three facts that I have iidw to adduce, I can only 'express nly utter Eistonish-

ment that the Commissioners should have thus inVited criticism of their methods in

the matter of cross-examining witnesses.

Very great emphasis deserves to be placed on the statement of the Commissioners
that " the moral and physical results of the use of opium must be gathered from the
" evidence of witnesses." This statement certainly leads us to expect a very careful

analysis, even if only a brief one, of the evidence the Commission had under review.

But, as will shortly appear, this expectation is doomed to disappointment. For
myself, I find it impossible to believe that the Commissioners have even read the

evidence as a whole. I cannot help suspecting that they will read parts of it .for the

first time in the pages of this book, and will be surprised to find that my quotations

are really to be found in the Blue Book they have presented to Parliament.

The reference of the Commissioners to cross-examination is in itself perfectly natural,

for it is certain that judges are always in a better position for appraising the value of

evidence when they have an opportunity of seeing the witnesses, and of cross-

examining them upon their statements, than when they have not- In this particular

instance, however, there are three considerations which tend to show that cross-

examination was not considered > of much importance by the Opium Commissioners,

for.

The only Ist. As we have seen above (p. 12), although nearly all the witnesses who
Londonmtness gave evidence in London appeared before the Commission in person, and were cross-

who'^was\°oT examined as to their, statements, ihe only London witness whom the Commissioners think
cross- a necessary to quote in their China Report is one whom they did not see and did not
examined. • '

,
i

cross-examiine.

No substitute 2ndly, it has already been shown (p. 11) that in the questions addressed to witnesses
for cross- jn China, not one question was devoted ' to those subjects on which cross-examination

of awt'°° ioould naturally have twrned, \i%., the standing and position of the witness and his
witnesses qualifications for giving trustworthy evidence.
attempted.

"

and of cross •

examination.
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3rd. The following quotation from Mr./Wilson's Minute of Dissent reveals a state of The way in

things in regard to the way in whicli Indian missionary opinion was treated, by the -l^as^^ecllvedTri

Commissioners in regard to cross-examination that is truly marvellous. . . Calcutta.

;Several menaorials were forwarded to tlie(Domtnis- Of the A.b missionaries and others closely associate^ q--) Vol. II.,

sion from missionaries and others interested in mission with them who appeared before us as witnesses, and P- 314. p. 460.

work. Some of them (») ext)ressed strong vfews submitted to the test of cross-examination, 41 (")
^°'- V.,p. 137.

agtost the use of opium and the present opium system, condemned the use of opium,' two {^) may be said to ^ 4X
these views being supported by some oj the signatories have occupied neutral or indefinite positions, and,two Vol. V., p. 138.
a^jjiearing personally as witnesses. Other memo- others {^) one of whom declared himself an "abo- (c\ 2238 2589
rials C^) took a less unfavourable view, and it is im- litionist on purely moral grounds," to some extent 2756,6921, '

portant to ohserve that none of those who signed defended, or at least extenuated, the use of opium ll,oi5, 13,988,

these latter memorials offered themselves as icitnesses, ' Tol. VI., p. 146. ' ' . 1 21,382,21,463,

and consequently were not subjected to any exami- See also Vol. I., Q. 26. 23,SD8, 23,332,

nation of their views and means of knowledge. , ^^'^%
17,246.

'

In tihe light of this revelation let anyone turn,: to VoL VI'., pp. 21, 22, paragraph. 77, ig/ot^^'
and note the weight attached to certain Calcutta memorials. We ask, 1st, "Why. did.

not these memorialists, or those of them residing^n Calcutta, appear in person before
the Commission when it sat in Calcutta ? 2ndly, Why did not the Commissioners in

this cajse ma^e an "opportunity of seeing th,ese, witnesses and of.cross-examining,them
up,on..;the^j:;^statetri9nts "

30, opposed in, thei^r tenqur tp. the bulk of, missionary evidence

lai|d before tJie ,
popimission by, the majority of the witnesses who. did appear ;and

submit to cj-oss-examination ? Surely the Bishop pf Calcutta and some of his

English chaplains would have come if they had been asked to do so, and would have
given fuller information as to their opportunities for, observing native life and for

ascertaining na,tive opinion in regard to opiunj-consumption in India. 3rdly, Since

they did not appear before the Commission to , be cross-examined, -why do the Com-
missioners single these clerical witnesses out above all others and quote them as

men .'.'who ar,e entitled to speah v^ith special authoritTf" on a question about which
some o^ the missionaries of other churches knew

;
quite as much as they did ? "Who-

ever, heard before of a judicial inquiry in which cross-examination of witnesses was so

s.et aside, as if it were a matter of no. importance, as it was here ?

Extract from Commissioners' Report.

131. Prior to our. departure from London, we took the evidence of 17 Evidence

missionaries, representing va/i'ious Societies, who had been residents in China England.

for'longer or shorter,periods, and of Mr. B. Broomh'all, the general Secretary^

of the China Inland Mission. The evidence of these witnesses was practically

unanimous as to the.evil effects ,of opium-smoking upon the Chinese, though 1. 1668.

- that of Br: W. Lockhart,' a medical missionary of the London Missiona/i'y

" Society, was less pronounced than that of the others. We also took the

evidence of one medical man who had been in private practice for 18

. years in Canton and Hong Kong,) and of a retired Government medical i- 1772

- officer, who had been in the Straits Settlements for 25 years. The
.evidence Of theSe two witnesses was considerably less adverse to the

practice of opium-smoking than, that of the missionaries. 'We hea/rd,. 1.790,1751.

also, the testimony of four gentlemen connected with commerce, of whom leis, 2012.

; two. were sprongly adverse to opium, and two took a more favourable

view, of the practice. (Vol. VI., p. 49.) j

End of Extract.

The statements made in the above extract need to be carefully examined in order An examina-

that their • true character and worth, may appear. " Seventeen missionaries

"

co^j^g^^j^gj.^,

are grouped togetherr along with Mr,- Bj Broomhally as being "practically review of
°°^^^

unanimous as to ' the evil effects of opium smoking upon the iChinese." To ejideMe^taken

lump together " 17 missionaries " in this fashion, and then sum up all their « 17 mis°sbn.

evidence in two lines', suggests a method of treating evidence that is soaYcely B'sroomM"
C 4
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judicial. There are differences in "missionaries" as there are differences in

"soldiers." One would hardly expect judges summing-up important military

evidence to group together as " 17 soldiers," a company of witnesses in which
were included two well-known generals, three army surgeons, and other officers of

good standing, as well as several men from the ranks. Neither would one expect all

the varied and important items of information afforded by the evidence of the prin-

cipal of these military witnesses to be summed up, together w^ith the more common-
place evidence of the less important witnesses in two or three lines. In the evidence
now under consideration it happens that in addition to the personal testimony of the

witnesses themselves there were most important quotations given from men of very
high standing in China who were themselves not present. One witness also put in a

si edb - 000
^o^^^^nt Signed by 5,000 medical men in G-reat Britain, of whom no less than 35 had

medical men. resided and practised medicine either m India or China. If the Commissioners' pro-

nouncement quoted above in two lines is all that can be made out of the evidence of

witnesses whom the Commission had the opportunity of seeing and of cross-examining,

it is hardly to be expected that we shall get anything like a useful analysis in the

Report, of evidence that had to be submitted in writing.

A memorial

Dr. Legge.

Eev. Hudson
Taylor.

Dt. Maxwell.

Let US now look at the witnesses under consideration in detail. The " 17 mis-

sionaries," we find from Vol. I. of the Report, included (1) the Rev. James Legge,
LL.D., Professor of Chinese in the University of Oxford, who informed the

Commission that he had resided for more than 33 years among the Chinese. It is

needless to observe that few,, if any, greater European Sinologues than Dr. Legge have
ever lived. His evidence, which the Commissioners have summed up with that of his

sixteen fellows of the missionary fraternity in less than three lines, extends over three

pages and a half of the Blue Book^ printed in small type and double columns; (2) the
Rev. J. Hudson Taylor, M.R.O.S., the founder and general director of the China Inland
Mission, informed the Commission that he went out to China in 1853, and had been a

missionary ever since, had visited 10 out of the 18 provinces of China, and had spent
a great deal of time in some of them. His evidence also was very full and of a very
varied character. (3) J. L. Maxwell, Esq., M.D., Edinburgh, spoke at length of his

medical experience in the Far Bast, quoted various medical authorities, and finally

handed in a declaration of opinion on the opium trade signed only two years previously

by 5,000 medical men of Great Britain and Ireland, of which this is his account :—

There are over 6,000 signatures to this of members
of the profession in Great Britain and Ireland, and
amongst these 5,000 there are 10 Fellows of the

Eoyal Society; 14 teachers of materia medica ; the

three representatives of the profession in England
T7ho sit on the General Medical Council ; the Presi-

dent of the Royal College of Physicians of Scotland

;

23 members of the profession who have practised in

India, four of whom have been professors in medical

colleges in India, and one a late reporter on economic
products to the Government of India ; J 2 members of

the profession who have practiced in China; 21 heads

of asylums ; four natives of India. These I have
picked out of the midst of them, and I do not know
that in the history of the profession on any question

of social or moral interest there ever has been a

paper which has been signed by such a vast number

of my professional brethren as ttis paper against the
opium traffic. What they declare in this declaration

of opinion is as follows :—" We, the undersigned
" members of the medical profession, are of opinion :

" '—First : That the habit of opium smoking or of
" opium eating is morally and physically debasing;
" Second : That the unrestrained sale of such a drug
" as opium is immediately associated with many and
" grave dangers to the well-being of the people of
" India; Third: That the drug, opium, ought in
" India, a,s in England, to be classed and sold as a
" poison, and be purchaseable from chemists only

;

'' Fourth: That the Government of India should
" prohibit the growth of the poppy and the manu-
" facture and sale of opium, except as required for
" medical purposes." (Vol. I., p. 21, Q. 240.)

Dr. Gauld.

But Dr. Maxvrell's evidence along with the declaration of 5,000 medical men which
supported it is not referred to by the Commission. He is simply one of the " 17 mis-
sionaries," and all his facts together with the document he put in as evidence are
sufficiently described in the two or three lines devoted to the missionary evidence in
general ! (4.) A second medical missionary was Dr. William Gauld for 16 years a
missionary in Swatow. It is needless to say he did not require any different treatment
than other missionaries received, and so on with the rest

!

Dr. Loikhart. Reading paragraph No. 131 of the Report as given above, one would suppose that
Dr. "W. Lockhartwas the only medical m$ssi(ma/i-y.-wh.o appeared in the group of "17
missionaries," but this, as I have shovm, is not the case. Inasmuch as the Commis-
sioners specially refer to him, and rightly so, as a man whose evidence was " less

pronounced than that of the others," it will be well to give a quotation or two from
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this "less pronounced" view of the evils wrought by opium. From the "less
pronounced " view something of the more pronounced one may be inferred.

1641. What has been your impression acquired 1704. Were any of the members of your church "Less pro-
durmg all these years of the effect of opium on the opium smokers ?—They were no longer members of ""unced »

people of China?—Many of them take it in small the church if they used opium. view of opium,

quantities. It is not particularly injurious to them
if they continue to take in small quantities, but it is 1705. You did not allow any opium-smoker to be a

so seductive a thing, that they very generally increase member of your church ?—Ko.
it;, and if they fall into evil circumstances and ,_„„ „„ a -d o^,. ,. , ,

become poor, they take to it in larger quantities. ^'"l'
Why ?—Because o^ the disgrace they brought

When they become the victims of the opium habit, "P."" ^^lemselves and their fellow-couverts by smoking

it is decidedly pernicious and injurious to them, in °P*'""'

every respect. They fail physically, their mental 1707. j^rst they were respectable men when they
faculties are not so particularly impaired when they b^„ ^ ^^oUe 'opiilm, were they not ?-Yes, but
are not in the act of smokmg opium, but their general ih|y got degraded by that process, and then the
system becomes so deteriorated, and so debased in constant progress of degradation that goes on with all
every way, that the people who_ are the victims of the victims of excessive use of opium. You could not
this habit are not allowed to give evidence in any

(.J,^gt them,
legal proceedings in any of the courts of justice in

China at all. They are not considered as people of 1711. I gather that you have a very strong belief

the community who are above corruption, and they that the Indian G-overnment ought to free themselves
would not be allowed to give evidence in any legal from any connexion with the growth of opium ?

—

prpceeding. Certainly. (^?ol. I., pp. 113-115.;

Space does not admit of further quotations from the evidence of the " 17 missionaries
"

though some of them were men of very high standing, and their testimony was
exceedingly weighty. Eeference must, however, be made to the evidence of the
Rev. Christopher Fenn, and to that of Mr. B, Broomhall—not one of the seventeen, Eev. c. c.

Mr. Fenn, quoted at length, from Bishop Moule of Mid-Ohina, Archdeacon Moule, F™n.

Archdeacon Wolfe, the Rev. W. H, Collins " who before ordination had been a medical VoLi.,p. 33,

man," and Dr, Duncan Main " the very able head of the Mission Hospital at Hangchow,"
all of them missionaries of the Church Missionary Society, Mr. Broomhall in like Mr. Broomhaii.

manner quoted at length from about 20 missionary correspondents resident in different Vol. i., pp. 38-

parts of China, all speaking of the evils of opium consumption. Thus the evidence of
**'

the " 17 missionaries " practically mounts up to be the evidence of 40, with a strong
expression of opinion unfavourable to the opium habit, signed by 5,000 medical men
who were not missionaries, and much other authoritative medical opinion, thrown in.

Mr, Broomhall also put in evidence some important translations of Chinese (pagan)

popular books on the opium habit.

Passing now from the Commissioners " review " of the missionary evidence submitted "Four gentie-

to them in London, we may notice in their review of " the testimony of four gentlemen wfthco™-^"*^'^

connected with commerce " the same inability to distinguish between the comparative merce."

importance of different kinds of testimony that we noticed in the case of the

missionaries.

Of these four gentlemen, one at least deserved to be considered as amongst the

most important of all the witnesses who, either in London or anywhere else, submitted
evidence to the Commission, Mr. D. Matheson, formerly a partner in the lausiness of Mr. Donald

Jardine, Matheson and Co., told how his firm was largely engaged in the opium trade.
Jfri^fn'^tis

He detailed also some of his experiences in connexion with this trade by which he partnership

was led to feel that he could no longer be associated with it " It was intolerable to me g^e!""'"^""^

"to continue in such a business, and I sent home my resignation to the senior partner
" who was in this country. I left China finally in 1849." Vol L, p. 58, Q. 799.

Surely that piece of evidence was as much worth quoting as the evidence of Mr, Duff,

the large importer of opium who never had any scruples about his business.

Extract from Commissioners' Report.

The other witnesses, with regai'd to China and the Far East, were
Sir Thomas Wade and Mr. Lay, who gave evidence principally with
regard to the negotiation of the Treaty of Tientsin and the Convention
of Chefoo. Mr. S. Lockhart, the Protector of Chinese in Hong Kong, also 1. 1394.

gave evidence, stating that in his opinion it would be no more possible to

enforce the prohibition of opimn in Hong Kong than that of drink in the v. p. 143.

Umted Kingdom. We received, also, communications in writing from i p. m^

D
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I. p. 146,

Sir Gr. Des Voeux, la^te Governor of Hong Kong, Sir "Sugt Low, formerly
Administrator of Perak, both, of whom were opposed to any further
interference, and from Mr. Duff, a merchmt in China of 30 yeairs'

s^cm<^mg', whose opinion is

—

'"
'

''•'
'

"that in the, circumstances of their living, food, climate, and habitations, opium has np
deleterious effects upon the Chinese; indeed, quite the contrary, for it is a positive need, and
they could not do without it."

A Note on the history of opimn amd \the poppy vn Ghdna, by Br. Edkms,
formerly a missionary, asxd now in the China Customs Service, at

Shanghai, will be found in the Appendices to our Report. The author

shows that the poppy (papawer sommferitm) was cultivated in Ghina as eoA'ly

as the 8th century. (Vol. VI., p* 49.) i i

End of Extract.

Misleading
references.

Mr. Stewart
Lockharfs
evidence.

In regard to tbis review one must say that a part of it is very misleading, to say the

least. 1. It is true, e.g., that Mr. Stewart Lockhart made the remark here attributed to

Mm, but be went on to say " I am afraid the habit has become so ingrained in the
" Chinese that they must have their opium." The same witness gives also the

following items of evidence whicb have an important bearing on those " moral aspects;"

of the question . which the Commissioners declared in the preceding paragraph, the^

were about to discuss. '

-

1380. Well, now, can you from your extensive

experience give us your opinion as to the st^t? of

Chinese opinion in regard to the opium habit, looking

at the state of things not only among the working

classes, but also the merchants, the literati, the official,

classes ; and also can you tell us what you saw during

your sojourn in the interior, which would give you

an opportunity of forming an opinion as to liow the

Chinese regard this question?—As regards Chinese

popular opinion in respect to tbe opium habit, it is

decidedly against it, There is a common Cantonese

saying which sums up rather appositely '' The Ten
Cannots " with regard to the opium; sotf It says,

, "The Ten Cannots regarding the Opium-smoker," :-r-

" He cannot c (1) give up the habit
; (2) enjoy sleep

;

" (3) wait fdr his turn' When sharing his pipe with
" his friends

; (4) rise early ; (5) be cured "if sick ;

" (6) ibelplrelatipns in need;, (7) enjpy.^wealth-;
"

,
(8) plan ^nything ; (9) get credit even .when an fild

'* customer J (10) walk any long distance." Thali,

I think, sums,ui> the popular view of the Chinese wiih
regard to the opium habit. i

1381, Well, then,;and that opinion is shared byliigh
apd low ?--^I should say it represents popular opinion

on the sulfledt. '

Again, Q, 1393.—

It is the desire of the [Hong Kong] Gavernment to limit consumption as far as it possibly can consistently

with the raising of revenue. (Vol. I., -pp. 99, 100.) ]<r
,

note.

Why this desire, if, as Mr. Duff and other pro-opi^m witnesses assert, "opium has
" no deleterious effects upon the Chinese ".1

:
>2. pfMr. Duff, sufficient Las h^ep. sa{d

The allusion to already (p. 12), 3. "What is to be said of this quotatioji from " Dr. Edkins, formerly a
Dr. Edkina'

missioiiary " ? That it is. certainly calculated to leave a totally false impression on the

general reader as to the tenour' of Dr. Bdkins' Note ^ on tbe history of opium and
the poppy in China. What Dr. Bdkins says, is ''.The .first distinct mention of the

poppy " " is in the first half of the 8th century." But what then ? For the purposes

of an inquiry into the truth about opium-smoking in China that statement happens to

be of no importance whatever. Listen to what Dr. Edkins has to say on the real

point at issue,—the origin of opium-smoking :

—

The true

significance of

Dr. Edkins'

note.

" In the , year A.D. 1729. an edict was. issued ,on

opium smoking prohibiting the sale of opiiiin and the

opening of opium houses. Th'e Government foiind

itself face to fiace with a dangerous social evil of an

alarming, kind . . , Opium sellipg, for' smoking

purposes hasfrom this timeforward (i.e. A.D. 1729)

been regarded as a crime by the ruling authorities

'. The i}'e^y earliesf instance of legislation on thin

matter is here before the reader. It was based on

local events occurring on the sea coast a long way
from Peking. The gradual spread from the province

of ;^ulikien^t,o ,^l|,the provinces was still in the future,
and wa.s not before the' mind of the legislators. . .

'

The sale of
'
6^iuWi was T{>r6hibited by statute, but we

do not find prpof that it was refused as a drug at the
Custom Houses of Amoy and Canton. The import
^stea^jly increased during the time it was in the hands
of the Portuguese tilt ESg^ish iilierchants took it up
III 1778 after the conquest of Beagal by Clive. The
East India Company 9;oQk the ,^>pium trade into its
own hands in 1781." (Vol. I. p. 156. 27°.)
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Tlj.e drift of Dr. Edkins' paper ,goes to show that although opium has existed
as a mecUcme in China for over 1,000 years, the curse of opium-smoking, has only
been felt to any considerable extent for less than 150 yea/rs, and that then it spread
from the coast, inland, the import' steadily, increasing, first, in the hands of the
Portuguese, but from 1773 in the hands of the British. This view supports the
ordinary anti-opium contention which is, first, that opium is generally spoken of,

not by its Chinese name as a home-grown drug for medicinal use, but as " Yam,g Yen"
i.e. '^foreign Bmdk.&

,
{or tobacco)," and secondly, that the habit of smoking opium,

which has now well-nigh ruined the Empire, came somehow from, across the seas, and
was introduced by foreigners. This, rightly or wrongly, is the common account of the

matter given by the Chinese in their popular books, and Dr. Edkins' note, to which
the Commissioners refer in this most misleading way, goes largely to support it.

Cp. the evidence of Dr. Dudgeon. ^i(Yol. V.^^'p^ 2.30, Ans. -IS.) I would ask any
impartial and candid reader what he thinks -of 'the Commissioners' references, 1st,

to Mr. S. Lockhart ; 2ndly, to Mr. Duff; Brdly, to Dr. Edkins?

Erom reviewijig tl^e eyi^eu>ce repeived in. tondon jthe Ccimmiseioners pass, in their Evidence from

Reipqrt, to tKe evidence received |rom the jPar jEasli (par^grapis 132-138), and from Sit.^*^^

Extract from CJominissioners' Report,

' ' -

'' '.'- China.: • .
^

,-

139. The replies we received from China, like the evideMe tendered to US Sumitary of

in London, were of a confiicti/ng fiharacter. By th:^ majority of f,]he mis- Xra?and^*°
siqnan'ies x)f every, lGhristian^comm/^,nity. in China the.use of opium is strongly pbysicai effects

^condem,'Bed.
;]

Othejf(;t3^^sionariegiifahe a less ds^ Of these lot^st, two °*°p'"™-

.may ^pe. quot§^.\ ^l^e^Mev. W..Ashmor6j^ot ^^^KvciQvicdin Baptist Mission,

43 years a missionary in China, states that some men will .use opiu/mfor

years and not show marked results. The Bev, A. Bone, an English Protestant

,
missionary, sfl^s :— :

-

'• The effects of, opium vary, but it appears to me that the ordinary Chinese have but a V. p. 2i8,

poorly developed moi'al sense on many matters in regard to which the Christian nations of

Europe hold decided opinions. The effects of opium, also physically, cover a wide range of

experience. Many wli,o smoke but twice or thrice a day do not appear to suffer any physical

weakness. I question frequently men who tell me they have smoked for years, and no

marks of physical deterioration are very manifest." (Vol. VI., pp. 50, 51.)

End of Extract.

That the replies received from China, like the evideiice tendered in Lohd^jji, were of " Conjiiotiiig

a conflicting character, goes without saying. If opinion on the opium question had
^''^^^^'^''•'

been everywhere the same there would have been no need for a Royal Commission to

be appointed to ascertain what that opinion was. When the Commission undertook

the China inquiry it became responsible for arriving at an opinion of its own, which
it could justify to Parliament, and on which Parliament could rely as being warranted

by the facts of evidence -laid before the Cominission.

This was the ijudicial function which especially pertailied to the Commissioners. Recinisites foif

But it is required of judges, 1st, that -they should sum up the evidence before them
in an impartial , and judicial spirit ,' Qfldly, »that' they should weigh this evidence,

paying most attention to that given by the most disinterested and the best informed

witnesses; 3rdly, that 'they ' shdilld only make such assertions in regard to the facts

of evidence as are strictly accurate. Has any one of these requirements been fulfilled

by the Commissioners ?

I must confess that the impartial and judicial spirit does not appear to me to b^

manifest in the statements and quotations of paragraph 139.

D 2

an official

enquiry.
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Mititiionai'y

evidence

practically

niianimous.

" By the majority of 'the' missionaries of every Christian communion in China the
" use of opium is strongly condemned." What are the facts 1

It is so condemned by all the missionary witnesses from China who gave evidence
before the Commission with, perhaps, two or three exceptions. Of these only one can
be adduced who is in any sense favourable to opium-consumption. Many missionaries
who did not themselves give evidence were quoted by others who did. From all this

great company of missionary witnesses, the Commissioners do not quote a smgle. sentence

showing the character of their evidence so jwr as it is imfavowrahle to opium. They
quote at length the solitary missionary who differs from all the rest of the missionary
body, in that he is favourable to opium, as one who " has made the effects of the
" opium habit the subject of special observation and inquiry." They also pick out
isolated sentences from strongly anti-opium missionary witnesses with a view to

minimizing the evils of the opium trade with India.

Less decided
view of some
luissionaries.

Kev.W. Asli-

more.

Vol. v., p. 214.

" Other missionaries take a less decided view. Of these last two may be quoted."
We ask, 1st, Why are two missionaries to be quoted simply, because they are less

decided on the subject than the majority ? We ask, 2ndly. Is it a fact that the

Eev. W. Ashmore is " less decided " in his condemnation of opium than the majority
of his fraternity ? and we answer emphatically that it is not. *' The Rev. W.
Ashmore states that some men will use opium for years and not show marked results."

Mr. Ashmore's own words are :—" Some men of vigorous vitality will use opium for
" many years and not show marked results. Others show the effects almost imme-
" diately in a general, physical, and moral deterioration." See also a very important
quotation from Mr. Ashmore above, p. 14, and refer to his whole evidence which, from
end to end, is about as strongly condemnatory of the use of opium as it could
possibly be.

Kev. A. Bone. " The Rev. A. Bone, an English missionary, says :—&c." Here, again, we have
a garbled extract. Mr. Bone's view, no doubt, is " less decided " than that of Mr.
Ashmore and some other missionaries, but the following sentences taken from his

evidence will show that it is sufficiently decided to make him a strong witness as to the

evils of opium :

—

The effects of opium vary iu different persons and
under different conditions. The moral influence on

men who frequent the opium dens with which I am
familiar in Canton cannot but be bad. . . . Those
who become in any sense "victims'" of the opium
pipe, have their moral sense greatly impaired. . . ,

Many boatmen smoke, and when on our boat journeys,

if we have opium smokers on board, they must have

their pipe at regular intervals. Jf they get their

opium regularly they do their work equal to the best

;

if not they are restless, indifferent, and cause trouble.

N.B.—/ never will allow an opium-smoker among
my crew if I can avoid it.

9. The habit, because it is more generally indulged

in, IS now regarded by fewer persons probably than
formerly as "degrading and injurious." ....
On the other hand, those who do not use it,

absolutely condemn it as degrading and injurious,

and so do also all communities of native Christians.

14. Men who have become victims to the opium
craving certainly desire to free themselves, but seem,

to lack the moral, or physical, or to be without the

spiritual power, to do so.

20. / regard the tmoking of opium, speaking in
general terms, as baneful. (Vol. V., pp. 218, 219.)

With Mr. Bone's "less decided " evidence, Cp, the "less pronounced" evidence of
Dr. W. Lockhart given above, p. 19.

Consular
evidence.

Extract from Commissioners' Report.

140. In the British Consular service i/n Ghi/na the prevailing apimon' is

that opium-^smoMng in moderation is not ha/rmful, amd that moderation is the

rule. . The evil effects of excess do root ihrust themselves prominently on the

notice. A minority of the Consular service condemns the use of opium
in any form as essentially bad. (Vol. VI., p. 51.)

End of Extract.
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It is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to take the measure of the " prevailing Indian Govern-

opinion " of the Consular service on the Unes here indicated. The Indian Government 7^^^*'^"'
has been at the pains to analyse this China Consular evidence. (See Blue Book of Consular

" Correspondence regarding the Report by the Royal Commission on Opium," 1896
''''^'°"'-

[C.—7991*), and the results of that analysis are given below. The Indian Grovern-
ment may be trusted to make the most it can of the Consular evidence from China. I
accept this analysis provisionally as more likely to commend itself to my readers than
any analysis which an opponent of the opium trade could make. It is, however,
incorrect in several particulars. Even if it were correct it would not justify the
statement of the Commissioners in their " review." The Indian Grovernment, then,
distributes the consular witnesses into the folio vring four classes :

—

I. " Those who have expressed no opinion as to the effects of cjjium-smoking in
China." This class contains j^ve consuls or acting-consuls.

[N.B.—The compiler of this list for the Indian Grovernment states the
number as th-ee, overlooking the consuls at Tientsin and Ichang, to both of
whom questions were sent {see Vol. V., p. 229, col. 2), but from whom no
replies were received.]

II. " Those who regard opium-smoking as a serious evil." 'J'his class also includes
five witnesses.

III. " Those who give evidence, which is generally condemnatory of the habit, but
not strongly so." This class again includes five witnesses.

IV. " Those who, while holding that the immoderate use of the drug is deleterious,

consider that moderation among Chinese opium-smokers is the rule, that the
percentage of men who smoke to excess and suffer great injury in consequence
is small, and that moderate opium-smokers suffer no apparent injury from
indulgence in the habit.

This class includes thirteen witnesses. [N.B., one of these was not a consul but
only a Consular assistant.f]

The admissions of some of the consuls included in this last class are, however,
worthy of notice.

i. Consul M. F. E. Eraser says :

—

(3.) r have not observed the moral and social effects, but suppose on moderate smokers these are good
(if the man's health is benefited by smoking), or, at least, indifferent.

(6.) There can be no doubt, however, I think, that, especially with people of so little energy, force of will,

moral courage, or ambition, as the average Chinese, the habit is very hard to break off when once acquired,
and that a moderate use to begin with often ends in excess.

9, I have no doubt that the habit of consuming opium is condemned as degrading and injurious, or at least

as a lazy extravagant habit, by the general opinion of the Chinese. "Vol. V., pp. 288, 289.

The testimony of a witness who has not observed the moral and social effects of

opium, hut supposes these are good, can scarcely be quoted against the testimony

of witnesses who have observed them and say they know they are highly injurious.

ii. Consul Ford says :

—

(i.) perhaps 30 per cent, use it without any injury,

(ii.) forty per cent, with but slight injury, and

(iii.) thirty per cent, with great injury. Vol. V., p. 309.

It can hardly be maintained that what a man does " with injury " to himself he does
" with moderation," whether the injury be slight or great. That 70 per cent, of the

smokers are injured is a serious admission.

iii. Consul Mansfield, W^nchow, says :

—

20. It is to be deplored that the populations of the towns in this district are so much addicted to opium

smoking. The people are too poor to be able to afford the luxury except at the expense of proper nourish-

ment and the effects on the race generally of underfeeding and diminished reproduction should be ultimately

disastrous. Vol. V., p. 336.

* This Blue Book forms no part of the Report of the Soyal Commission, and the Commission has no

responsibility whatever for its contents.

t It is not disputed that some of the Consular assistants were qualified to give evidence. In point of fact,

however, Mr. Perkins is the only junior member of the service who does so, and inasmuch as the question now

at issue seems to be What do Her Majesty's Consuls say ? it is only right to point out that Mr. Perkins was

not even an acting-consul.

D 3
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Summary of

Consular
evidence.

Analysis of

Consular
evidence.

Value of

Consular
evidence and
its limits.

fiffects of

excess, when
obvious and
when not.

One may ask wliy it is to be specially deplored that the peopte in thhWenchow District

are so much addicted to opium. Are they poorer than the people in other districts of

China? Every one in China knows that the j90()r' form the' great majority in every

district^ and hence it is everywhere to be deplored that these populations are addiibted to

this £abit.

iv. H. Cockburn, Esq., Acting Assistant Chinese Secretary, Her Britannic Majesty's

Legation, Pekingj says :— ,"-r:', ... !,-

(5.) But I also believe that the number of those who smoke much more opium than, is good tor' them
is much larger in proportion than that of the corresponding' class amongst consumers of alccihol kt hbme. •

'"'

(6.) Though I am convinced that there is such a thing as moderation in the'iise (if opium, / think there is

a strong tendency to its use in more tlpan modercutipn, to which many eonsum,ers yield. They do no,t become
"opium sots" but they smoke much more than can'possibly be good for them. (See above p. 13.)

(9.) [The Chinese] have (speaking generally) no disapproval for the use of alcohol in moderation, whereas

very many of them do disapprove the habit of opium smoking, even in moderation. Vol. V., p. 233.

The classification of Consular evidence given above is likely to be at least as favour-

able to the Commissioners as any that could be made. From this it appears that out

of all the Consular witnesses appealed to by the Indian Government, only a

minority commit themselves to the opinion that "moderation among Chinese

opium-smokers is the rule, . . . and that the moderate opium-smokers
suffer no apparent injury from indulgence in the habit."' [The difference between
" no injury " and " no a/ppdurent injury " has already been pointed out, see above,

p. 13.] What, then, becomes of the Oommissioiers' statement as to the " prevailing

opinion " in the British Consular service in China ?

then, to this nett result in regard to

China : Five of them, i.e., 18 per cent

per cent., either " regard opium-smoking as a serious evil,

< generally condemnatory" of the habit," while

the opinions of the

express no opinion

;

or

the

We are brought,

27 British Consuls in

ten of them, or 37
"give evidence which is

remaining twelve, i.e., 45 per cent., may, perhaps, be taken as holding the opinion
described by the Commissioners as " the prevailing opinion," though with serious

reservations as regards four out of the twelve. I do not press these particular figures.

I fully admit the difficulty of accurately and unanswerably defining the "prevailing
opinion " in the Consular service on this subject. I doubt if any opinion, can
be fairly described as " the prevailing opinion." But one thing is perfectly

certain, taking the Gonsula/r evidence as a whole, ' there is nothing in it on which to

build up an a/rgvment favourable to opvum-smoTcing in China.

I wish to speak with the greatest respect of the Consular body in China, a respect

which I sincerely feel, but since, so much has been made of the importance of Consular
opinion, it is only right' to point out, 1st, that the Consular witiiesses were after all

only a small proportion of the witnesses who were well qualified to give trustworthy
information to the Commission;^ 2ndly, that a not inconsiderable number of them
speak with great difl&dence as to their ability to give first-hand evidence. Even
the British Minister, who had been for many years in China, says :-—

" As to my own personal views, I do not profess to have more than a very superficial acquaintance with
the efEects of opium consumption in China." (Vol. V., p. 229.)

Several of the consuls make similar .admissionsj and two at least of them, on these
very grounds, excuse themselves from answering the Commissioners' questions. (Consul
Scott, Swatow, Vol. V.,;pjr. 2l2, 2l3. Acting Consul Allen, Wuhu, Vol. V., p. 832.)
Srdly., that in as far as Consular opinion?' in Chiiia is really favourable to opium-smoking
it is in direct conflict both with the bulk of the Medical and also with the Chinese
evidence that the Commission has collected.

,

The Commissioners add—speaking of Consular opinion—" the evil effects of excess
" do not thrust themselves prominently on the notice." That remark requires to be
explained. Opium being a narcotic, and not a stimulant, never makes people noisy,
boisterous, or violent, hence the evil effects of it naturally do not thrust themselves
on the notice of any Europeans, either consuls or others, as they walk about,
the streets, or as they are living entirely outside of Chinese society. They do'

thrust themselves on the notice of every one who is living in close touch with the
lower classes of China. Take these two specimens .o|. Consular evidence from
the same witness^ the first speaking of the ordinary life and experience of an
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Bngiisli Consul, the second speaking of the experience of a Oohstil who happens to
have to sit in the Mixed Court in Shanghai. Yery few Consuls discharge that duty,
when they do, it brings them into contact with^ Chinese life as they had never been
bought into, contact with it before, and gives them.experiences that are utterly unlike
the experiences of the ordinary European resident in China.

I, As a private resident in China my experiences in China have not tUe weight either of those of a medical
man or of those of a missionary. We consuls have little private intercourse with the natives outside our
homes and offices. (Consul Allen', Chefoo. Vol. V., p. 279.)

"

II, Consular oflScials in China, especially those who hold the post of assessor at the Mixed Court at Shanghai, An official

get a certain amount of insight into the ways of " opium sotsj" who have sunk in the world; and have become witness, and

members of the criminal classes. / held the post of Mixed Court Assessorfor two years, and certainly '"'*** ^^ ^*^'

there were considerable "numbers of " opium sots " brquahl before the (Jhineae magistrate and myself every
week. (Consul Allen, Ch'efdo, Vol- v., 279;). ,;'vV'' ''o, ^W .„ -

' - :

The evil effects of excess did not thrust themselves prominently on the notice of

Consul Allen, the private resident in China. They thrust themselves very prominently
on Consul Allen, the Assessor in the Mixed Court of Shanghai,, in close touch with the

lower classes of Chinese society.

Sir Nicholas J. Hannen, Consul-General and Chief Justice, Shanghai, tells us : An official

" During the whole of my 14 years' residence, I have only seen with my own eyes ^°t^he did

",Jihe visibly effects of the consumption of, opium on three occasions," and one of those not see.

occas.ions was not in S)i^ngh.ai,', But lie also explains this when he says he was never
" in intimate relations with the Chines? " (Yol. Y., p. 251.) If he had ever been
Assessor in the Mixed Court, he would have seen what Consul Allen saw, and what
every one else will see who is constantly in intimate relations with the Chinese of the

lower and poorer classes. The Consular evidence, which the Commissioners have
published, explains the fact which they state but do not explain, viz., why the evil

effects of opium consumption do not thrust themselves on Consular notice. It explains wiiy the '

also why these evil effects do thrust themselves very constantly on the notice of mis- evidence of

• • n p .1 ... , 'i- IT n ^1 • missionaries iSi

sionanes, specially or ihose missionaries who are living m the heart of a Chinese town anti-opium. .

and iii constant touch with the' sunken massesv'^' Op. the evidence of Consul Carles.

Chinkiidng, and of ' Consul Bullock, Newchwang :-— '

* '-

3. My opportuAi'tiSs "bf personal dib^ervatibn of the efiEects qf opium on its consumers haVe been' limited,

for the intercourse between Chinese and Europeans ia so restricted tnat I have neveir known anyttihg df the

domestic life even of persons with whom I am in constant contact. It is only by hearsay, therefore, or by
observation of men's outward lives, than I can speak of opium-smoking and its efPect. So far as I have

seen, the effect of opium-smoking is prejudicial morally, physically, and socially, but in widely different degrees

according to the clasS: of the consumer. (Consul Carles, Vol* ,V.!, p. 263.)

I have heard of cases of " no harm for many years," but know none personally. ISTor have I ever had to do

with a real " sot." Such a man must necessarily be dismissed from a foreigner's service before he comes to

that point: Missionaries in China, speaking the language, constantly moving about, and always in close

contact with the people, are able to give far more trustworthy opinions on such a subject than any other

class of persons can, though many of them, of course, have strong prejudices concerning it. (Consul Bullock,

Vol. v., pp. 266, 267.) \

We cpme now to the medical evidence before the Commission, and here we find

the statements made by the Commissioners as to its character are simply astounding

in their inaccuracy, not to use a stronger term.

Extract from Commissiouers' Report.

Th& medical opinions were im, general accord with those of the Gonsida/r

body. We may quote, for instance, the statement of Dr. Rennie,

D 4
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V- p. 218.

J., p. 381.

v., p. 324.

referring to the Island of Formosa, where he resided for seven years.

He writes that :
—

" By a high-principled Chinaman the use of opium would be pronounced degrading ; but

I do not think such is at all the general opinion A new arrival usually finds

that his ideas, moulded on statements current at home, are immensely exaggerated; he

seldom comes across that type of the degraded opium victim, with the description of whom
we have in our earlier days been so familiar. Still, after more mature experience, and looking

into the question with an unbiassed mind, he must admit that the habit is an evil. But what

race has no pleasant vice? Opium is a solace to the wretched and luckless, and a

stimulant to the hard-working and poorly-fed bread-winner, too often handicapped by

malaria in the struggle for existence. As with most of nature's gifts to suffering humanity,

abuse often converts the blessing into a curbe. But look at the matter how we will,

whether or not in its use or abuse it is a danger to the individual, to society, or to the

State ; we must unhesitatingly declare that the opium habit is in every respect a lesser evil

than the consumption of alcohol."

We ma/y also quote the followmg from Dr. Matthews, a medical mis-

siona/ry

:

—
"It occurs tome to add in connexion with the above answers that, upon my arrival

in China, I was naturally prejudiced with regard to the opium habit, and that it is only

on conviction that I now speak. To emphasise my position it is right to add that, apart

from the intierest I have taken in this matter for some years past, and the constant desire

to avail myself of all practical information, is the fact that as editor of the only medical

journal in China, 1 have had more extended facilities for examining into the question than

ordinarily falls to the individual medical man. Such being the case, I, though in all

diffidence, state that it is my firm conviction that the evils of the opium habit, though

they are many and great, have been exaggerated, and the good derived from it but little

recognised. With regard to contrasting opium and alcohol, it seems to me but the con-

flicting of essential requirements of the eastern and western worlds."

We may also refer pa/riicula^ly to the answers of Dr. Myers, who, like

Dr. Matthews has made the effects of the opium habit the subject of

special observation and inquiry (Vol. VI., p. 51.)

End of Extract.

The analysis

of medical
evidence in

China by the

Indian
Govermnent.

Here, again, we are helped in the attempt to analyse the evidence before us, by the

Blue Book [C.—7791] published by the Indian Grovemment. This book gives (p. 48)
two lists professedly classifying the medical evidence from China that was submitted
to the Commission. Without accepting this classification as altogether correct, I am
content to accept it as being approximately satisfactory so far as it goes, I omit the

names of merchants and re-number the medical men.

I, B.

—

List classifying the Evidence of Private Meuical Peactitionees [and Merchants] resident in

China who replied to the Interrogatories issued by the Eotal Commission on Opium.

I^ame and Designation.
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II. C,.

—

List ^.ft^assifymg the Evidence of Medical Opficeks o£ Her Majesty's Consulates and the
Chinese Imperial Mabitime Customs who replied to the Interrogatories issued by the Eotal
Commission on Opium. '

Name and Designation,

Reference to

Page of Vol. V.
of the

Prooeedings
of the

Commission.

Nature of

Evidence classed

for the sake
of Brevity as Eavonr-
ahle, Unfavourable,

and Doubtful

1. Dr, E, Henderson, Surgeon, Her, Britannic Majesty's Consulate,

Shanghai.

2. Dr. R. A. Jamieson, Consulting Surgeon to Imperial Maritime

Customs and Surgeon to St. Luke's Hospital, Shanghai.

3. T>T. J. J. Lynch, Medical Officer to the Consulate and to the Imperial

Maritime Customs. v

4. Mr. De B. Daly, Medical Officer to Consulate and Imperial Maritime

Customs, Newchahg, and in charge of the Church Missionary

Seciety's Hospital, at Ningpo.

5. Dr; Von Tunzehmann, Medical Officer, I. C. Customs and Consulate,

Chefoo, and in charge of Anglican Mission Hospital.

6. Dr. G. R. Underwood, Medical Officer, Kinkiang -
,

7. Dr. J. F. Molyneux, Surgeon to Her Britannic Majesty's Consulate,

Ningpo.

8. Dr. J. J, Underwood, Medical Attendant to Vice-Consulate, Pagoda

Island.

9. Dr. W. W. Myers, Medical Officer, I. C. Customs, Tainan

10. Dr. W. Cox, Medical Officer, Imperial Mantinae Customs, Wiihu

H. Dr. J. H. Lowry, Surgeon, Imperial Maritime Customs, Wenchow

12. Dr. McCartney, Medical Officer, Imperial Maritime Customs, Chung-
king, and a member of the American Methodist Episcopal Mission.

FaiKpurable.

Do.

Unfavourable.

Do.

Favourable..

Unfavourable.

Doubtful.

Do.

Favourable.

Doubtful.

Do.

Unfialvourable.

The above lists characterise the opinions of 22 wedical men resident in China in

regard^to the use of opium, as follows :

—

Favourable 8. J'Doubtful 5. Unfavourable 9.

But the above classification adopted by the Indian Government deliberately excludes from
c^fnsidei'ation.n'earl^ half the medmctlwi^^ r

,

'

In making a purely ex parte statement the Indian G'overnment may, or may not,

have been at liberty thus to manipulate the evidence collected by the Hoyal Commission,

but certainly the Royal Commissioners were not at liberty to do anything of the kind.

They were bound to consider all the evidence laid before them, and I now append a

third list, drawn up by myself, in which the facts of medical evidence that the Indian

Government has thought fit to ignore, are stated. I would first call attention to a

very important fact, viz., that the private medical practitioners and medical ofecers of

Her Majesty's Consulates to whose evidence the Indian Grovernment attaches so much
weight are men whose main professional duties are attendance upon Europeans who,

admittedly, do not touch opium ! Some of these gentlemen outside of, and in addition

to, their private medical practice, or their official duties, do take some hospital practice

among the Chinese, but this is ; not true of all. On the other hand, in the list of

medical practitioners I am now about to give, there is not one whose main and almost

exclusive duty is not attendance on Chinese patients. Most of them have hospitals,

and are treating every day the very class of people who are most concerned in this

inquiry

—

-Ghvnamen, who either have been, are, or may become, opium-smokers.

E

Above classi..

fication

excludes 18

witnesses out
of 40.

An ej; parte

statement.

A Koyal Com-
mission bound
to considBP all

the evidence

laid before it.

Private

practitioners

and Consular
medical officers

not primarily

concerned
with Chinese
patients.

Medical
missionaries

and theii

patients.
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III.

—

List of Medical Pbactitiomees (omitted from the Blue Book of Correspondence regarding the
Opium Report) who replied to the Interrogatories issued by the Royal Commission on Opium.
All of these are practicing among the Chinese.

Name and Designation.
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The first of these witnesses is at variance with the great body of medical men in

China in the opinions he expresses on the opium question, and is the only medical
missionary who holds those opinions. The second witness has had more than twice
Dr. Mathews' experience in China, and is, moreover, in accord with the general

opinion of the medical profession in China. The CommisBioners deliberately choose

the junior man for quotation as a special authority on the Subject, and pass the senior

by. What is the reason ? 3rdly. In dealing with this medical evidence the Com-
missioners wholly ignore the memorial signed by 5,000 medical men in Creat Britain

and the other weighty medical opinions quoted by Dr. Maxwell in his evidence given

in London (see above, p. 33). Those 5,000 men all said they were of opinion " that the
" habit of opium smoking or of opium eating is morally and physically bad." Thus
their testimony entirely supports the testimony of the great majority of the medical

witnesses in China. Why, then, do the Commissioners go out of their way to emphasise

specially the testimony of that small minority who said the opposite ?

Here the Commissioners finish their account of the evidence submitted to them,

but the evidence itself does not stop here. Another very important class of witnesses

gave evidence, viz., the Chinese. Attep.tion has already been called to the fact that

Chinamen, like other Orientals, when they are interrogated by Europeans, often answer

as they suppose the questioner wishes them to do. Here, with two or three exceptions,*

no questioner came before the witness, only a paper of questions. The Chinaman was

not tempted, except in two or three cases, to consider what he was expected to say,

he spoke as he thought. It is most instructive to notice what under these circum-

stances he said. Furfcher, several European witnesses put in as evidence various

extracts from non-Christian Chinese books bearing on the opium habit.

I append two lists showing the character of aU this evidence, the first gives a

list of the living witnesses, the second a list of the quotations from Chinese books.

Chinese evi-

dence.

I. List showing the Opinions of Chinese Witnesses, resident in the Chinese Empire,

who replied to the Interrogatories issued by the Royal Commission on Opium.

Name or Description of Witness.

Reference to

Page of Vol. V.
of the

Proceedings
of the-

Commission.

Nature of

Evidence classed

for the sake
of Brevity as Favour-
ahle, Unfavourable,

and Doubtful.

1. A Chinese General, Canton ...
2. Old Chinese Clerk, H.B.M. Consulate, Canton

3. Answers of a Chinese residing in Canton ; obtained by Mr. Litton*

4. Another Chinese ; obtained by Mr. Hare*

5. Yu Keng Pak, a Chinese Grraduate

6. Wong Chuk Kwan - ...
7. Lin Han Pang, Intendant of Circuit

8. Lu Pao Yii, Writer in Chefoo Consulate

9. Ku Hung Ming, Interpreter to Viceroy of Hukwang

10. Sheng Fu Huai, Sub-Prefect

11. HuLi Yiian - - - -

* In the two cases in which answers were given through a European, they were pro-opium ! But the inter-

preter, in one case at least, was apparently pro-opium. This comes out in the answer obtained from a

Chinaman by Mr. Litton to Q. 15. "People sometimes say it would be a good thing to suppress opium, jbut

there is no general public opinion to that effect. Some people will not allow opium to be smoked in their

shops. Affreed to my suggestion (i.e., to Mr. Litton's prompting) that some persons regarded opium much

as a strict Methodist in England would regard theatres or cards." "Vol. V., p. 22-1. Much a Chinaman

knows of what strict Methodists in England think of theatres and cards i

E 2
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The above list shows the following results. Chinese witnesses favourable to

opium, 2. Doubtful, 1. Unfavourable, 8. It may be observed that some of the

unfavourable witnesses speak very strongly indeed on the subject. Here are some
specimens of their evidence. They should be read in connexion with the questions to

which they are answers. See above, p. 11.

1. A Chinese General :

—

,

Those who take to smoking always do so in ordet to cheer their spirits and feel comfortable. Tl^ey.begin

with small quantities, but in time it affects their health and destroys their complexion. The pseudo pleasure

is obtained at the expense of natural contentment. As years go on the craving increases. Vol. V., p, 222.

For some inscrutable reason Heaven has sent down this curse ; in the interest of the race I 'earnestly pray

that the plans of Heaven may be changed. Vol. V., p. 223. ,

2. Old Chinese clerk, H-B.M. Consulate, Canton :— ' ^
'

'

.

Smokers of many years' standing, feeling that the habit enslaves them, would like to give it up ; but they

fear that it might injure their heailth, afad they hesitate. It is only those who arig wealthy arid without worldly

cares that look upon opium-smoking as harmless. Vol. V., p. 223.

5. YuKengPak:

—

. i,

6. All, except those who take opium as a remedy for illness, are bound to go to excess in time.

8. The effect of opium is iucomparably greater, [«.e., than the effect of alcohol]. How can China help being

weak ? Those who discuss the opium trade say that it does incalculable harm to China ; it is from
. it that

China is reduced to poverty and weakness. What can be urged in excuse by the party that at once ^ets the

profit and does the injury ? Surely England must shrink from the judgment that is passed on her behind her

back. Surely she cannot bear to sit and see the people of a friendly country injured by herself without even

stretching out a helping hand. Vol. V., p. 227. •;

8. Lu Pao Yii, official writer at H.B.M. Consulate, Chefoo :

—

5. Ten per cent, of opium-smokers sinpke without the opium craving suffer in a manner indescribable,

injury, about 20 per cent.'with slight injury, and 70 If they cannot procure the drug they.have a running

per cfent. with great injury. "When the rich and well- at the eyes iind nose. Their limbs become weak and
to-do of the upper classes have the opium craving, feeble. They must satisfy their craving before they

they only spend too much money on it, bat otherwise can do anything. They look on this as more im-

are not injured in their affairs. The second, class of portapt than their food. To be without opium is to

men, that is to say, traders and merchants on a large them worse -than being without food. They earn

scale, who have the opium craving, may spend too but' little w^ges, out of which they have to get their

much on opium, and yet their profits are enough for opium and their food. An evil of this sort is im-

their own wants. But artisans and coolies who have measurable. Vol. V., p. 281." '

9. Ku Hung Ming, Interpreter to the Viceroy of Hukwang :

—

3. The effect " morally " is to make them capable (ii.) and (iii.) The injury is more or less according
of any meanness and crime, except those for which to the quantity taken, and the length of time the habit

physical courage and animal spirits are necessary, has been acquired, as the victim is constitutionally

"Physically" it takes all the stamina out of them for strong or weak, and especially as he is well or in-

any sustained exertion, whether physical or mental, and sufficiently fed. Over and above the injury they do
" socially " it makes them unsuccessful for life ; (6) themselves it will not be out of place to call attention

opium-smokers say they require less of the foreign to the enormous' amount of misery which opium
drug to satisfy their craving. smokers in China bring upon their family, women and

5.—(i.) None, except perhaps in the early stage of children, who depend upon them for support. Vol. V.,

the habit. . p. 294.

II.

—

List of Repeeencbs to Chinese Books or Provebbul Sayings given by "Witnesses

All theee are strongly unfavourable. Not one quotation from a Chinese book
favourable to opium was adduced by any witness. , .

1. Translation of Chinese book, put in by Mr. Broomhall. (Vol. I., Q. 536.)

2. Quotation of common Cantonese sayings, put in by Mr. Stewart Lodkhart,
Registrar-General, Hong Kong. (Vol. I., Q., 1380.)

3. Two pamphlets written by well-meaning Heathen Chinese, put in by Dr. Kuhne
(Vol. v., A. 3., p. 220.)

4. Three Chinese authors quoted by Dr. Griffith John. (Vol. V., p. 265, A 9 and
15.)

Dr. John says, "I might go on to quote indefinitely from the popular
" literature of the Chinese and from official proclamations in order to show
" that the opium habit is utterly condemned by the general opinion of the
" Nation." {Ibid.)

5. The Anti-foreign Literature of Hunan is referred to by Dr. John as " full of
" the severest denunciations against Us as the originators of the Opium vice
- in China." {Sdd.)

6. Cp. Reference to a Native Book, by Rev. G. Andrew. (Vol. V,, p. 258, A. 15.)
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[^N.B.—Official proclamations, eitHer recognising the cultivation of tlie poppy or
recognising opium as a source of revenue, may be seen in some parts of China.
Cp. Consul Warren's evidence, Vol. V., p. 291, A. 15. Such proclamations indicate

the pecuniary needs of the authorities^ (Op. the phrase " financial interests of India "),

not the popular feeling and sentiment of China.]

All the above evidence, showing Chinese opinion on the opium habit, is wholly TheCommis-

ignored by the Commissioners in their review of the evidence from China. Is it enSy ignore

unimportant? Then, why did they specially suggest that their questions should be put au the Chinese

into the hands of natives? But whose avidence, we may ask, is important in the
«^^^°°^'

eyes of the Cpmmissioners, if it is anti-opium in character ?

E&tract from Commissioners' Eeport.

141. On a review of the whole evidence in' rega/id, to opimn-smohmg General con-

among fhe Chinese, we conclude that
,

the habit is generally j)Tactised in thTefeite of

moderation, and that when so practised, the dnji^rious effects are not the opium habit

appa/i-ent ; but that when the habit is carried to excess, disastrous °°*^ '°*^^'

consequences, both moral and physical, inevitably follow. Assummg
this conclusion to he well Jownded, we majy fcdrly compa/re the effects of
opium-smokinig among the Chinese population to those of alcoholic liquors in

th& JJmted Kingdom^ (Vol. VI., p. 51.)

End of Extract.

This final " review of the whole evidence " is* of course, what one would have
expected after following, as wer have now done,' the various steps by Which the Com-
missioners have traversed the evidence to come to theit" conclusion. Lotus sum up
the' principal data afibrded by.the evidence from China and see how far they support

the decision which the Commissioners here announce. •
' <

\

" The whcl^ evidence " from China includes answer^ to the Commissionei;s'

questions sent in by exactly lS4 persons.* Witnesses giving evidence in Londpn are

not here classified, but the large majority of them were strongly unfavourable to the

use of opium.. , j, • "

Of ,,the
,

rfsvitji^SjSes, in Chip a,, 4:Q. were medical men; 34 were missionaries Summary of

(npu-medicail) ; 2S were connected,. wi,th the Consular Service; 11 were Chinese ; 26 ^esTel^*

were mej'chapis pr men (not Chinese) engaged in business pursuits.

We have seen above (pp. 23, 24) the exceeding^ difficulty of classifying witnesses

in the exact terms here employed by bhe Commissioners, :and that the Indian Govern-

mjCnt has in its Blup Book adopted a,,more intelligible and satisfactory; classification

of witnesses, dividing them in regard to their opinions on the.: effects of ^opium con-

sumption ip Chin^iintp thrpe classes " favoura,ble,'r' ," unfavourable," and " doubtful.'*

Everybody, practically admits; thp,t " when the h3,bit is carried^ to excess, disastrous

consequences, both moral and physical, inevitably follow." The question now is, what
opinions do the witnesses hold in reg&d to' opium-smoking apa/rt from the disastrous

consequences that are manifest in certai/n, etetreme cases ? ioolnng at the general

tendency or the opiu^m-habit on the regular consumer in China, andi on the nation at

large, is the,result, good, nejxtral, or bad ? o:

I. What is the Medical oyimon in China on this question ? i. Medicai.

To that inquiry the answer is giyen above (p. 28).

Unfavourable, 26. Favourable, "9. Doubtful, 5.

II. What is the Missionary (non-medical) opinion in China on this question?
^ Missionarvi

tiUniavourable, 33. Favourable, 0. Doubtful, 1.

There is some variety of opinion Jn the missionary community as to the extent of

the'injury done by opium to ffie Chinese. This is to be accounted for in part by the

* One witiiess fropi Chigngking sent in answers that are unsigned, three witnesses from Macao, which has

no more to do with China ^han Hong Kong has> also sent in answers. None of these four are reckoned in

the above statement.

'

; i .

B 3
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A memorial
from senior

British mis-

sionaries.

Unique expe-
rience of

signatories.

The document
ignored by the

Commission.

3. Consular.

4. Chinese.

5. Mercantile

and sundry.

different conditions under whicli the witnesses have lived, for opium-consumption is

not nearly so common in some parts of China as in others, in part by the greater or

lesser opportunities for close contact with the people which the different missionary

witnesses have had.

But one document of great importance not alluded to by the OoramissionerSj

is printed in the Appendix to this book, which may be said to represent thfe

united opinion of the missionary community. This is signed by seventeen British

missionaries in China of 25 or more years standing, of whom no less than seven did

not give other evidence before the Commission. Thus the missionary witnesses are

increased to forty-one. This document, which was drawn up with great caution and

moderation of tone, does not, perhaps . go as far as some of the signatories have gone

in their personal testimony given separately. In that very fact its strength lies. It

may be safely said that there are not more two or three missionaries in China who
would hesitate for a moment to assent to every proposition which that docunient

contains. It is a calm, temperate, but scathing condemnation of the whole opium
trade, by the leading missionaries in China, speaking as the representatives of all the

societies, English, American, G-erman, and Scandinavian. On no other point affecting

Chinese social customs, and opinions, and practices, would the united testimony of

such men be set aside. Then why should it be on this point ?

The names of the Eight Rev. J. S. Burdon, Bishop of Hong Kong, the Bight Eev.

G. B. Moule, Bishop of the Church of England in Mid-Chiua, the Ven. Archdeacon
Moule, the Ven. Archdeacon "Wolfe, both of the Church Missionary Society, the Rev,

John Chalmers, D.D., the Rev. Griffith John, D.D., the Rev. Wm. Muirhead, D.D., the

Rev. J. Macgowan, ail of the London Missionary Society, the Rev. J. Hudson Taylor,

of the China Inland Mission ; the Rev. H. L. Mackenzie, of the Presbyterian Mission,

the Rev. David HiU, of the Wesleyan Mission, not to mention others, are all of them
well-known far beyond the limits of the Chinese Empire. Some of them are widely

known as eminent Chinese scholars. There is not, in the whole Consular service, or

amongst all the medical men in China, one person who has spent as many years of his

life in China as some of these missionaries have done ; neither is there one who has
had so wide and varied an experience of life amongst the Chinese people as some of

them. Yet the Commissioners pass this document by entirely. On the other hand,
they quote at length from a pro-opium memorial presented to them in Calcutta by the
Bishop of that diocese and a number of Indian missionaries and chaplains, few, if

any, of whom could lay claim to a tithe of the experience in India, that the Bishops of

Hong Kong and !Mid-China, and these other missionaries in the Par East have had
in China. Can such treatment of such evidence be deemed judicial or impartial ?

III. What is the Consular evidence in China on the question before us 1

This inquiry has been fully dealt with above {see pp. 23-25). Including five consuls,

who were appealed to for evidence by the Commissioners, and did not see fit to give
any, we find the consuls and acting consuls of China may be classified thus in regard
to their opinions :— -

18 per cent, express no opinion.

37 per cent, either " regard opium as a serious evil," or " give evidence which is
" generally condemnatory of the habit."

45 per cent, are " favourable," but with serious modifications of opinion on the
part of four out of the twelve witnesses belonging to this class.

IV. What is the Chinese evidence on this question ?

Unfavourable, 8. Favourable, 2. Doubtful, 1.

In addition to this evidence a number of quotations from Chinese popular books
were put in, all of them strongly unfavourable. Further, the majority of witnesses of
all kinds who gave evidence from China admit, in answer to the Commissioners' ninth
question, that Chinese opinion condemns the opium habit.

There remains finally the evidence of merchants and others.

V. What is the evidence of the merchants and men engaged in business pursuits ?

As other witnesses have been tabulated, I here tabulate these, dividing them on
data supplied in the Blue Book (Vol. V.)—into two classes :

—

1st. Those of whom we are told that they either are, or have been, themselves
engaged in the opium trade.

2ndly. Those concerning whom no information is given in regard to this point.
Some of them may have been directly or indirectly interested in the opium trade,
or they may not.
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Class I.

Name.
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that evidence, would, on the data here given, have come to the conclusion that the

Commissioners have come to, it is impossil^le .for a moment to suppose. Enough has

been said above (pp. 17-21) on their review of the evidence taken in London. Both that

evidence and the evidence from China is, as a whole, overwhelmingly opposed to

the conelusions here adopted by the Commission. ,

Alcohol and But another statement needs to be considered :
" Assuming the conclusion to be

opium. " well-founded, we may fairly compare the effects of opium-smoking among the
" Chinese population to those of alcoholic liquors in the United Kingdom."

I pass by now without remark the fallacy so commonly held by the pro-opium party

in England and in China, and here endorsed by the Commissioners, viz., that if opium-

smoking is no more disastrous to the Chinese than the use of alcoholic liquors is

in the United Kingdom, we need not trouble ourselves about it. Is it, then, superfluous

for any nation to alspire to be more virtuous than the English people, even in regard

to a matter where our national faults are most obvious and most discreditable to us ?

That seems to be the argument underlying these references to the alcohol habit in

the United Kingdom.

But let me call attention now to one or two points in regard to which the evidence
from China shows plainly that there is no true pa/rallel between the use of opium
and the use of alcohol.

Opium and
suicide.

1. Who has ever heard of alcohol being used in this country for suicide ? But
(ypvum is commonly used for this purpose in China. Take the following specimens of

evidence on this point.

20. Les Chiaois se servent assez frequemment de
I'opium pour se suicider. Le suicide est chose fre-

quents en Chine, et I'opium cru est le moyen ordinaire

dont les Chinois ,se servent. Je pourrais citer un
bon nombre de cas. (Kev. H. Moisan, S.J., Wuhu,
Vol. v., p. 333.)

A decoction of opium is frequently used by persons

who desire to commit suicide. Seventy-seven such

cases in one small district were brought to our notice

last year (1893). (Eev. H. I. Brown, Chefoo, Vol. V.,

p. 284.)

Opium is frequently taken as a poison, and suicide

"n this district has greatly increased since the drug

has been introduced. (Mr. E. Starkey, Chinkiang,

Vol. v., p. 262.)

20. The Chinese unanimously assert that suicides

have become enormously more frequent of late years,

owing to the facility of obtaining opium. (Dr. Lynch,
Chinkiang, Vol. V., p. 261.)

The facility for suicide aifprded by the unrestricted
sale of the drug has rendered such cases very frequent.

(Dr. Hodge, Hankow, Vol. V., p. 295.)

20. I should like to call attention to the evil of
opium as an agent used by the Chinese to destroy
their own lives. In former days the Chinese popular
methods of committing suicide: were hanging,
strangling, and drowning. Now it is opium-poisoning,
a far easier and more convenient way. I am satisfied,

from all I hear and see, that suicide is much more
common in China now than it used to be, and that
this is to be ascribed to the advantages of the new
method as compared with the old. . (Rev. Dr. GriflJth

John, Hankow, Vol. V., p. 265.)

20. Suicides by swallowing opium, now so easily
obtainedjihave become pdinfuUy common, and are said
to be yearly on the increase. Again and again have
I been called to try to save men in the agonies of
death. (Eev. Dr. Gorbett, Chefoo, Vol. V., p. 286.)

Many other witnesses testify to the fact that opium is thus used in China. See. e.g.,

the following, all in Vol. V., Eev. E. Bryant, p. 238; Dr. Jamieson, Shanghai, p. 244;
Consul M. F. A. Fraser, p. 289; Consul Warren, p. 291 ; Consul Brown, p. 299;
Dr. Cox, p. 332 ; Dr. Jellison, p. 334; Consul B. H. Eraser, p. 338 ; Dr. Davenport,
p. 340 ; Consul Ford, p. 309 ; Dr. Burge, p. 245 ; Dr. Dudgeon, p. 231 ; Chinese
witness, p. 225. ;

>

,
Only one witness, so far as I have been able to discover, represents opium suicides in

China as' being rare. Th^at witness is Dr. Percy Matthews. (Vol. V., p. 329.) Only two
opium suicides came directly under his cognizance during the six years of his residence
in China ! Yet this is the witness the Commissioners select as being one whose large
experience entitles his evidence tp special consideration ! , :, , ,

In India, the Commission toot up this question of suicide, and th^y announce in
their Report that they " do not find that opium is to be credited with any special
" prominence in the histbi-y of these unfortunate occurrences." Vol. VL. p. 2, par. 73.
It would have been only candid if in their China Report, they had taken up the same
question, and had pointed out that nearly all the evidence from GTnna pointed in an
opposite direction as regards the Chinese suicides.

'
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2, Another,point in T^hiqli it is eyiclent that the effects of opium in China are very Opium and

different from those of alcohol in the United Kingdom, comes out in the following
""''""^ *''*^'

quotations from witnesses in China :

—

"As long as the smoking of opium in China is 20. I regard the use of opium in the Yang-tsze
tolerated, the people will remain inert, and will thu? Valley as a most serious drawback to the improvement
never be a danger to other nations ifa Asia." (Mr. E. of- the condition of the 'people. It is the cause x)f

Starkey, Chinkiang, Vol. v., p. 261; Ans. 20.i)i.cij v. gredt poverty. ?ind untold misery. No well-wisher of
" Ask a Chinese which would win in a fight, a the Chinese can see without sorrow and dismay the

regiment of men allowed to smoke, or one of similar inrdbds which opium is making among the people,
men who were prevented from doing so, and he -will If 'the habit continues to spread, I regard th& Chinese
laugh at the simplicity of -the question." (Consul race as doomed to ^decrepitude, there ^ can be no hope
Bullock, Newchwang, Vol. "V., p. 266, Ans. 3.) of general social improvement or of physical and

" There does not seem much hope for the rejuve- intellectual vigour among a raCe of opium-Sinok6rs,

nescence of China so long as this terrible evil remains (Mr. J. Jackson, Kiukiang, Vol. V., p. 302.)

in their midst." (Dr. Dudgeon, Peking, Vol. V.,

p. 231, Ans. 20.)

See also a quotation from a Chinese man of fetters, Yii-Keng-Pak, given above

(p. 30X the evidence of Dr. Douthwaite, Vol. V., p. 284, Ans. 20, of Eev. E. S. Little,

Yol. v., p. 302, and of Consul Hurst, Vol. V., p. 323, Ans. 8.

;Jt is manifest to every one that the opium habit in China of which such disastrous

things are predicated as have been quoted i ^above, must be, a totally , different habit from
th.e habit of consuming alcoholic liquoi's' which prevails in the United Kingdom. It

is true that at certain points the two habits touch and have common ground. It is

equally true that at other points the habits are separated by a^yride gulf. Some Beer or wine,

medical men in England would advise their friends, even when in good health, to take ^^^ laudanum,

a glass of beer or of wine with their dinner every day. But what medical man in his

senses would advise anyone in health to take a daily dose of laudanum ? This essential

difference between opium consumption and alcohol consumption was clearly brought
before the Commissioners again and again, but they will hear of ' h^thing that would
upset their theory, viz., " that opium-smoking in China is on the whole parallel to the

consumption of alcohol in England," contradicted though that theory is by almost

tlie unanimous opinion of medical men in England, and l^y thq bulk of the evidence

from China.

Had the Commissioners weighed the considerations to which attention has now
been drawn, they could never have described as being on the whole parallel, two
lines which after running parallel foo' a ceo'tam distance, then diverge altogether the one

from the other never to come near one another again.' i.
- I >

I pass by all the remaining paragraphs of. Section IV. of the Eeport till we come

to the last two. , A^ain and ag^in the Commissioners have approached the " moral

aspects " of the whole question, and just as fireqnently have they shrunk back from

treatinP' it on purely moral grounds. They end their review in the spirit in which it

has lieen carried on from the outset. Expediency, and not morality is, after all, the rule

of action which they adopt, and by that they decide the case.

Extract from Commissioners' Eeport.

148,. Upqn the whole
I
matter, we adopt as our own the conclusion of v., p. 229.

Mr. O'Connor, (Your Majesty ',s Minister ab Peking :^-
,i , .,,

.
:

"; If the use of the drug in China depended upon the supply received from Indiai, it inight

be, a practical q^estipii. ly^iat measures couli^ypr ought to,be vt^keji t9.,4isc|::^iiirage,its impor-

tation.' But, in my opinion, this is not the issue. The quantity 9^' opium produced iiivChina

is increasing enormously ; even the nominal prohibition of the cultivs-tion of the pbppiy too

longer exists throughout, I may say, the whole Empire ; and were the importatipri of' Indian

opium to be,, stopped, China would, in a few years, soi increase her production as not only to

supply her own wants, but prphably to e^por]fc opium to forpign countriegi" ;,Vol. VI.,, p. ,53.

End of Extract.

F
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That is, in plain English, if our doing tight would altogether remove from China the

evil which opium entails upon her, we might consider the question of doing right.
" But in my opinion tbis is not the issue." The Chinese Government is increasing

the evil every year, and showing itself more and more indifferent to the existence of

the evil. If the Indian Government surrendered its share in the profits resulting

from this evil, China would get them instead. This being so, let us go on as before.

Such is the conclusion which, upon the whole matter, the Commissioners adopt as

their own.

Once more ihey fall back on missionary witnesses to give some countenance to

them in their conclusions, but in vain. The missionaries quoted will be no parties to

any such conclusions.

£ztract from Commissioners' Report.

149. We may add that this view is shared by most of the missionaries

who have answered our interrogatories. "We quote the following replies

to our question : "If the supply of Indian opium were cut off, what
" would be the effect on opium consumers in China ?"

Dr. Dudgeon :

—

" At present it would be without any effect ; the smokers would smoke more of the native."

(V., p. 230.)

Dr. Atterbury :

—

" The stoppage of the Indian supply would lead to increased use of the native article
"

(V., p. 232.)

The Rev. Dr. Griffith John :—
" The opium-consumers in that case would resort to the Chinese-grown opium, that is,

" unless the growth of the native article were effectually stopped by the Chinese Govern-
" ment." (V., p. 265.)

The Rev. J. Macintyre :

—

" We are already independent of Indian opium in Manchuria. The Chinese article has
" run out the foreign. . . . Now that the Chinese Government has legalised the growth
" of native opium, the quantity cultivated is already more than suffices for local consumn-
« tion." (V., p. 272.) (Vol.VI.p.53.)

^

End of Extract.

" This view is shared by most of the missionaries who have answered our inter-
" rogatories." What view ? Certainly not the view enunciated by Sir N. O'ConOr
in the quotation given, by the Commissioners which amounts to this—that the moral
question is not the real issue, that it is after all only a question whether the Chinese
Government will do right, and that if they will not, the Indian Government need not
do right either ! What the missionaries quoted say, and what many others say, is that
they scarcely expect the Chinese Government now to act rightly in this matter, but that
tJds fact will not justify us in following suit cmd declimmg on ow pwrt also to do what is

right. I print here in full the testimony of the missionaries to whom in the above
paragraph the Commissioners have appealed, and I leave my readers to judge for
themselves of the methods of quotation here adopted by the Royal Commission on
Opium. With these quotations the Commissioners end the section of their Report
that deals with China, and with this correction and amplification of their quotations
I will end my criticism thereof :

—

Dr. Dudgeon, as quoted by the Commissioners :

—

" At present it would be without any effect j the smokers would smoke more of the native."
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Dr. Dudgeon as he would wish to be quoted :—

.

to be feared that no action will be taken."11. " At present it would be without any effect, the
smokers would smoke more of the native, but it was
not always so. The time has not yet come for

forming a decision in regard to what action the
Chinese Government or high officials "would take in

the event of the Indian supply being cut otf. We
know what it would have been previous to the cplti-

vation of the native, and before the habit became so

extensively prevalent. Judging from the general
corruption and the analogy of other matters, it is to

(Vol. v.,

p. 230.)

18. If the native growth in China and that in

India are to be stopped, and the common people of

both empires saved from misery and iinal extinction,

tlie two Governments must come to an agreement for

mutual prohibition. Heathen China never has said

and never will say what India says. " I cannot do
without the revenue." (Vol. V., p. 231.)

Dr. Atterbury, as quoted by the Commissioners :

" The stoppage of the Jndian supply would lead to increased use of the native article."

Dr. Atterbury as he would wish to be quoted

:

^

11. " The Indian supply is the strongest. Its stoppage would lead to increased use of the native article to

make iip for loss in quality and quantity."

17. Opium has come to China to stay. T^e revenue its use creates for a Government which cares but little

for the moral condition of its people seemingly precludes all possibility of its being prohibited. The responsi-

bility for its use and cultivation should, however, rest with the Chinese Government, and no Christian

Government by special trade regulations should even seemingly seek to increase its use and demoralising
effects. Vol. V. p. 232.

The Eev. Dr. GriflEifch John as quoted by the Commissioners

:

" The opium consumers in that case woiild resort to the Chinese-grown opium, that is, unless the growth of
" the native article were effectually stopped by the Chinese Government."

The Rev. Dr. Griffith John as he would wish to be quoted

:

To the foregoing add this :

—

16-19. " I would only observe that it is very

difficult to say what the Chinese Government or

people might do in the event of the prohibition of the

export of Indian opium. Much would depend on

the action of the Government. As long as the Indian

trade in opium exists, the hands of the Chinese Govern-

ment are tied and paralysed. They can simply do

nothing but allow things tc) go on from bad to worse.

Their best efforts, however sincere and energetic,

would prove abortive. If the Indian trade in the drug

were abandoned, the Government might make an

honest effort to stop the native growth, and the attempt

might eventuate in a diminution of the evil, if not in

its complete suppression. On this point, however, I

have my serious doubts."

The Hev. J. Macintyre as quoted by the Commissioners :

" We are already independent of Indian opium in Manchuria. The Chinese article has run out the foreign.

"
. . . Now that the Chinese Government has legalised the growth of the native opium, the quantity

" cultivated is already more than suffices for local consumption."

. . . . The evil is now one of enormous magni-
tude, and the venality of the officials is as deep-rooted
as ever ; and I therefore fear that no legislative

measures on the part of the Central Government, how-
ever honestly adopted, would put an end to opium-
srnoking, and consequently to opium-growing in China
itself. This, however, is only my opinion ; others
think differently, and they may be right. But
whether the Chinese Government would and could put
down the native growth or not, the path of England as a
great Christian nation, seems to me to be perfectly clear.

It is for us to wash our hands clean of a trade which
is unworthy of ourselves and hurtful to the people of
China. Vol. V. p. 265.

The Uev. J. Macintyre as he would wish to be quoted :

To the foregoing add this :

I should like to be allowed to add, without offence,

that it would pay the British Government to back out

of the opium trade in China. The great mass 6f the

people would really believe us if we put it as a moral

question. If we put it as a matter of friendship with

China, it would make us an immense force in Chinese

politics. I am satisfied we are even now the " favoured

nation." But with this opium question in the air, we
give a truculent party a chance of alienating the more
friendly disposed. And, as a fact, we are forcing the
hand of the Chinese Government, and compelling them
to grow opium in order to kick out the trade if it will

not go peacefully. Vol. V., p. 273.

AN APPEAL.

In the foregoing pages I have spoken very strongly. The interests of truth have

compelled me lo do so. The Chinese people have suffered a huge wrong at our

hands, and will continue to suffer it as long as we have any share in upholding the

opium trade, which is rapidly working China's ruin. It is no answer to say that her

rulers are now perfectly willing that we should continue to perpetuate this wrong,—

nay, that they are even willing to co-operate with us in perpetuating it, we, in

"the interests of Indian finance," they, in the interests ot Chinese finance. The

E 2
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worst results of slavery are felt when an enslaved nation has sunk so low in the scale

of humanity as to be perfectly content to be a nation of slaves, and when it has lost

the ambition, possessed by an earlier generation, to enjoy its liberty. If it be really

true that the rulers of China have now fallen as low as they are accused of having
done, if it be true that they have at length lost all true sense of moral responsibility

for the welfare of their people, and that they would now continue to make money
out of the opium habit, even if we withdrew from the trade, what then ? Alas ! for

the Chinese Government, Ala.s ! for the people it governs. It was not always so.

The Eeport of the Opium Commission must be overthrown. If accepted it will

do much to rivet for ever on China the chains which an earlier race of Chiii^se officials

would have broken had they known how to do it. The Commissioners might have

done something to break these chains. Their influence' has beeii all in the other

direction. I ask nobody to accept any statement I have made concerning the Report

witliout testing it by a comparison with the Blue Books themselves. I have tried, as

far as possible, in every case to give references, and have only given quotations in

addition to references, because I knew that few, if any, of my readers would look

np my refer,ences for themselves.;

Since the Coinmission presented its Report, since my examination of the Report
was made, China has entered upon a new period in her history. It looks very much
as if it were to be a period of gradual disintegration. How has Great Britain treated

her in this hour of trial t I have seen but one answer to this question. Bveryiivh'ere

it is acknowledged that we- have, as a natipn, acted in a way that brings no stain on
our honour, no reproach on our national reputation, but on the contrary, in a way
that redounds to our credit in ev^rycway. Tiie < Chinese have (Cvery reason to welcome
cordially every stipulation that England has made. These stipulations have all been,' to

the best interests of China. It is for China's interest, quite as much as for our interest,

and it is to the interest of the world, that the valley of the Yang-tse should be secured

against foreign aggression, that Hunan should be opened to foreign trade, that the

inland waters of China should be navigated by steamers, that the foreign Customs
should still be under the honourable, equitable, and impartial management that they
have been under so long. I believe it is for the best interests of China that even
Wei-hai-wei should, be leased to Great Britain so long as Port Arthur remains in

the hands of Russia and Kiao-chow remains in the hands of Germany. Whatever
we have gamed for British interests ' by the recent negociations has been gained in

such, a way that China gairis still more for her own interest, and for maintaining

her national integrity and stability. This China recognises. The people as well

as their rulers regard us in the present instance as having befriended them. For
this let every Englishman, every Scotchman, every Irishman, every "Welshman
rejoice.

.

'

,
,

We sometimes boast that as a nation we have a mission in the world, a mission to

civilize the uncivilized, to help the weak against the strong, to bring to many races

advantages that they would never have apart from us. In the present instance we
have justified this claim. But can the same be said of our dealings with China in the

past ? Could anything be more pathetic than the words of Yii Keng Pak, th6 Chinese
man of letters, whose evidence before the Opium Commission is given in the preceding
pages ? (See p. 30.)

"How can China help being weak 1 . Those [i.e. of course, those Chinese] who
discuss the opium trade say that it does incalculable harm to China ; it is from it that

China is reduced to pOv6rty and weakness.' What can bo urged in excuse by the party

that at once gets the profits and does the injury ? Surely England must shrink from
the judgment that is passed oh her behind her back. Surely she cannot bear to sit and
see the people of a friendly country injured by herself without even stretching out a

helping hand."

It is not Chinamen alone who thus attribute the present weakness of China to the

far reaching effects of the opium habit, as will be. seen from the evidence quoted in the

foregoing pages. Twenty-three years of residence in China have firmly convinced me
that nothing can save China unless she can shake herself free from opium. The nation
that can help her to d6 that will be the greatest benefactor she has ever known.

I sometimes wonder what would be the present position of Japan if we had pursued
there for this last 4<) years the same opium policy that we have pursued in China. I

wonder what would now be the position of China if we had pursued there from the

beginning the same policy in regard to opium that we have pursued in Japan.
Certainly Japan would in the former case never have risen to the position she now
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occupies. Certainly China in the latter case would never have fallen to the condition

of helplessinpss in which she now lies. >

But does the evidence from China really show that opium is the curse to the Chinese
that I have declared it to be ? It is vain to quote in proof of the contrary,

occasional instances of well-to-do and prosperous opium-smokers who have taken

their pipe for many years wiftiout " apparent " injury. Even if numbers of such men
can be found, it must be remembered that the overwhelming majority of the Chinese

people are not well-to-do or prosperous, but are maintaining a constant fight with
poverty. Concerning such people, many of the witnesses most favourable to the

opium trade admit that opium is working ruin amongst them. < Is it not time that we
should as a nation arouse ourselves to execute our civilizing mission in China by helping

that (Jistressqd people to cope with this giant, evil? If the Chinese Grovernmi^nt are

rightly accused of being parties to their country's demoralisation, then there is all the

more need that we who have so vigorously resented the diabolical misrule of the Sultan

of Turkey over his sabjects, should do what wescan to help to save the people of China

from, the misrule under which in this matter they are suflferihg. ' We seem to have

been hindered by various considerations from without from helping the Arme(aians.

Ki) hindrance from without will oppose us if we seek to help the Chinese.

But what of our Indian i-evenue? I answer, the Indian revenue from opiutti has

been gradually shrinking for years. It will go on shrinking till it has finally vanished.

The Indian Government is well aware of this fact. Why did not the Commission

face it and consider how this constantly diminishingi source of revenue is to be replaced-l

This question must be faced soon. The -revenue that we would not part "with in order

to do right, is mielting from us as Others come to join us in doing, wrong.

What will happen now, that Russia has practically got possession of Manchuria, and

now that Cr,ermany has got ai footing in Sha,ntung? 1 often ithink with horror of the

possibility of Russia, and. Germany accepting as true 'the English Commissioners'

Report, with its, .pitiful attempts to minimise the evils of • opixim-smoking, and

fchence:^rth entering with a light heart into competition with the Indian Government

in this miserable trade. What if Russia in Manchuria, and. Germany in Shantung,

should bring W-estern science and . western skill to develop the opium-producing

resources, of their respective territories, and then, not merely foster the opium

liabit amongst the Chinese over whom Ahej, rule, but also push their trade in other

parts of China ? They might well ple^d as their moral, justification, if they cared

to cover over such a. -'.proceeding with a veneer of morality, that the English

Royal Commission had with constant and even ostentatious references to^the •' moral

aspects " of the question, examined into the alleged evils of opium consumption and had

found that they were very slight. That Russia with its eyes fixed on thie " financial

interests
" of Manchuria could soon wrest a good deal of the opium trade out Of the hands

of India is certain. Germany, seeking only the '• financial interests " of its Shantung

dependency, might probably do the same. In both cases it would be to the lasting

shame of Great Britain aiid to the lasting detriment of China. For once in my life I

earnestly desire that no trust whatevei' may be placed in English ofiieial representations

of an important political question by either Russia or Germany. I confess I do not

think that in this instance they are likely to be trusted. : The hypocrisy of our

defence of the Indian opium trade with China has long been a 'byword among the

other nations of the, world, and it is .likely to continue "to be so as long as the trade

itself continues. I have seldom read with deeper feeHngs of shame any official

publication issued in my country than the China. Report of the Royal' Opium

Commission. I trust it will ere long be regarded in its true light by Englishmen

generally, and be set aside as a Report that has been utterly, discredited 'because

utterly unworthy of credit- '

> {.
*'

'

''
'

_

But is it enough that an untrustworthy Report such as this should only be

discredited ? Does, nob the honour of the British name require that the 'Vvhole trade

which can only be defended by such means as have been exposed in the foregoing

pages, should be at once swept away by a nation jealous of its reputation as a

civilized, a h^mane, and a Christian people ? " ' "^^ "^•;

ARNOLD POSTER, ' '

of theXiOndon Missionary Society,

,

•!• Hankow, China.

:f 3
Ij'.'i'l

'
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APPENDIX.

Memorial presented to the Royal Commission on Opium by
British Missionaries in China of 25 or more years standing.

We, the undersigned British missionaries, representing different societies labouring

in nearly every province of China, and having all of us had for many years abundant
opportunities of observing the effects of opium-smoking upon the Chinese people, beg
to lay before the Eoyal Commission on Opium the following statement of facts in

reference to this question :

—

1. We believe it to be a fact established beyond possibility of reasonable doubt that

the consumption of opium in China is exerting a distinctly deteriorating effect upon
the Chinese people, physically, socially, and morally. Statements to this effect have
been repeatedly made in Blue Books and other official documents, on the authority of

British officials of high standing, and they are entirely corroborated by our own
personal observation. The Protestant missionary body in China has twice by its

representatives assembled in conference, and including men of various nationalities

and of many different churches, unanimously passed resolutions condemning emphati-
cally the use of opium by the Chinese for other than medicinal purposes, and deploring

the connexion of Grreat Britain with the opium trade. (See " The Records of the

Missionary Conference held at Shanghai," 1877, and ditto, 1890.)

2. It is a fact which cannot be reasonably disputed that the conscience of the
Chinese people as a whole is distinctly opposed to the opium habit. It is continually

classed, in common conversation, and in books, with fornication and gambling. Sir

Rutherford Alcock, sometime Her Majesty's Minister in China, when examined before
a Committee of the House of Commons, spoke of " the universality of the belief
" among the Chinese that whenever a man takes to smoking opium it will probably
" be the impoverishment and ruin of his family—a popular feeling which is universal
" both amongst those who are addicted to it, who always consider themselves as moral
" criminals, and amongst those who abstain from it." (See Report, East India
Finance, 1871 (363), page 275. 5738.) We ourselves have never met with Chinamen
who defended the practice as morally harmless, but we have heard it unsparingly
condemned by the Chinese times without number. The missions with which we are
respectively associated invariably refuse to admit opium-smokers to church member-
ship, but in so doing they are only acting in accordance with the general sentiment of
the Chinese, Christian and non-Christian alike, which always stigmatizes the habit
of opium-smoking as vicious.

3. It is a fact that the opium trade, though now no longer contraband, is highly
injurious, not only to China, but also to the fair name of Grreat Britain. The
past history and the present enormous extent of the opium trade with India produces,
as we can testify from personal experience, suspicion and dislike in the minds of the
Chinese people towards foreigners in general. On the other hand, the attitude of

hostility towards opium which foreign missionaries are known to maintain is approved
and duly appreciated by the Chinese of all classes, as we have often found in our
intercourse with the people.

4. It is an indisputable fnct that the opium imported from India is neither required
,for medicinal purposes in China nor generally used for these purposes, and hence we
regard the importation as being wholly prejudicial to the well-being of the Chinese
people.

In view of these facts the undersigned venture respectfully to express the earnest
hope that the Royal Commissioners will embody in their Report a united recommenda-
tion to Her Majesty that the Indian Government should immediately restrict the Indian
production of opium to the supply of what is needed for medicinal purposes in India
and elsewhere. With our long and sad experience of the injurious effects of opium-
consumption on the Chinese people, we cannot but feel the gravest apprehensions as
to what the effects of the opium habit in other lands are likely to be. We are quite
aware that some medical and other testimony has been given in India designed to
show that the consumption of opium by the peoples of India is not accompanied with
the same disastrous consequences that we have all witnessed for ourselves in China
but we are glad to know that strong testimony has also been given in India of a
contrary kind, for we are of dpinion that a longer and wider range of experience will
certainly show that opium is as injurious to all other races as it has been proved to be
to the Chinese. Opium is rightly classed in England amongst dangerous poisons, and
it is so regarded in other countries, and we cannot believe that what is a dangerous
poison to the greater part of the human race acts only as a harmless stimulant on
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other parts of the race. We are convinced that if ever the day should come when
opium IS as widely consumed in India as it is now in China the result will be as
lamentable there as we know it to be here

In submitting this memorial, which we believe expresses the opinion of nearly every
I'rotestant missionary m China, without distinction of nation or church, and of the whole
native Protestant Christian community, consisting now of several tens of thousands of
persons, we beg to say that we are actuated by feelings of the deepest loyalty to Her
Majesty the Empress of Indi?*, and by the most profound desire for the truest welfare
of her Indian dominions, not less than by the desire to see the curse of opium removed
from China. "We hold as beyond all shadow of doubt the conviction that thrones and
dominions are established by righteousness, and that any source of revenue, however
large, that is morally indefensible, tends only in the end to the weakening of the
empire and the impoverishment of its resources.

J. S. BuRDON, Arthtjb B. Moule,

^ ^^i^liop of Victoria, Hong Eong. Archdeacon at Shanghai.
G.E. Motile, •

D H
^tlid-CMna"'^^^"^'

'' ^^^^^"' ^"WJ;^MissionarySodety, Chair.

Wm. Muimead, ^^^ °^ *^^ Wuchang District.

Chairman, London Missionary So-
Evan Brtant,

ciety, Shanghai. London Missionary Society, Peking.

J. Chalmers, G. Owen,
London Missionary Society, Hong London Missionary Society, Peking.

JA.ong. James Sadler
J. Hudson Taylor, M.R.C.S., London 'Missionary Society, and

Director, China i Inland Mission. Pastor of Union Church, Amov
Grieeith John,

J.W.Stevenson,

SrHanS.w''
^'"''"''^'^ ^°" China Inland Mission, Shanghai.

J. Macgowan, John ^- Wolfe,

London Missionarv Society, Amoy. Arcndeacon, Church Missionary

H. L. Mackenzie,
"

Society, Foo chow foo.

Presbyterian Church of England
Mission, Swatow.

We certify that the above signatures have all been authorised by the persons whose
names are given, and that the authorisations are in our possession.

Arnold Foster,

London Mission, Hankow.
A. Hudson Broomhall,

China Inland Mission, Hankow.
Gilbert G. Warren,

Hankow, 17th April 1894. Wesleyan Mission, Hankow.

[Note.—The signatures of Revs, Thomas Bryson and Jonathan Lees (both of the
London Missionary Society, Tientsin), were subsequently added at their request.]

N.B.—This very important memorial, referred to above, p. 32, although it is printed
in Vol. V. of the Blue Book as evidence, was not even alluded to by the Commis-
sioners in their Report. This, however, is perhaps not to be wondered at, seeing that
no single sentence wnfavowrahle to opium is anywhere quoted by the Commissioners from any
anti-opium witness in any poA-t of their China Bepoo't. The only missionaries they quote
from at all are those whose evidence can be made to appear to support pro-opium
conclusions.—A.F.
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ir^^^ ROYAL COMMISSION ON OPIUM.

Dissent by Mr. Henry J. Wilson, M.P.

1. As I am unable to concur in iihe report prepared by my colleagues, it is

necessary tliat I should submit a statement of my own views upon the
principal subjects of the inquiry. 1 desire to do so as briefly as possible.

2. The resolution of the House of Common's in pursuance of which the note a.

Commission was appointed was proposed by Mr. Gladstone, and carried by
184 to 105. The minority,;consisting mainly of those who may be described,
for brevity's sake, as the Anti-opium Party, desired the appointment of a
Commission for a very different and more useful purpose than that which was
finally recommended by the resolution of the House.

3. The 722 witnesses who appeared before us may be roughly divided into
three classes, 191 who disapprove of the general use of opium, or are opposed
for various reasons to the present opium system, or anti-opiumists ; 487 more
or less approving that system, or pro-opiumists ; and 44 neutral or unclassified,

including those who appeared purely for statistical or other evidence of a
restricted character.

4. The anti-opiumist witnesses who were Natives of India were, generally
'

speaking, not equal to the pro-opiumists in wealth and social position, but
were not on that account less able to represent the habits and opinions- of the t ,„a y IoY

great mass of their fellow-countrymen. This class includes a majority of the '

.a :j rov:

native journalists, lawyers, teachers and professors. Of qualified non-official

native medical practitioners, a considerable majority were either anti-

opiumists or somewhat undecided in their views. An enormous majority of

4ihe,, medical and other Christian missionaries who appeared before the

Commission also gave anti-opium evidence.

The pfb-opiumists, on the other hand, represented the great majoriiby

of the officijal, classes, both European and Native, including military medical
officers, together with many titled personages, landowners, and persons who
considered that their financial interests were at stake.

5. A change appears to have come over official statements in reference to

opium within the last few years. These weire, until very recently, almost

invariably condemnatory of the drug. Illustrations of this are given in the

Notes, and it will suffice to make hei'e one quotation only. On the 24th October note b.

1817 the Directors of the Bast India Company, writing to the Grovernor-Gleneral,

i?eferred to their desire "to restrain the use ofi this pernicious drug," and
went on to say, " were it possible to prevent the use of the drug altogether,
" except strictly fOr the purpose of medicine, we would gladly do it in
" compassion to mankind."

It will be seen from the evidence, some of which is hereafter referred to,

that a very considera,ble body of officials now adopt a decidedly altered tone.

No idefinite cause has been assigned for this change, but it is impossible to

;
dissociate it from the financial difficulties of India, and from the pressure

of the anti-opium movement in England having been increasingly associated

with the discussion on the reduction of Indian expenditure.

PRODUCWON OP Opium.

6. The production of opium in British India is not specially mentioned in

the reference to the, Commission, but it seems desirable to make some

allusion to it.

So far as British India is ^concerned, the interest, may, be said to be almost

confined to what is commonly known as the " Bengal Monopoly System,"*

* cThe " Bengal Monopoly System " proyides 98; per cent, of the opium produced in British

India. The remaining 2 per cent, is produced in the Punjab and Ajmere-Merwara. As to opium

produced- in the Native States, see pars. 42-47. •
.f .,• y
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Vol. II., p. 325.

52.54-8, 10,807-8,

12,226, 12,963,

13,679, 19,535.

NOTE C.

under whioh the cultivation of poppy is (for the convenience of surveillance)

concentrated in two areas, known as the Behar Agency, with its head-quarters

and factory at Patna, and the Benares Agency, with its head-quarters and
factory at Grhazipur. The cultivation is by Act XIII. of 1857 restricted to

cultivators who have received license to grow poppy. ;« ...

On the average of the last three years (1890-1 to 1892-3), as to which
returns were supplied, 243,605 1 acres of poppy were grown in the Behar
Agency, and 229,574 acres in the Benares Agency, making together 473,179
acres. f;--,^

.
.

]

'
*'

'

Taking the average of the same three years, the licensed cultivators;

numbering 1,247,941, delivered to the ofl&cials 78,944; maunds of opium, or

about.57,995 cwts., for which they received Rs. 15,774,607, say, 854,457/.,*

including certain advances made before sowing or delivery.

, From these :figures it will' be 1.found that the average cultivator delivered

abbut 5 '20 lbs. and received Rs. 12 "64, say 13s. S^d.* It is claimed that

the cultivator is greatly benefited by getting an advance '* without interest,"

but this advance is under 6s. and for only part of the year, so that at 5 per

cent, per annum the interest would amount to less than 2^d. per cultivator.

See Note 0.

Return, C. 3378,
" Opiam negotiations

with China," 1882.

Vol, II., 5300 to

5304.

Vol. v., App. 1.

NOTE D.

13,521 to 13,534.

2767, 6282, 10,909,

13,397, 11,362-3,

19,093.

NOTE E.

(•> 13,457.

C") 13,579.

(0 2927,3249,
19,343-4, 19,535-7,

10,795-6, 14,942j

19,126.

(*) 2920, 19,131,

1 9,537.

7. It is said that there was* a time when the poppy was a

remunerative, arid, therefore, popular crop.' But it is certain frobi'' the

correspondence which took place in 1881 between the Secretary of State and
the Government of India, that it was not then by: any means universally

popular, '

,

In 1883 a Commission was appointed to inquire into the administration of

the Opium Department, and fi*o*n' official correspondence which arose out
of the report of that Commission it is' perfectly clear that in some districts

many of the ryots were reluctant to undertake the cultivation of the

poppy, -'^?- '''-"f'''

The Commission of 1883 made numerous recommendations for improving
the position of tl],e poppy cultivator, but most of their recommendations have
been neglected by 'the authorities.

There is still difficulty in obtaining the quantity of ground desired by the
G-overnment, and methods, which in India are called " persuasion " and
in England compulsion, have to be resorted to.

,„. The evidence showed that this compulsion is greater in the Behar than in

the Benares ..A^gnpy; it is natural, also, that it should be greater in the
places Yhere.tlije^poppy is least productive.

It is the duty of the zilladars, the lower, officials of the Opium Departpieiit,

who are distributed all over the opium districts, to induce the people to apply
for licehses and advances and to bring them, to the weighment places. Mr.
Gregory called this "coolie driving " ("), and although he afterwards said it

meant only to collect them (''), I fail to reconcile this kind of driving or
collecting with anxiety on the part of the people to obtain the alleged
privilege of cultivating (").

The most conclusive evidence on this subject is furnished by what has
happened since the Commission left India. The Indian Revenue Department's
Resolution No. 2208, 20th April 1894, coinrndnts on the decrease in th'e area
of cultivation, giving among other reasons the coiipetitiori of other crops,
and states " that the price of opium paid to cultivators will have to be
" increased in order to keep pace with the rise of prices of other produce."
In accordance with this, the price paid to the. cultivators has been rpiised

20 per cent., viz., from Rs. 5 to Rs, 6 per seer.'' This proceedihg-in the
present condition of Indian finarfce is in 'Curioiis and suggestive contrast with
the official evidence presented to the Commission as to the profitable, and
therefore popular, character of poppy cultivation.

-8, The official witnesses denied that compulsion was practised (^).~ Mr.
Forbes, who holds the important position of Commissioner of Patna, stated

* Here and elsewhere the value of the rupee has been taken at Is. Id. Erielish.
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(^) ''as far ag,IikQqwt]ie,ojx,lt.iya1f()rs grow it entirely of their own free wiU." C) io.829-

He also Bai^tlaat.tlie charge of compulsion liadtak?ii the officials by surprise (^). (") la.ow. 53?9.

" Tlie charge, in my opinion, arises entirely &om the ignorance of the gentle-
" meii, wM, ho doubt in good faith have conbeived an entirely mistaken idea
" of the' relations between ourselves and the inhabitants generally .of the
" cjoilntry" (*). . , ,^ ,;. (') 12,156.

,Yet ^t the same time he informed the Comniission ' that, in odnse-
quence of a rumour from Calcuttia only a.week before, he had been making
special inquiries into the allegations, and that in tbat short time he haid

heard '*c^ ttitee'casfeis, ias to ^hich he undertook to make further and stiict

inquiry (8)!' ' ,,i^ (1)12,079.

It appears from Lord Brassey's remark (Q. 12,081) that Mr. Forbes had
already spoken to him' on the subject, and it was dismissed' at the time by
Lord Brassey's statement to Mr. Forbes :— ... >iiro...!<j

,

',',Yp}:f !^a^e, assured me that^ you will not al^qw the matter to be neglj^cted,

ia,nclwatj;^f;there ^8 anything wrong the inan shall be punished." ' ^ ' ?.

,

•
: The, ifestilti of .-these inquiries has (beep commun;^pated by Mr. Forlpes, since

ouroreturn to England, and will be found in Appendi,x XXXII.,/iitol. vf,, a

perilsal of .which, and of Note F„ will show that a ?iil|^dar, or ijiferipr , officer note f.

of the Opium Department J,,wa,Si seriously implicated in.on,e case,, that,|^r.

Christian, sub-deputy opium agent of Shahgb.ad, was compromised in J^o
cases, and. ijMe.- : ;Skrine, who holds ,,|the,, important , office ,9f],.^9lleQto;r of

Bhagalpur, was guilty of direct interference and pressure for the purpose of

promoting opium cultivation.

There is no evidence that any officia;l,ha,s been subjected to any censure or

discipline.

%. Exactions of every kind are practised by the zilladars and other; sub- :

ordinate officials on the ryots. The Commission of 1883 reported,,
'^
Every Eeport,i883,par.638,

" seer of opium which a cultivator delivers pays toll to the amlah (subordiha-te

" official) a.nd from every rupee which a cultivator repeives a per-ceiitage

" is deducted for their benefit." It wa,s admitted by official witnesses that

illegal exactions have cpntinued(°), that little attempt is made to detect them ('^), c) io,85i, 12,336,

and it is too plain from Mr. '^^a cautious aii^Wers, .that even ,^ome
(?)^t2 325

ijuropean officials (*) are not altogether free fropa suspicion. '

^'
o 10,899, 10,901.

10. Cases Vefre reported to us Q showing ;that the officials- of the Opium (') 11.355-89.

Department,,not content with the severe law providing ample punishmen,t for 2014447**^*'

offenpes, take upon tiiemselyes to stimmarily destroy the crops of buftivatoys

whp have, pr who ar^- supposed to, tiave,' neglected to grow the full c|T;iKnfity

:>pf poppy for which they havP taken advances. One very.interestingv £ihd

suggestive qasje of ihisland/of which full particulars £^^^ in the Hotels,

was. proved beyond all doubt, and nd atteinpt wias made to' disprove the others.'

'

R^oluMon of Revenue Department, No. » 2208, of 20th April 1894,

states th^-t in nearly 70 per cent, of the cases of alleged inifr^^ction pf the

opium law;?(.a,n- the Aliganj yub-Divisipn in the year 1892-3, " departnaental

" punishment was inflicted on the offenders, who were all opium cultiyators,

A'- instead of sending ttem up .tp ,the criminal court." If this, means jthat

cultivators have ,
jbe^n summarily punished,, as

,
in one of the cases above

referred to, it is much to "ti^i regreitt^d that the Grovemment of Bengal phould,

gince thp Commission left India, have expressed its ,,approval of " t)ie|coprse

"adopted in the Aligan]' Sub-Agpnpy pf planishing opium CH[liii:;v:9,tQra

" departmentally."
<rv -

'
' ^^

> .. ,r ..
.

•
., ,. :

Compensation 6n TEEMiiirlTibN of Poppy Cultivation.,,
-;- .. .:/ .

'ij Vii • ., T.f. \. •.:/.' '.v , ::;

, 11; i Some of 'tlie; Government i^itnesses C) as well as persons financially 02080,5254,

interestfed (^) suggested that if the"; Bengal mqnopply system.ehfluljj;' be [tfuMi^'ois-
termi.naited, compensation, ought ,t(^be,paid to, the zemindars and ryots. It '

hasbecpme common to speak of "prohibition '^in connpxion with this matter,

but it must be remembered tliat prohibition ha,s already been enacted' by the

* The petition, wHch is not printed, alleges that part of a wheat -field was " unsowed "by officials

of the,Opium .Department.
^ ;!,„,..,(.-.-,,„.,,, A 2 '
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(0 Vol. U,
and 531.

2943.

C) 19,117, 14,932.

C) 19,109.

C) 2943 and 3019.

O 3020,2122,
13,754, 19,153,

14,938, 5775.

(0 13,694, 17,369.

() 5333, 10,821,

6095.
(i) 6306-9, 6130,
5569, 6172, 8514-5,

14,371.

C) Vol. IV., p. 612,

par. 12.

I pp. 527 Opium Acts of 1857 and 1878 (*), and cultivation is punishable except in the

case of persons duly provided with annual licenses under stringent conditions.

Cultivation has been terminated through the greater part of British India

by general prohibitory enactment. It has also been terminated frequently

and extensively simply by the non-issue of licenses. This course has sometimes

been adopted, wholesale, in a given locality for the purpose of " facilitating

excise "
("), or because it is " unremunerative to the Department." ("*) This

termination by the non-issue of licenses has also been continually practised

when the accumulation of reserve stock, the falling off of the export trade,

or other reasons, rendered such a course desirable in the interests of

Government. (^)

In none of these different cases has any compensation whatever been made
by Government either to the zemindars or to the ryots. (')

12. It was also contended by some witnesses that termination of poppy
cultivation must needs be accompanied by reduction both of land revenue (^)

and of rents payable by the ryots. {^) But repeated questions failed to elicit

evidence of a single case of reduction of rent, (') and only one instance was
laid before us (so far as I know) in which a reduction of land revenue {^) was
said to be consequent on termination of poppy cultivation. In this solitary

case the reduction was not made till after the lapse of some 14 years, during

which period many other causes may have affected the assessment.

2086. Hansard,
Vol. 352, p. 343.

2088. Hansard,
Vol. 352, p. 323.

2086.

2077.

2087.

2089.

Conflicting Policies.

13. In the opium debate in the House of Commons, on the 10th April 1891,
the late Mr. W. H. Smith, the then Leader of the House, stated, " the course
" which this Government has taken, and which all Governments have taken
" during the last few years . . . has been to diminish the area of cultivation
•' in India ;

'* and Sir James Fergusson, speaking on behalf of the India Office,

said :
" I freely admit that the Gpyernment of India have never denied that

" it would be very desirable that this source of revenue should be altered.
" They have taken means to reduce it. They have diminished the number of
" licenses, and they diminished the area on which the poppy was grown. One
" million acres * less are now under poppy in Bengal than 10 years ago."

Sir David Barbour, Finance Member of the Governor-General's Council,

having had his attention called to these utterances, said in refe rence to

Mr. Smith's statements :
" I should hardly say that he is speaking there of

" the policy of the Government ^of India* I should say he was speaking' of
" the policy of the Home Government, and, I must say, I was not aware
" until that statement was made that it was the policy of the Home Govern-
" ment." He also said :

" As regards the export of opium from Bengal, the
" policy has been for some time to sell about the same amount every year,
" neither diminishing that amount nor increasing it. This means, of course,
" that the avei-age area under cultivation would remain about the same,
" rising or falling a little according to circumstances." In reply to other
questions he said :

" It is not to be wondered at that members of the
" Government at home should not be perfectly informed of the facts. . . .

" I believe that on various occasions inaccurate impressions have been
" conveyed to " the House of Coimmons.

Prom this it will be seen that the important statements made by Ministers
in the debate in question were entirely erroneous as to the policy really being
pursued. They were also erroneous as to the actual facts. The average area
under cultivation for the decade ending 1862-3 was 338,153 acres ; 1872-3,
475,048 acres ; 1882-3, 518,625 acres ; and for 1892-3, 512,663 acres.

The resolution proposed by Mr. Gladstone and adopted by the House of

Oomnions on the 30th June 1893 was based upon the same kind of erroneous
information, because it pressed " on the Government of India to continue

Hapsard gives " ope jnilljon seres," which is evideutly a mistake. Other reports give 100,000,



" their policy of greatly diminishing the cultivation of the poppy, and the
" production and sale of opiiiin." Two different Ministries, and two different

Parliaments, were entirely misled as to the action of the Government of
India.

The principal Pcrpose fob which Opium is produced i.'t British India.

14. The main purpose of the production and sale of opium in British India
unquestionably is to supply the Chinese and other Eastern markets.

The average production of opium in British India during the last three years

as to which returns were supplied was 54,707 cwts., of which 49,512 cwts., or voi. ii.,p.345,pars.

90 "5 per cent., was " intended for export to China and the Straits Settlements,
^"'"

" technically known as provision opium "
; the remainder '" intended for con-

" sumption in India, technically known as excise opium," was 5,195 cwts., or

9'5 per cent. Of that which is exported to the Straits Settlements, a large

proportion is re-shipped to China. Practically the whole of the Government
opium thus sent to China and other Eastern countries is used for the purpose

of smoking. That this practice of smoking is in the highest degree prejudicial,

morally and physically, w those who indulge in it is established beyond all

reasonable doubt.

15. English officials resident in China and the far East have for the last 100

years continuously referred to opium smoking as a cause of moral and physical

destruction, (fifee Note H.) noteh.

The Chinese Government and Chinese officials have used similar, or even

stronger language. {See Note J.) note j.

From the time when the earliest Christian missionaries became acquainted

with the habits of the Chinese, down to the i present year, they have

persistently borne testimony to the same deplorable facts. (See Note K.) note k.

The oral (") and written(*') evidence presented to the Commission is over- o i65,2i4,287 sso,

whelming in its force against the opium habit in China. Sir Thomas Wade('')
639'67s',75i!79o;825'.

who said that " the treatment of the question by the Anti-opium Association isob, le'as, fees,'

" engages me on the other side " said also at the same time " no man who has ^?)® voi. v., pp. 212-
" lived the time that I have in China, and who has been in contact with Chinese 343.

" of all kinds, can deny that the excessive use of opium in that country is an ^'^ '*^^"

" exceeding misfortune to that country." Such extenuating evidence as

reached us is mainly negative in its character, and vague in its terms. The

evidence of medical missionaries (Dr. Maxwell, Rev. Hudson Taylor, M.KC.S., 214, 38o.

and others), after years of daily contact with the people, was not only definite

and specific, but is in the main confirmed by the written opinions of other

medical men received by the Commission. The majority of the English

officials in China who sent answers to the questions agree in this condemna-

tion. One of the questions sent was whether, if the Indian opium supply was

stopped, the people would take to alcohol. The, replies, in the proportion of

about 40 to 6, are that it would not have this effect.

It would occupy too much space to refer at length to the consular,

missionary, and other evidence from China, which will be found in Vol. V.,

App. XXVI., but it is abundantly manifest that opium in China is a gigantic

national evil.

16. It is, therefore, impossible to avoid the conclusion that it is altogether

unworthy for a great dependency of the British Empire to be thus engaged

in a traffic which produces such widespread misery and disaster. It is

known that the cultivation of opium is now largely carried on in China, with

the connivance, if not the express permission of the authorities, and without

throwing any doubt on the sincerity of the desire of Chinese statesmen to rid

their country of the blight of opium, it is impossible to say, especially in the

present condition of the Chinese Empire, whether the cessation of importation

of Indian opium would be accompanied or followed by any serious attempt on

the part of the Chinese Government to exclude opium from other sources, and

to prohibit its cultivation within the limits of their own empire. But "

however that may be, a traffic which is contrary to the principles of humanity ^. u.

cannot be justified on the ground that, if we do not engage in it, it will fall

into the hands of others who have no such scruples^

A 3
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Hansard, Vol. 352,

p. 316,

Vol. t., App. IV.

17. The. effects :of the consumption of opium in;the Stra,its Setttements and
othpr places in, the east are substantially the same as,already, jd^^sibe^siii ^^e

cas,§ oj^ China. ;A,siniil^ ohjectioij,, therefore, exists; to its production, and
sale for these other localities and nationalities.

»
.

b' •

18. The result of careful consideration of this part of the subject is that in

my opinion the opium trade with China and the far Bast should be prohibited.

19.
'
Sir James Fergusson, speaking as TTrider Secretary for P6reign Affairs

oi?i. ,]3el;ialf ;ofi the Government, declared on., the 10th April 1891, in the Ho,use
of Commons, that

—

'

! ,

" The Chinese at any time may termindte the treaty on giving 12 months' notice, and to protect
" themselves they may increase ;tiie duty to any. extent they please, or .they- may exclude it

" altogether. This, I think I may say, that if the Chinese Government thought proper |;o raise the
" ,4uty to a prohibitive extent, or shut out the article altogether, this country would hot expend
" one pound in powder and shot or lose the life, of a soldier in an attempt to force opifim upon the

"Chinese."
'

V

Exception vras taken to the accuracy of the first part of this statement by
some of the witnesses opposed to the tr?ide. A memorandum from the Foreign
Office shows thp,t Sir James Pergusson was mistaken- in saying iihat China
could free herself from all treaty obligations in the matter by; giving 12
months' notice. The remainder of Sir James Fergusson's statement is

sufficiently explicit as regards the policy of Her Majesty's Ministers at the
time, but it is very important that the British Grovernmeiit should make a
definite declaration in that sensd to the Chinese Government.

(•) 36,040, 21,116,

25,903.

C) 26,060,

(') 26,040,

C) 20,212,

(«) 13,480-

27,389.

O 26,060,

C«) 4512.

20,323.

26,802.

20,323.

4, 26,040,

NOTE L.

NOTE M.

KOTK N.

NOTE O.

The Consumption of Opium in British ; India.

20. Opium is consumed in three w-ays (")'; —I. By eating ('') in: the form of
small portions, or pills ; II. By drinking decoctions of the crude drug, known
a.^'hasifimhai^) and amaZ pani ; or an infusion of poppy heads, or capsules
called post ('^) ; III. By smoking preparations of opium, known as
chandM (*) (the Chinese form) and madat, ov madah Q, or gooli {^). The first

method (eating, or more correctly, swallowing) is that by which farnthe
greatest quantity of opium is consumed.

The evidence laid before us as to the prevalence of the opium habitswas
very contradictory. Many witnesses, including some of the most important
officials, gaVe evidence which tended to show that the habitual use of opium
is widely prevalent amonst the

;
various populations. This view was urged

upon us by repeated statements that the consumption is so necessary to the
happiness, well being, and even life of the people that it would be impossible to
contemplate prohibition, or even any serious increase of riestriction of the
supply, because the result would not improbably be such general discontent
as would amount to serious political danger. {8ee Note L.)

Evidence of a. directly contradictory character was given by many other
-witnesses, including a considerable proportion of^ natives of India, who may
reasonably be supposed to be better acquainted with the habits of their relations
friends, and neighbours than officials, aiid especially highly placed officials!

can possibly be. In order to arrive at some conclusion upon this conflicting
testitiiOny, it will be convenient to form some opinion as to what may be
considered an averagfe consumer's daily dose, and then to examine the actual
statistics of consumption.

21. The particulars given in the Notes show that the average quantity
taken daily by each adult male consumer, is about 20 grains. Taking this in
conjunction with the evidence of many Government witnesses as to the very
wide prevalence of the habit, thp impression conveyed to the, mind must be

: that there is a consumption far in excess of anything tliat is shown by the
actual Statistics.

' An examination of ithe statistics for each province shows that in Assam
where the consumption is largest, the quantity of opium issued is only
suffioiei^ti to supply 20 grains daily to one person out of 52 of tie entire
population, while in. the province 01 Madras, at the otjier end, pf the scale
the supply is only sufficient for one person out of 521 oif tlie population.

,, j-But greatly as the provinces differ from , §9,ch other, various localities in
these provinces differ still more .widely, for while in Calcutta the cpnsumption
is, equal^to; 20 grains daily. for,pne person put^of 26,.ijgL Tippera'it, will only
provide the same quantitjt for one person out pf, 8,588.

.

" ''



*''^It is clear- froiQ the N<St6S' above referred to, and from the evidencev.oij

which they are founded, that the popular ideasi which sfeem tootprevail

aip.ong Europeans in India are entirely irreconcileable ;With the actual ,foictSj

Even if it could be shown that the average consumption of iri^iVigual'g"i3

less tha]a_20 grains, ihe argument is jQot materially afiected. Mored'^er lE.

these calculations no allowance is made for legitimate medical use, nor for the Voi. v., p 12?.

practice which is said to prevail of giving opium to animals. 20,823.

Use of Opium by the Teoops.-
'''

22. A general impression hag; prevailed, and. important witn,esses ("') gave (') 872, 1559.

evidence as to the. genera,! use of opium by the native troops,, and especi^illy

by the Sikhs. The evidence taken in India shows this to.,be a,4elusiQii.

Major-Ge;neral Sir Robi^rt Low> K.O.B,, in command of , the ,Ou(ih iJistrict,

stated {^) that the highest number of opium-eaters reported in any one regi- ^""^ i'*,iio-2.

ment under his command was 20; in the Ghoorka regiment only twg
consumers ; and in another, none. Evidence was given by other military

witnesses as to the consumption of opium by Sikhs ih' 12 corps. As'td'^^wo

of these,C) it was stated that opium was consumed by all. In tWo cases(*) [2 Jg'gsg' jy 017'

the proportion appears to average about 33, pe.r^cent. . In eight cases(^) the {") liioi, u,u7,

proportion varied from 1-3 per cent, to
:

6-5 per cent, or an average of ,§• I 16 943 m^os' 170??'
per cent. Colonel Jamieson, although a decided pro-opiumist, admittedQ o' 14,168.

'• ' '

that.the Rajputs in his ,regiment, as a rule, dp not take opium, ,
Official

information (^) shows that while 23 regiments, including .two*^ Sikh, regiments, (0 Vol. 11., p. 453.

made no arrangeaxients for tiie supply of opium; ,while on service, 3 lbs,.were

taken by the 23rd Bengal Infantry as sufficient fqr jtwo, ygars,; and .^iil^ll

quantities itaken by the 32nd E^engal Infantry and the 3rd Sikh Infantry wei,'e

brought back untouched.

No Analogy between Alcohol in England and 'Opium in India.

23. In whatever way the statistics are looked at, they show that thei^e are

in India vast tracts where a mere fraction of the population' are consume:^S of

opium. In Englandj on the other hand, the great majority of the people are

more or less consumers of alcohol. Any attempts therefore to»treat the case

as analogous is entirely -fallacious ; in the one case we have.,a > nation .of

consumers^ in the other a- nation;of abstainers. . i 1

Purposes for which Opium is consumed.

24. It may be plainly stated at the outset that there is a general consensus of (•) 13,336, 17,513-4,

' nitive opiaion (*) in almost, all parts of India against the habitual use of
24;937| 28.06ii

*°^

, opium by the healthy and able bodied. ' .^r many others.
'

25; The importance of opium, as a remedy in certain: diseases, has neVfer

been disputed. It is daily used in many parts of India, hot only foif syj^ci'^c

ailments, for which it would be prescribed by Jluropean practitioners, btit in

inahy^ other cases, with the' object of relieving pain,'although it may ha,ve no

permanent effect on 'the cause of the pain. The theory was sLdvanced by some

witnesses (*) that' the habitual use of opium for non-medical jputpoSeS must (b) 13,089,17,283

have originated in the case of each con^mer for the purpose Of re^^eSSJng
H'^^^^^l'^^^^*^'

some positive aillneirt, or'io avoid disease which climatic oi* other 6ynditibns others,

render probable. In accordance with' 'this theory evidence Was. givM' befbre

us('') as to the belief of the natives, in many malarious districts, that Opitim e) 3657, 19,528,

is a prophylactic agEti-nst fever, and ishat such belief was shared by rtiany 25,583,27,574.

Europeans, (**) principally military medical officers- On the' other hand, this C) 2188, 3404,

view was strongly controverted by other witnesses, («) including medical 36y^j2>^^oi-2.

practitioners, both European and Native, who disputed the value of opium as e) 4710-5, i3,ii6.

a prophylactic against malarial .fever, or as a remedy in the disease, and as SoiXfm^^?"'
regards many parts of India 4here was no such belief amongst the natives..(^ others.

It was clearly established by the evidence that the habit of consuming Opium
tl&SJsiV^^'^'

is practised by a certain portion of: the inhabitants in many parts, of India for 18,195, and mwiy

purposes which have no relation to the actual presence, or even fear of disease. "**"'•

Many men begin the consTMaption of opium at about the ag&'of 40, («)
^^eo^^^J^'^J^^

underthe impression that the system is stimulated atod the declining bbdily many others!

A 4
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NOTE P.

C) 10,038, 15,762,

19,192, 20,990.

(J) 8596-9, 8612,
9848, 18,253, 19,029,

23,457, and many
others.

20,982, 21,577,

23,056, 24,659.

C*) 23,104, 25,867,

1^,994, 15,672,

11,808, 8502, and
many others.

C) 16,266, 21,577.

23,261, 2.5,876.

C) 16,902, 21,298,

23,491a, 26,619,

25,894.

(') 24,671, 25,865,

26,674.

Vol. IV., p. 498.

(») 16,231 , 20,990,

21,987.

(°) 22,776, 23,750,

26,429.

(,') 3510, 16,546.

C-) 16,766-7, 28,082,

18,564, 27,065.

(0 27,388, 3843,

15,698, 19,527,

16,012,17,705.

C) 27,467,20,698,

11,858,21,870,21,812.

(0 Vol. 11., p. 396.

5008, 15,170-72,

16,684-709, 26,948.

Secretary of

State's letter. Vol. U.,

p. 396.

powers preserved by its use. Under these circumstances, it does not appear to

incur popular disapproval.

26. There is a special and licentious purpose for -which opium is taken, and

when it is habitually used by young and healthy men it is usually for this

purpose, whicJ^L is universally reprobated as vicious and degrading. {See

Note P.)
'

27. Opium is in some districts frequently taken by persons requiring to

make special or unusual exertion {^) in enterprises involving fatigue and

exposure, while others entirely deny that any advantage is derived from such

use, (') and on the contrary maintain that' the stimulation which it' affords

is merely temporary and delusive. This idea as to the benefit of opium
under such conditions is similar to the belief which formerly prevailed in

England as to the use of alcohol in the like circumstances, but which the

experience obtained in Arctic and other arduous enterprises has now proved

to be delusive.

28. The drug is also used in some provinces and castes as a mark of

friendship and hospitality in connexion with family and social ceremonies.

29. To infants from the time of birth until they are three or four years of

age opium in minute doses is habitually given in many parts of India, {^) partly

with the impression that it protects them against disease, but chiefly in order

to keep them quiet, and prevent them from crying in the absence of the

mothers When engaged in household or field work.
This practice is defended (*) in general terms by several witnesses, and strongly

condemned ('') by many who are' specific in their enumeration of the evils which
follow. The best excuses offered are the poverty and the ignorance of the

parents.

In Bombay there is an extensive use of Bala Gooli, (') that is pills made of

opium mixed with 'other drugs and spices for the use of children: This is at

present carried on under the sanction of the authorities, which in my opinion
should be withheld.

30. The practice of drinking the decoctions or infusions of opium, already
alluded to, is somewhat restricted. It appears to be mainly confined to

Bajputana and the Punjaub, and to be chiefly associated with social and
ceremonial observances. ("") -There is some evidence that this use is'

declining. (")

Smoking Opium.

31. The smoking of chandu and madak is usually a social (''), as distinguished'

from a personal, habit, and appears to be principally confined to the cities

and large towns C'). It is almost universally admitted to be injurious and
demoralising, is practised by the vicious and degraded ("), and is generally
reprobated ('^). .

In view of the evils attending,the habit, smoking on licensed premises was
forbidden throughout British Imdia (^) on the 25th September 18.91.

Evidence was given that smoking clubs, so-called (though without any
pretence of paid membership), existed before the issue of this prohibition
and have multiplied since. Yery little effort had apparently been made
to suppress them.

,
There appears to be no reason why the authorities should

not have taken steps to acquire any further powers which were needed for
this purpose as they were invited to do by the Home Government.

Three missionaries and a newspaper editor at Bombay having exposed certain
incidents connected with the sale of opium were proceeded against for
defamation by the manager Of the opium farmer in that city. At one of the
trials which took place after we left India, Mr. Cooper, the presiding
magistrate, stated in his judgment, " it is admitted that during the last
'' Mahim fair there were five or six Of these clubs opened at Mahim, and
" the statement in the article regarding the mismanagement of these
" clubs appears to be true." In the course of these proceedings, the following
remarkable evidence was given by the^ chief opium inspector at Bombay :

'* There are about 150 clubs at Bombay. ... I do hot think the opium-



" smoking clubs at Bombay and at Mahim are undesirable. ... I do
" not tbink tbe opium-smoking establisbments should be sbut up, therefore
" wo bave not tried to shut tbem up." It is noticeable that since tbe
imprisonment of the missionaries" tbe opium oflBcials at Bombay have
instituted proceedings against several of these so-called clubs, and have
obtained convictions against them.

The question of dealing with unlicensed opium-smoking clubs in India has 26,218, 26,948.

been compared to that of preventing illegal sales- of alcohol in clubs in

England. There is this important difference, that the question in England
is how to prevent the consumption in unlicensed places of beverages which
are not disapproved by public opinion generally. In India it is' a question of

stopping a practice under all circumstances which incurs almost universal

reprobation.

Physical Effects of the habitual Use op Opium.

32. A large body of evidence of a conflicting character was given on this note q.

subject. Many medical and other witnesses stated that the habitual use of

opium in any form for other than medical purposes is decidedly deleterious.

Other witnesses, including a majority of the ofl3.cial doctors, deny that

there are any evil consequences from opium-eating in moderation, some main-

taining that it produces no evil effects and others alleging that it is actually

beneficial.

Allusion has already been made (paragraph 25) to the controversy as to the

value of opium as a prophylactic against malarial fever. Copious references note y.

to important medical evidence will be- found in the Notes, showing that this

prophylactic theory is an entirely new one ; not taught in the medical schools ;

never heard of by many practitioners; that opium is not used or recom-

mended by many of those who have heard of the theory ; that many prac-

titioners who profess to believe in it prefer other remedies ; that other

practitioners, both pro-opiumists and anti-opiumists, deny altogether that

opium does possess any such prophylactic properties ; and that vast numbers
of the people have no knowledge of or belief in opium as a preventive of

fever.

It is incredible that if the highest medical and other authorities in India

seriously believed in this prophylactic use of opium that thoy should have

allowed so many members of the medical service to remain in ignorance of it.

The opinion of the Government of Madras was indicated when a complaint

was made that they were teaching the people of certain tracts to rely on

opium as a febrifuge, for they replied that so far from that " we are doing "Consumption of

.

•' all we can to gradually wean them from their hereditary habit of using it
c.^6'5e2, m2''p.52.

" on all occasions." '

It is admitted on both sides^ that habitual consumers, who are unable to

get the usual dose at the usual hour {"), besides suffering pain and incon- C) 2173-6, 12,902,

venience, are for a time, incapacitated wholly or partly for the discharge of
Jy'gig'f^^^^^;;^,^

their ordinary duties. others.

Moral Effects of the habitual Use of Opium,

33. As to the moral effects there is the same diversity in the evidence,

for while a large number of witnesses declare that the use of the drug is

detrimental morally, leading to idleness, inactivity, weakening of control over

the will, and bad habits generally, other witnesses maintain that in their

experience these results have not been observable. note e.

It is obvious that the positive testimony of those who have witnessed the

evil of which they speak is not displaced by the evidence of any number of

witnesses who have not observed the injurious effects of the drug on other

people. It is admitted on all hands that the- opium habit obtaias' an

imperious sway over those who become subject to it. It is surely fjjlaying

with words to contend that a mastery so powerful is not lowerin^-to the

moral nature of man. ^

u p. 4052. B
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NOTE S.

8770.

Social Effects- .,
,

34. Violent crimes are not attributed to opium, but there was a good
deal of evidence that there is, in the case of the habitual colisumer, an
imperious craving for the periodical dose which constantly leads him,

when he is poor, to resort to petty thefts in order to obtain money for the

purpose of getting opium.
This allegation again was denied by certain Grovernment witnesses, but we

had no eyidence that -it is the practice to inquire into the original cause of

petty theft ; indeed one witness distinctly stated that it was not.

10,868,4200,4235,
12,391-2, 26,770.
19,331, 27,102,
23,511, 25,954,

27,569,28,114,

NOTE T.

5832, 8805, 15,145,

17,177, 19,032,

25,523, 2151, 25,960,
26,613, and many
others.

12,484, 15,912,

19,228.

NOTE U.

Other Considerations.

35. It is universally admitted, even by pro-opium witnesses, that the

injurious effects of opium appear much sooner and more markedly in the case

of the poor than of the rich, because the latter are able to provide themselves
with abundance of good and rich food, which appears to counteract the action

of the opium.
. ,

Nor is it denied by pro-opium witnesses that excessive use produces evU
results both physical and moral. It is clear from the evidence that the
excessive use is largely a matter of time, because as soon as a moderate
dose fails in its effect, as it usually does sooner or later, the quantity must be
increased.

. The fact of this tendency to increase the dose was attested by the evidence
of a large number of witnesses on both sides. The anti-opium witnesses were
practically unanimous on this point, and were supported by not a few of those
who defended the practice -of eating opium. But other pro-opium witnesses
denied this tendency to increase beyond a given point. • How this point is to
be determined, except indeed by dangerous experiment, was not explained.
The diflficulty of discontinuance, or even diminution of the habitual dose

becomes greater in proportion to the length of the period of indulgence, until
at last cessation becomes almost impossible.

NOTE v.

Comparative Effects of Opium on Natives of Europe and of India.

36. The question has been raised as to whether the consumption of opium is
a matter of race, whether there is any reason why opium is consumed more in
the East than in the West, and whether there is any difference in the
tolerance (to use the medical term) of the inhabitants of Europe and of India.
The evidence presented to us shows that if there be any difference

Europeans possess greater tolerance.

2302-4.

23,329.

() Vol. II., p. 314.

Vol. II., p. 460.

Vol. v., p. 137.

C) V<i\. II., p. 438.

Vol. v., p. 138.

(0 2238, 2589, 2756,
6921, 11,015, 13,988,

21,382,21,463,23,308,
23,332,23,456, 25v521,
26,434,26,539,27,822,
4278, 7739, 10,611,
19,8&4, 21,297, and
21 others.

C) 86S2, 17,246.

C) 5457, 16,902.

Indian Missionary Opinion.

37. In some Christian denominations in India there is actual prohibition and
in. others a general understanding against the admission into' church mernber-
ship of converts who indulge in opium. This fact is strong proof of the
sincerity of the opinions of the missionaries of those denominations, for it is
obviously not to their interest to unduly restrict the number of their converts
and it is clear that they would not do it but for substantial reasons. '

'

Several memorials were forwarded to the Commission from missionaries
and others interested in mission work. Some of them (*) expressed strong views
against the use of opium and the present

' opium system, these views being >

supported by some of the sigjnatories appearing personally as witnesses
Other memorials (^) took a less unfavourable view, and it is important to
observe that none of those who 'feigned these latter memorials offered them-
selvesas witnesses, and consequently were not subjected to any examination
of their views and means of knowledge.
Of the 45 missionaries and others closely associated with them who appeared

before us as witnesses, and submitted to the test of cross-examinatioii 41 '»)

condemned the use of opium, two (*) may be said to have occupied neutral
or indefinite positions, and two others, (^) one of whom declared himself
an *' abolitionist on purely moral grounds/' to some extent defended or at
least extenuated the Use of opium.

;See also Vol. I. Q. 26.



ERRATUM.

In GUuse S8 of the Dissent by Mr. Henry J. Wilson, M.P. {seepage 11), aft&r the first
paragraph, ending with « discourage the common use of the drug," insert :—

The Minutes of Evidence contain a large body of testimony showing that prohibition Note z. z.
or restriction would be approved by the mass of the people in many parts of India.
More than a hundred witnesses (three-fourths of whom were natives of India) were in
favour of prohibition, in addition to a number of others who desired some form of
restriction, short of prohibition.

5844.

13,108.

13,163.

19,519-21.

19,522.

18,306-6.

18,307.

Note Z. Z. to par. 38.

—

Quotations and Ebfee-
ENCES AS TO PkoHIBITION OF OPICM, EXCEPT
FOR Medical Purposes.

Rai Lai Madhub Mookerjee, Bahadur, President of
the Calcutta Medical College, approves of the produc-
tion of opium for medical use only ;

—

" To that extent and no further."

Dr. Nil Ratan Sircar thinks it would be desirable
to prohibit the sale of opium, except for medical
purposes :

—

" So far as I can gauge public opinion, they (the
" people of India) will support it (prohibition)."

Dr. Isan Chandra Roy says :

—

" I am for limiting the use of opium strictly for
" medical purposes. Its use as a narcotic iudulgence
" should be prohibited by laws."

" And yon believe that such a prohibition would be
" received with favour by the people ?—Tea."

Babu Bepin Behari Bose, M.A., a barrister at

Lucknow, is in favour of prohibition, except for

medical purposes, and says that Buch action would
be supported by the general opinion of the country :

—

" The opinion of the country is VBrj settled on this
" point—that opium eating is not good at all."

Pandit Gopi Nath, assistant manager of three news-

papers, and secretary of two bodies of orthodox

Hindus, is in favour of prohibition except for medical

purposes, and thinks it would be generally approved :

—

" It is nonsense to think that because opium is

" prohibited there will be any riots,"

Babu Ganga Prasad Varma, proprietor of two
native newspapers at Lucknow, and a member of the
Municipal Board, says :

—

" It would be a blessing to my city if the Government 14,52S.

" stops the sale of opium, and strictly orders that none
" but those who require opium for medical purposes
" should have it."
" I think the majority of the opium smokers them- 14,525.

" selves will agree with me."

Rai Goonabhiram Borooah, Bahadur, retired Extra ''139.

Assistant Commissioner of Assam, thi ks it would be
desirable to prohibit the use of opium except for

medical purposes :

—

" All but opium sellers and opium eaters will be in 9140.
" favour of it. Even they would like it because their
" children would be saved."

Gobind Ram Chowdry, Tahsildar, Assam, says :—
"I wish it could be prohibited except for medical 19,38S.

" purposes."
" The great majority, not being opium consumers,

" would certainly support it. ... There is nothing
" to fear from the natives of the country in regard to
" prohibition."

Mr. Kali Sankur Sukul, M.A., Professor in the

City College, and Rector of the City CoUegiate School,

says :

—

" The sale of opium, except for medical purposes,
" should be stopped."
" Undoubtedly public opinion would favour the total

" prohibition of opium, except for medical purposes,
" especially if the country were assured that no other
" taxation would follow."

See also 9932-3, 13,389, 15,009-10, 15,626-9,

18,261-2, 27,843-4, 11,692-3, 10,504^-5, 4583,

16,569-76, 4298, 8021-2, 8342, 18,033-36, 19,733,

24,301, 8646-51, 9053-4, 9467-8, 11,449, 23,457,

24,335-6, 26,518, 26,587, and nearly a hundred

others.

19,289.

9330.

9331.

r p. 4052
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Recommendation as to the Prohibition or Restriction op the G-eneral

Use of Opium.

38. The balance of evidence shows that the non-medical use of opium is

usually injurious to the consumer, and I am of opinion that much may be
done to discourage the common use of the drug.

The diflBculties in the way of any further restriction propounded by some
of the witnesses appear to me greatly exaggerated.

It is contended that, were further restriction attempted, it would be impos-
sible, except in the large towns, to find persons to whom the sale for medicinal

purposes could be entrusted. But the present regulations authorise the issue Voi, ii., pp. 427

of druggist's and doctor's licenses, and these are, granted to hakims and vaids

practising eastern systems of medicine. In Bengal alone, 1,264 of these vei. 11., p. 429.

licenses were issued in 1892-3,

. As the people of India are in the main abstainers from the drug, and its

consumption is not general, except in certain districts, some form of local

veto on the common sale, ought, I think, to be adopted. It might also with

great advantage and with popular approval be inade applicable to alcohol.

I would further recommend a change of system by which the present

opium contractors or vendors, who profit directly in proportion to the amount

of opium they sell, should be replaced by oflficial vendors, with fixed salaries.

So far from having any inducement to push the sale of the drug they

should be directed, as far as possible, to discourage the non-medicinal use,

and regulations should be laid down authorising them to refuse to supply
,

persons whose relatives or friends complain that it is improperly used. All

opium sold should be labelled " Poison," as in.Bngland, and should be accom-

panied by a caution, printed in the vernacular and in English, against its use

for non-medical purposes. These official vendors would usually be natives of

India, on moderate salaries. They should be located in places suitable

for supplying the legitimate medicinal requirements of the people and be

vigilantly supervised.

The alterations suggested, if properly. carried out, would undoubtedly be an

important step towards the reduction of the consumption.

Recommendation as to Prohibition oe Opium Smoking,

39 Although very diverse views were laid before the Commission as to the 2761,3510,4921,

habitual use of opium by eating and drinking, there was a striking consensus of ^ooj,

ll]^i^^^^^;^^g^

disapproval of smoking as an injurious and degradmg practice. JNot only 15.723, 19,594,

did the anti-opium witnesses attribute the worst effects of opium to the habit
llitilllfitl', uia.

of smoking, but practically the whole of the witnesses who justified or 21,590,21,812,

palliated the practice of habitually eating moderate quantities emphatically
?4;456; iS;

condemned smoking in all its forms, as being unquestionably injurious and i6.688._i7.«y,

pernicious, and constituting a low and vicious ha,bit. . 26,'o57, 21,870.
'

Most of these pro-opium witnesses were in favour of Turther reduction of

the facilities for smoking, and some of them approved of its total prohibition.

Surgeon Lieut.-Oolonel Orombie said :

—

3529.

« I think there is a consensus of opinion among all, including opium-smokers themselves, that

" the chandu and madak manufactures should be abolished."

The Hon. A. Oadell, member of the Revenue Board, North-West Provinces

and Oudh, while approving of opium eating, said :— 19,097.

« Opium smokers are, if belonging to the upper classes, debauchees, and if belongmg to the 19,098.

» lower classes, disreputable persons, with a tendency to crime, caused not by any tendency of

" opium in that direction, but by the irresistible character of the vice and ,by the necessity felt to

"Stify a vice which is an expensive one ,.•„• There is also a general feeling

" among the more respectable classes against opium, smoking.

See Note W.

40 Regarding the evidence on this particular subject as remarkably dis-

tinctive in its unanimity and conclusiveness, I consider that nothmg short of

absolute prohibition will satisfy the requirements of the case.
.

J^he only

•proper action of the Government in accordance, with public opinion shpuld

clearly be

—

I To discontinue all licenses in respect to preparations of opium for smoking.

B 2

NOTE W:
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II. To make unlawful

—

(a) tlie manufacture, sale, purchase, or possession of chandu, madak,
and other preparations of opium for smoking purposes ;

(b) the manufacture, sale, purchase, or possession of materials, utensils,

Or apparatus for making or smoking such preparations of opium

;

(c) the association of two or more persons at any place for the purpose

of smoking opium or any such preparations.

The administration and enforcement of such a law prescribing proper

penalties for breaches thereof ought to be easy and eflPectual, for the evidence

of any actual offence must be readily obtainable.

The fear has been expressed that a prohibitory measure of this character

would open the way to inquisitorial and domiciliary visits by the police, and
their possible bribery by the more influential and wealthy opium smokers.

But the existing law is similarly open to be used in an objectionable way, and
absolute prohibition, is not liable to any greater objections than those which
apply to more partial and inadequate measures of repression.

Burma.

41. The case of Bui-ma is exceptional and must be referred to separately.

Most of the British officials in Burma have frankly recognised the evil
6658, 6691, 6777-8, effects of the consumption of opium in that country, as well as the practically

' ~ unanimous opinion of the Burmese people against its public sale, and notwith-
standing serious revenxie considerations, have strongly advised restriction or
prohibition. The Government of India has yielded slowly and apparently
with reluctance to the advice given by its own officers in Burma, and to

ii.,p.354,pp.463-79. ^^P^^s^^t^*^^'^^ made frpm Great Britain. New regulations came into force
on the 1st January 1894. As a general rule the possession of opium, except
for medical purposes, is now forbidden to Burmans. This rule is absolute in
Upper Burma. In Lower Burina natives, were allowed some months during
which they might register themselves as consumers, and thus become entitled

6659, 8021. *o purchaso opium. The desire of the authorities in Burma that registration
Vol. II., p. 537, par. 6. should be made compulsory for foreigners as well as for Burmans ought, in

Vol! iL,^p.^635^Eides ^7 Opinion, to be acceded to. In some districts the sale of the drug to
23, 24.

'

'
. foreigners and registered Burmans is still m the hands of farmers. In other

districts a system of retail sale by official vendors is being tried. This will, I
think, be found to be a distinct improvement upon the old system of licensed
shops. In every other practical way the consumption of opium should be
restricted to the legitimate medical requirements of the people.

Sir David Barbour, in speaking of the special measures which had been
taken to check the consumption of opium in provinces where its use was

3108. believed to be excesfive (including Burma), said, " I.am not at all sure now
" that those measures have not been carried too far, but they have been
" adopted to a great extent in deference to English public opinion."

The whole history of the sale of the drug in Burma under British rule ; of
the protests of the people of that country against it ; and of the reluctance of

Vol. II., p. 650, par. 7. the Indian Government to listen to their entreaties, furnishes, in my opinion,
most powerful testimony to the need and to the value of the expression of
English public opinion in these matters.

The Burmans are clearly entitled to demand that their wishes should be
respected, and their right to the protection they have' so long asked for should
be fully recognised.

Malwa Opium.

42. The term Malwa Opium is employed to describe the opium produced in
the Native States in the west of India, either for consumption in India or
export from the port of Bombay.

A great part of this opium is produced in the ill-defined tract of land known"
as Malwa, comprising several Native States, the soil and climate of which
are said to be specially favourable to the growth of poppy.
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The extension of Britisli territory in India has been so managed as to cut
off the poppyrgrowing States from communication with the sea ; and the

transit of opium through British territory has been prohibited, except under
an elaborate arrangement of passes, granted by British officers on payment of

a heavy duty, and by certain duly authorised routes. This pass duty is not
the subject of any agreements or treaty stipulations, but is imposed at the

will and pleasure of the paramount power. It was fixed on the 1st October
1862 at Rs. 600 ; was raised on the 16th July 1877 to Rs. 650 ; on the

15th September 1879 to Rs. 700 ; on the 28±h June 1882 it was reduced to

Rs. 650 ; on the 5th July 1890 further reduced to Rs. 600 ; and on the

1894 was raised to Rs. 650. The amounts realised from this

source, together with the quantity of opium, are as follows :— .

Average of 3 Years. Ex. Chests.
Duty per Chest.

Es.

1883-84 to 1885-86

1800-91 to 1892-93

2,498,455

1,753,110

4].,008

32,510

650

600

Vol. II., p. 347.

Vol. II., pp. 342 and

347.

These figures are in part taken from a table which will be found in

Vol. II., p. 347, which shows that while the quantity of opium exported from
Bombay has been considerably declining, that which is diverted for local

consumption has been somewhat increasing.

The Native States.

43. No good purpose would be served, by a detailed statement of the treaties

and agreements made in regard to opium with the numerous Native States.

They are described in App. X., Yol. II. By
,

pressure, which they were not

in a position to resist, most of these States have been induced to consent to

arrangements the aim of which has been to safeguard and increase the

revenue which the East India Company and the Indian Government have

obtained from opium. In many cases it has been arranged that the rulers

of Native States shall prohibit the cultivation of the poppy, and so regulate

the traffic in opium as to increase the revenue of the State at the expense of •

their subjects. There is no evidence that in any of these States compensation

has ever been given to cultivators or traders whose interests have been

interfered with.

44. As to the power to stop the transit of opium through British territory,

Sir Lepel Griffin said, " Of course you can prohibit the export." Sir D. M.

Barbour said, "I think the export to China could practically be stopped," but aosa,

he was confident smuggling into British territory could not. The Hon. W.

Lee Warner, in his memorandum, lays down, that "interference with the

" internal affairs of Native States has been justified in the' past, either

" (a.) when adopted in the interests of the states, or (6.) when adopted in

•' the interests of the British Government." He marshals instances " under

class (a.)" into six recognised grounds, including " (vi.) to check offences

" against natural law or public morality." The suppression of seizing people

for°sorcery, and abolition of suttee, are given as instances.* Mr. Warner

holds that opium does not come under any of these heads. Colonel Trevor,

agent to the Governor -General, Rajputana, was asked, "would not it be an

"injustice not to allow " the produce of the States to be transmitted through

British territory, and replied, " I do not quite see that. If you think a thing

" is bad, you are not bound to give a passage through your territory."

1543.

Vol. IV., p. 495.

20,794, 20,839.

case

* In India, as elsewhere, officials are too much disposed to dread reforms and innovations. The

case of suttee affords an iliustration,. Hunter, in his Indian Empire, page 475, says : "In spite of

« strenuous opposition, both from Europeans and natives, Lord W. Bentinck carried a Eegulation

« in Council on the 4th of December 1829, by which all who abetted suttee were declared guilty

« of culpable homicide." Hunter also refers to other reforms which "were distasteful to the

" covenanted, service, and to the officers of the Army," and adds that Lord Bentinck "was

" supported by the Court of Directors, and by the Whig Government at home.

B 3
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22,201. 45. Certain Native States, including sucli important ones as Indore,

^°9357'' ^' ^^^" Baroda, and Bhopal, consider tHat interference or prohibition in regard to

opium would be outside, or contrary to, treaty engagements. Some of the
Sikh States, on the contrary, took a different position. Greneral Sardar

16,265. Katan Singh,, of the Jind State, said, "if the Grbvernment prohibits the
" use , of opium in British territory, similar ord6r» could, be issued in the

16,271. " Jind State."
,
He was not sure whether such a thing would be viewed as

interfierence. Lala Dewa Singh, of the Nabha State, was asked what com-
16,289. pensation, if any, His HighneSs' State would be fairly entitled to in the event

of pl-ohibition, and replied *'4-S the prohibition is entirely beneficial to the
" people, this' State does not wish for any compensation for the loss of revenue

16,372. " resulting from such prohibition." Pandit Sarup Warian, of the Faridkot
State, gave a similar answer.

46. The fact that in the face of a greater falling off in the supplies

of Malwa opium than of Bengal opium the Indian Grovernment has, since
'

the visit of the Commission, materially ; increased the payment to the
Bengal cultivator and put an additional 'burden of duty on the Malwa
produce, shows more clearly than any official evidence that the right of

dealing at will with the export trade, Native as well as British, is quietly

claimed and exercised by the paramount government.

47. It is not possible to treat the suggested claims for compensation placed
befqre the Commission seriously. Though compiled at the instance of the
Indian Goverhment and revised by its political officers, they neither deserve
respect nor criticism. A few illustrations must suffice. The Tonk State in
claiming Rs. 132,900 for loss of land revenue, Rs. 59,919 for Customs revenue,
and Rs. 94,600 for traders' profits, claims Rs. 104,030 for compensation for

Vol. IV., p. 394. money lenders ! One item in Colonel Abbott's summary is, " extra expense of
" living on account of great rise in price of opium"" Rs. 489,873.

In the State of Bundi, the average out-turn for the 12 years ending 1892-3
20,922. is given at 1,007 mau'nds ; for the last half of that period at 371 maunds.

(In the. last
,

year it was only 93 maunds.) Yet compensation is claimed
20,945. for an annual .'trade of 2,000 maunds, and Colonel Abbott reports that

Vol. IV., p. 395. the *' Political officer, Lieut.-Colonel Thornton . . . considers the
" Durbar's estimate of the losses, direct and indirect, both to itself and its
" subjects, as accurate as it is possible to make them under existing
" circumstances."

In theCe^tr^l Provinces, Sailana claimed Rs. 160,475 for land revenue.
Vol. IV., p. 407. Lieut.-Colonel Robertson estimates it at Pls. 60,000. The State claims

Rs. 128,380 for cultivators. He reduces this to Rs. 40,000. Of Mulfchan the
Vol. IV., p. 407. same officer writes,^ " L6sSes to cultivators and traders were not given by the

"-State, they were assumed by me."

" It is clear that the evidence" thus brought before ' us can be of no
assistance if claims in equity should be seriously advanced by these States.

Conclusions.

48. The form of the questions submitted to the Cominission makes it

difficult.to give categorical answers, but in reference to the paragra,phs thereon
I reply :— '

I.

—

{a.) That the growth of the poppy and manufacture and sale of opium
in British India should be prohibited, except for medical purposes.

(6.) Such prohibition should not" be forcibly imposed on the Native
States, but the example of the British Covernment should be suppdrted
by such influence as may legitimately be employed.

ir. The existing arrangements with the Native States in respect to the
transit of opium through British territory depend absolutely on the
will of the paramount power, and appear to have been dominated
throughout by the financial policy of British India. "When the
Chinese trade from British India has been brought to an end, as I
hold it certainly should be, and when licenses to cultivate are no
longer granted, licenses for the transit of opium through British
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territory may justly be withheld.* There is no legal claim for
• compensation.

_
Any equitable claims must be tested by further

mquiry and rehable eyi4©ii(j,e. . , .

III.— (a.) There is no precedent for compensation to landlords or cultivators
on the termination of opium cultivation, and there would be no

II. \xf ^0^ compensation for withholding further licenses.
(6.) Adequabe information was not placed before us as to the cost of

additional preventive measures, but. the general statements that
were made appear greatly exaggerated,

(c.) The revenue derivable from opium has been for some years note x.

r+ •

^^c^^^^'^g' ^'^^ ^'^^ no longer be safely relied upon. {Bee Note X.)
IV. it IS desirable to replace the present opium contractors and vendors by

oflacial vendors, with instructions and discretion to restrict the sale.
1 recommend the entire.prohibition of smoking.

y. The consumption of opium obtains more or less extensively amongst the
races and mthe localities most fully represented before the Ooinmission.
Little or no evidence was tendered from large districts where its
non-medical use is little known. It is clear that the opium habit so
far from being common amongst the people generally is relatively
exceptional in British India. It is^ a vice in Calcutta and the
large towns, but certainly not of. the majority of the populations.
It IS common amongst the Eajptits and to a less extent the Sikhs,
but the sweeping statements made as to its universal ; use by them
.are quite untenable. Women are seldom addicted to the habit.
The moral effect is hurtful in tarnishing and weakening the will power
of the user

: the physical effect is generally injurious in proportion
to the amount ,;taken and to the inability of the, consumer tq protect

' himself against it by plenty of good food. «
VL—(a.) The people of India do not, so far as regards the greater part of

that country, regard the use of opium for non-medical purposes
favourably. '

'

.
-' ' ff "

(o.) The people of India maintain th9,t' they are already taxed to the
very limit of their ability, and that they are unable and unwilling
to submit to any additional burdens.

(>

Serious consideration should promptly be given to the question of reducing
the expenditure how borne by the people of India.

49. In these pages I have given my conclusions on the evidence presented,
to the Commission. As stated in a Memorandum accompanying this Dissent,
I do not think that the whole of the facts were presented to us witii, the
impartiality and completeness due to such an inquiry. The Report adopted
by my colleagues appears to me to partake more of the character of an
elaborate defence of the opium trade of the East India Company, and of the
present Government of India, than of a judicial pronounceme5,t on the imm:edi3,te

questions submitted to us. On this ground also, as well as .for, the reasMis
already given, I am unable to join in it.

50. One of the last paragraphs in the Eeport (No. 2,74) refers to me, and
includes the following sentence :

—"We regret that in the discussions which
" took place during the preparation of our Eeport we were not placed in
" possession of the views of our colleague."

It will be seen by a letter to the Chairman from myself, a copy of which note z.

is appended, that I was distinctly precluded by him from taking part in

the discussions referred to. At the first subsequent meeting of the Com-
mission, I referred to my letter, and to Lord Brassey's"desire that I should
refrain from discussion. Lord Brassey intimated that I had correctly stated

his wishes. I do not therefore understand the propriety of this reflection,

by the majority, , on the course which I took at the Chairman's direct instance

and request, with the concurrence of four other colleagues. ,
:^

'

18th March 1895. HENEY J. WILSON.
^ . -^ -) .a •:

* Legitimate medical requitements are not here alluded to. :
•''"';'

[
'"

)').! "c 'ijurviin';

.•.-'.-t;-:'f ,'5-h.' •;< suy'ir •

_—

—

,
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APPENDIX
TO MR. WILSON'S DISSENT.

Note A. to par. 2.

—

Resolution of the House of
Commons (30th June 1893) which led to the
Appointment of the Commission.

" That having regard to the strocg objections urged
" on moral grounds to the system by which the Indian
" Opium Revenue is raised, this House presses on
" the Government of India to continue their policy of
" greatly diminishing the cultivation of the poppy
" and the production and sale of opium, and desires

" that an humble address may be presented to Her
" Majesty, praying Her Majesty to appoint a Royal
" Commission to report as to :

—

" 1. Whether the growth of the poppy and ma'mifac-
" tnre and sale of opium in British India
" should be prohibited except for medical pur-
" poses, and whether such prohibition could
" be extended to the Native States.

" 2. The nature of the existing arrangements with
" the Native States in respect of the transit of
" opium through British territory, and on
" what terms, if any, these arrangements
" could be with justice terminated.

" 3. The effect on the finances of India of the pro-
" hibition of the sale and export of opium
" taking into consideration (a) the amount of
" compensation payable ; (6) the cost of the
" necessary preventive measures

;
(e) the loss

" of revenue.
" 4. Whether any change short of total prohibition

" should bo made in the system at present
" followed for regulating and restricting the
" opium traflBc and for raising a revenue
" therefrom.

" 6. The consumption of opium by the different races
" and in the different districts of India, and
" the effect of such consumption on the moral
" and physical condition of the people.

" C. The disposition of the people of India in regard
" to (a) the use of opium for non-medical pur-
" poses

; (6) their willingness to bear in whole
" or in part the cost of prohibitive measures."

Note B, to par. 5.

—

Official Opinion op Opium.

Lieut.-Colonel James Tod, political agent to the

Western Rajput States, in his work on the " Annals
" and Antiquities of Rajasthan," written in 1820,

published in 1832, writes :

—

" This pernicious plant has robbed.the Rajput of half
" his virtues. (Vol. I., p. 644.) ...
" This drag, which has tended more to the physical

" and moral degradation of the inhabitants than the
" combined influences of pestilence and war." (Vol.

II., p. 630.)
" Execrable and demoralising plant " (poppy). (Vol.

n., p. 634.)

Mr. C. A. Bruce, superintendent of the tea planta-

tions in Assam (prior to 1840), refers to opium as the

—

" Dreadful plague whidh has depopulated this beauti-
" ful country . . .

" This vile drug has kept and does now keep down
" the population . . ,

" Few but those who have resided long in this un-
" happy country know the dreadful and immoral
" effects which the use of opium produces on the
" native."

Mr. A. Sym, 11 years in the opium district of

Gorakhpur, and for a time in charge of the opium
agency there, wrote in 1840 :

—

Hansard
" '^^^ health and morals of the people suffer from the

vol. 68,
' " production, of opium. Wherever opium is grown it is

p. 382. " eaten, and the more it is grown the more it is eaten,
"

. . .its pemicions effects are visible on the popula-
" tion of the opiimi districts, particularly in the neigh-
" bourhood of the dep6ts . . . One opium cultivator
" demoralises a whole village."

Hansard,
vol. 68,

p. 380.

A resolution by the Government of Bombay in 1881—
" Ordered that the following letter be addressed to

" the Government of India :

—

"
. . .on the question of the expediency of per-

" mitting the cultivation of the poppy in Sind. . . .

" III. I am at the same time to state that thin
" Government consider there are very strong objections
" to the introduction of an industry so demoralising in
'

' its tendency as opium cultivation and manufacture
" into a province where it is at present unknown. . . .

" It has already been tried in Gujarat, and the result
" was widespread corruption and demoralisation.

" At present the consumption of opium in this
" Presidency is very limited, but if the cultivation of
" opium and manufacture of opium were permitted,
" every village might have its opium shop, and every
" cultivator might contract the habit of eating a drug
" which is said to degrade and demoralise those who
" become addicted to it. On the ground of public
" morality, therefore, his Excellency the Governor in
" Council would strongly deprecate the grant of
" permission to cultivate the poppy in Sind, or in any
" other part of this Presidency."

Note C. to par. 6.

—

Short Description of the
Growth of Poppy AS it affects the Individual
Ryot.

[The figures are not the same as in par. 6, because
there the agencies are dealt with together, and here
separately.}

In the Benares Agency.

In. the month of September he proceeds to the
head-quarters or weighment place of the district in
which he lives, a distance, on the average, of about Q.2955,
20 miles, to receive license to cultivate a specified
plot for the growth of the poppy, the plot being
usually only a small portion of his farm or holding,
averaging '61 of a bigah, equal to '38 of an acre, or
1,839 square yards. He receives at the same time
the first advance of Rs. 3-66 (or, taking the rupee at u „ 32,
\M., 3*. \\\d>), being at the rate of Rs. 6 per bigha.
Returning home, he prepares his ground and sows the
poppy seed.

When the crop is a few inches above the ground he 11., 320.-

sometimes, not always, gets a further advance, not
exceeding Rs. 1-22, or 1«.3|</., being at the rate of
Rs. 2 per bigha. In February or March when the
seed capsules or heads are formed, he lances or slits
them, and carefully scrapes off the exuding juice or
opium, which is preserved in earthen pots until April,
when he again travels with it to the weighment
place, where he delivers it to the officials of the Opium
Department.

The average weight received from each cultivator
is 2 • 77 seers, or 5 lbs. 11-17 ozs., and the payment on
account which he then receives averages, say, Rs, 7 -93
or 8«. Id.

'

'

The opium is then forwarded to to the factory at
Patna, in the case of the BeharAgency, or to Ghazipur
in the case of the Benares Agency. The " consist-
ence " or proportion of moisture in the opium is there
ascertained. An account is made out, and in July or
August the cultivator, travelling again as it appears
to the weighment place, receives the balance due to
him, averaging, say, Rs. 1-06, or Is. \^d., the price
being calculated at the rate of 5 Rs. per seer, equal
to 2s. A^d. per lb. av. for opium of 70 degrees of
"consistence." A somewhat higher or lower price
will be paid in case it contains more or less than
30 per cent, of water. The total average amount paid
to each ryot for opium is 15«.
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In the Patna Agency.

In the Bihar or Patna Agency the ryot is in a
worse position. He has to deliver his opium with
5 per cent, less moisture. Other arrangements of the
Agency are less favourable to him. The land is less
productive. The total amount of opium he weighs in
is only 4 lbs. 1 1 • 70 ozs., for which he receives only
12s. 5id.

Toi. v.,p.&. Note D. to par. 7.— Exteact from Corres-
pondence ON THE Administration op the
Opium Department.

par. 10. " The railways and other means of communication
" which have been opened out, and the ever growing
" demands of the commerce of the country, have com-
" pletely changed the state of affairs. Opium has lost
" its place as the most lucrative crop a cultivator can

par.U. " grow The Board are of opinion that much
" may be done to improve the popularity of the opium

par. IB.
" cultivation In conclusion I am to state
" that the policy the Board would recommend may
" briefly be summarised as follow :—I. An, adequate
" price to be paid for crude opium, to be settled from
" time to time with reference to the competition of
" other crops IV. Adequate salaries to be
'

' paid to the native establishment and the abolition of
" all illegal gratification strictly enforced."

(Letter from Officiating Secretary to the Board of

Revenue, Lower Provinces, to the Secretary to the

Government of Bengal, 19th January 1884.)

IfoTB E. to par. 7.

—

On Difficulty of maintaining
PoppT Cultivation.

Mr, Kemble, opium agent, of Bihar, in his Annual
Report of the Agency for the year 1890-91, says :

—

" There can be no doubt that since the opening of the
" Bengal and North-Western Railway the difficulty of
" maintaining the cultivation of such a delicate crop
" as poppy has largely increased." (Par. 7.)

He adds that competition of other crops

" is becoming so keen that our department now hav^
" difficulty in maintaining their position." (Par. 8.)

Mr. Rivett-Carnac, opium agent, Benares, in his

Annual Report for 1890-91, speaks of certain districts

where the cultivation of the poppy is popular, but of

others where the cultivators have "for the present
" lost heart," and of other cultivators as '•' gradually
" withdrawing from the industry." (Par. 6.)

Similarly in his Report for the year 1891-92, JVIr.

Kemble (Bihar) says :

—

" We cannot be surprised at the disinclination gener-
" ally of the cultivators to take advances
" The other main cause which tended to reduce the
" settlements was the difficulty in obtaining good lands
" for our cultivation, owing to the competition of
" other crops." (Par. 8.)

He quotes Mr. Christian, an officer of long experi-

ence, as saying :

—

"The good lands are no longer under the poppy
" cultivation, but have either gone to indigo or other
" better paying crops. The crops that are competing
" with poppy, in fact, I ought to say, that have
" swamped and overcome it, are tobacco, potato, haldi,

" chillies, and other garden produce." (Par. 9.)

In his Report for 1891-92 Mr. Rivett-Carnac again

discusses the competition of other crops, but takes a

less gloomy view of the prospects of the opium

department, than his colleague, Mr. Kemble.

Note F. to par. 8.

—

Official Inquiries on Com-
plaints o Compulsion (or Persuasion) in

12,079.

BEGAED TO Tlife CULTIVATION OP POPPY.

In the first case referred to by Mr. Forbes, Mr.

Lyon, settlement officer, had reported that certain

officers had been bringing pressure to bear.

u p. 4052.

A deputy magistrate, Maulvi Syed Ali Hosain, who
was directed to make an inquiry on the subject, gives

the statements of a number of ryots.

" Bansi Mahton states : My brother is khattahdar of
" this village. His name is Tulsi .... the
" former zilladar (since transferred) induced ua to
•' cultivate poppy,and told us to try for this year. The
" land is not capable of producing opium .... he
" (the zilladar) took my brother to Hajipnr; my
" brother was unwilling to go, and he said that we
" would not grow opium . . . . He (the zilladar)
" did not threaten ns with punishment if we did not
" grow, but he pressed us to do so by taking my
" brother to Hajipur for receiving dadni (advance)."

Shaik Hidayat Ali, says that the Zilladar Rheda
Bux—

" Insisted Tulsi to receive dadni (advance for poppy)
" •

• . he stayed three or four days to persuade
" us to grow opium .... he did not beat any of
" ns . . . . his fault was to compel khattahdar
" to receive advances, we had since fear that if we did
" not cultivate we would be falsely proceeded against
" by zilladar."

Gudri Mahton, referring to the zilladar, says :

—

" I cannot say that he told each and every villager
" to grow opium, but he did me."

Vol. v.,

p. SB7.

Tulsi Mahton says :

—

" He (the zilladar) told me that we must grow opium.
" He advised us to cultivate poppy, as we had no mind
" to grow this year. He said that I must go to receive
" advances."

Other ryots made no complaints. Some said they

cultivated willingly. It was suggested by them, or to

them, that the zilladar stayed so long in the village

because it was raining.

The Deputy Magistrate, reporting on the case.

Vol. v.,

p. 358.

" What the zilladar, seems to have done was that he
" insisted a little too much upon the khattahdar to
" receive dadni- (advances), a,nd holding out good hopes
" for the poppy growth owing to rains," and he points

out " that there was no kind of violence used by him in
" compelling them to grow opium."

It is instructive in the face of these statements that

Mr. Hare in enclosing the report and depositions

Vol. v.,

p. 355.

Vol. v.,

p. 359.

" No touch or trace of any attempt at compulsion Vol. v.,

" appears." P-356.

Mr. Forbes in his letter says that

—

" Market garden produce has admittedly of late
" years begun to compete successfully with opium.
" Cases of this kind must therefore be expected to
" occur."

This seems to show that compulsion, which is called

in India " persuasion," is expected as a matter of

course.

The Second Case referred to by Me. Forbes.

Rai Jai Prakash Lai Bahadur, CLE., dewan
(chief officer) of the Dumraon Raj, was interviewed

on the 28th and 29th of August 1893, by Mr. Christian,

sub-deputy opium agent of Shahabad, and Mr. Sen,

assistant sub-deputy agent, in reference to the
" reluctance of the cultivators to engage the full area"

desired or required by the Opium Department. It

was arranged that the dewan was

—

"To use his influence with some of the ryots of the Vol. v.,

" Raj to induce them to continue the cultivation P-^^^-

"... by using influence he only meant persua-
" sion ; that he had merely asked the ryots of certain
" villages for his sake to try cultivation for one year
" (this year) longer, and that they had consented to do
" so."

It is further explained that this influence or per-

suasion was exercised by a circular letter issued to the

c
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Vol. v.,

p. 359.

Vol. v.,

p. SSS.par.

Vol. v.,

p. 372.

Vol. v.,

p. 356, par, {

Vol. v.,

1). 360.

Vol. v.,

P. 361.

Vol. v.,

p. 361.

Vol. v.,

p. 331).

tahsildars of the Raj, directing them to use their

endeavours to help poppy cultivation.

A copy of this circular has been asked for, but has

not yet been produced.

It appears further that Mr. Christian had a con-

versation himself with one of these tahsildars, who
explained "thei kind of help given by the Biaj." So
far. as I understand, it amounts to • this : that land

was to be taken from one man and given to another

for opiunl^ if he would grow poppy; that if one man
possessed a well another was to be allowed to take

water from it to grow poppy, and, that rent was to

be reduced by the middleman to a ryot who would

grow poppy.

Under these circumstances it is not surprising

that the dewan was, as Mr. Forbes states, unwilling

to give evidence. His position was extremely em-
barrassing.

Mr. Dane says that the dewan "attended at

" B^nkipur on the first day that the Commission sat

" there " (Januaty 3rd). If this means that he was
present at the sitting and was ready to be called, it

does not accord with Mr. Forbes' statement.

Mr. Dane and Mr. Forbes agree that this important

witness was present on a later date (January 6th).

On neither occasion was his presence known to the

Commission generally. It was most important that

he should be heard, and no explanation has been given

as to why any member of the Commission was kept

in ignorance of his presence.

The Third Case kefbrbed to bt Me. Forbes.

Mr. F. H. B. Skrin^ collector of Shahabad, and

subsequently of Bhagalpur, had an interview about

the middle of August 1893 with Mr. Christian, sub-

deputy opium agent, alretidy referred to, who
desired

—

" My co-operation in restoring the area under poppy
'
' to its normal. He told me that . . . the opium
" agent of Behar, had instructed him to consult me on
" the subject."

Mr. Skrine undertook to issue a circular, but delayed

it for about a fortnight, when he was reminded of his

promise by Mr. N. C. Sen, assistant sub-deputy

agent. He says :

—

"Thereupon I addressed a circular . . . to the
' sub-divisional officers of Ehabua, Buxar, and Sasaram,
" and the manager of D. & t>. Kumar's Ward Estate,

" in which T informed them that it was the policy of
" the G-overimient to extend opium cultivation inwards
" and Government estates. I asked them to give the
" sub-deputy opipm agent a list of villages in their
" charge which coiitained land suitable for sowing
" opium, and to instruct their tahsildars to use their
" utmost efforts, in co-operation with the sub-deputy
" opium agent, to induce our ryots to take opium
" advances."

Mr. Skrine, being called to account, makes various

statements in palliation of his conduct, which he does

not attempt to defend, and Mr. Commissioner Forbes

admits that—

'

" Things were pushed further than they ought to

" have been." Mr. Skrine's orders being " such as I
" should certainly not have approved had they come
" to my notice ; nor are they warranted, so fax as I am
" aware, by any instructions that have ever been issued
" by G-ovemment or by the Board of Revenue."

On the game day we were informed by Mr. Tytler

sub-deputy opium agent, in the presence of Mr.
Forbes, the Commissioner of Patna, Mr. Eivett-

Carnac, opium agent at Benares, and other oflBcials, 12,269.

that it is not lawful under any circumstances to pull

up the crops.

At the request of the Commission a further inquiry
was subsequently made, and the report of this inquiry voi.v.,

has been forwarded to us since our return from India, p- i^o-

The report shows that as a matter of fact the

cultivator had committed no offence whatever. Mr.
Wace says :

—

" I have very little doubt that he lost his potatoes
" because he did not fee the zilladar."

^
^

The Assistant Sub-Deputy Agent attemptdd, in a
yoi_y_^

letter sent by him to Mr. Wace, to justify his action p.ik,"

by reference to a rule and a form in the Opium
Manual. Mr. Wace points out that the rule does not yoj_ y.,

cover this case, that the form is irrelevant, and that p- wi-

the ofScial in question had not availed himself of an
opportunity given him to produce witnesses on his vol.V.
own behalf. . p. lis.'

Note H. to par. 15.

—

Condemnation of Opium by
English Officials resident in China and"
Java.

Sir George Staunton, who was in China from 1792
to 1816, referred to opium as " an article of vicious

luxury," and said :

—

" The best lands of India might have been made to Hansard,
" produce that which was benefioial to inan, instead of 1840, vol.'ss,

" being devoted to the cultivation of such a pernicious '' ^*^"

" article."

Sir Stamford Eaffies, who died in 1826, said :

—

" The use of opium, it must be confessed and
" lamented, has struck deep into the habits, and
" extended its mahgnant influence to the morals of
" the people, and is likely to perpetuate its power in
" degradmg their character and enervating their
" energies, as long as the European Government, over-
" looking every consideration of policy and humanity,
" shall allow a paltry addition to their finances to
"•outweigh all regard to the ultimate happiness and
" prosperity of the country."

Mr. Montgomery Martin, Cjolonial Treasurer at
Hong Kong, refers to opium as

—

" Desolating China, corrupting its Government, and Report H. of
" bringiug the fabric of that extraordinary Empire to S-°?*^}'i'l*
'

' a state of more rapid dissolution."
^™*'- "*'•

Sir Harry Parkes refers to opium as " a baneful
article."—See his life by Stanley Lane Poole, Vol. I.,

p. 421.

Mr. L. E. Oxenham, late British Consul in China,
says :

—

" Do the Chinese, ... . . desire the con- society of
" tinuation of the trade now? Would the Chinese Arts
" Parliament vote for such a traffic P No one with (g^^^'igs" any knowledge of China would answer in the affirma-
" tive. The opium is equally denounced by the
" Government, by the Confucian literati, and by the
" Buddhist and Taoist priesthood."—" Society of Arts
Journal," April 1892, p. 485.

Note J. to par. 15.

—

Chinese Official
Condemnation of Opium.

12,396 to
12,454.

Note Gr. to par. 10.

—

Potatoes uprooted at

Barni, near Patna.

On the 19th December 1893, Mr. Gennoe, assis-

tant sub-deputy opium agent, destroyed a plot of

potatoes at the village of Barni, near Bankipore,on

the allegation of a zilladar that this was land on which

the cultivator had engaged to grow opium. Evidence

to this effect was given before us on the 6tb January

1894 by my son and Mr. Gupta,

Sir Robert Hart, G.C.M.G., who is in the service

of the Chinese Government as Director of Customs,
in the special report on opium issued in 1881, said :

—

" Chinese who have studied the opium question
" are opposed to a traffic which more or less harms
" smokers. . . . They do not find in . . . the
" revenue prpduced . .. . any sufficient reason for
" welcoming the growth of the trade, or for desisting
" from the attempt to check the consumption of
*' opium."
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"China,
Commercial
and Social,"

vol. II.,

p. 187,

The Chinese Foreign Office wrote to Sii' Euther-

ford Alcock in July 1869 :—

" That opium is like a deadly poison, that it is most
" injurions to mankind. . . . The officials and
" people of this Empire . . . all say that England
" trades in opium hecauge she desires to work China's
' ruin, for (say they) if the friendly feelings of England
" afe genuine, since it is open to her to produce and
" trade in everywhere else, would she still insist on
" spreading the poison of this hurtfal thing through
" the Empire ?

"

Sir Rutherford Alcock, at that time Her Majesty's

Minister at Pekio, said in reference, to this :

—

"He had no doubt that the abhorrence expressed by
" the G-ovemment and people of China for opium was
" genuine and deep-seated."

In a letter in the "Times" of July 29th, 1881,
Li Hung Chang, then Grr:jnd Secretary and Viceroy of

China, said :

—

" I may assert here once for all that the single aim
" of my Government in taxing opium, will be in the
" future, as in the past, to repress i the traffic . . .

" never to desire to gain revenue from such a source."

Mr. Montgomery Martin, Colonial Treasurer of Hong
Kong, states that the Emperor of China had remarked:

—

" It is true I cannot prevent the introduction of the
" flowing poison. Gain-seeking and corrupt men will
" for profit and sensuality defeat my wishes, but
" nothing will induce me to derive a revenue from the
" vice and misery of my people."

Tol. I., p. 33.

Vol. I., p. 39.

Vol. v.,

P.3S3.

Note K. to par. 15.

—

Condemnation op Opidm by

MissiONABiEs IN China.

The Rev. Dr. Medhurst, one of the earliest mission-

aries of the London Missionary Society, which was the

first Protestant Society to enter China, in his " China "

(London, 1838), says :

—

" Those who have not seen the efEeots of opium-
" smoking in the eastern world, can hardly form any
" conception of its injurious results on the health,

" energies, and lives of those who indulge in it. .

" In proportion as.the'wretched victim comes under the
" power of the infatuating drug, so is his ability to
'

' resist temptation less strong, and debilitated in body as
" well as mind he is unable to earn his usual pittance^
'

' and not infrequently sinks under the craving of an
" appetite which he is unable to gratify. . . . Those
" who grow and sell the drug while they profit by the
" specnlation would do well to follow the consumer
" into the haunts of vice, and mark the wretchedness,
" poverty, disease, and death which follow the' in-

" dulgenoe, for if they did but know the thousandth
" part of the evils resulting from it they would
" not, they could not, continue to engage in the

" transaction."
|

Numerous testimonies were communicated to the

Commission by the Secretary of the Church Mission-

ary Society, and by the Secretary of the China Inland

IMission, all testifying to the evil effects of opium.

See also an important memorial signed by 17 Chinese

Missionaries of all denominations (includiug two

Bishops), and all of more than 25 years standing in

China.

Note L, to par. 20.

—

Quotations and References as

TO ALLEGED EXTENSIVE UsE OF OpIUM AND
Political Danger feom Intebfmeence.

Sir Joseph Fayrei', TC.C.S.L, M.D., says :

—

"It is well known that over large areas of country in i6S7.

" India, by tens of thousands of people, opium in
" moderation is habitually used by the natives."

Dr. K. C. Bose, President of the Calcutta Medical
Society, says :

—

" Amongst the permanent residents of Calcutta only 3774.

" 10 per cent, of the people actually take opium,
" whilst amongst those who come from other portions
" of the country nearly 20 per cent, use opium in some
" shape or other."

Rai Sheo Bux Bogla Bahadur, merchant and
banker, representing the National Chamber of

Commerce, says :

—

" ^Lbout 70 or 80 per cent, of both Eajputs and Sikhs " 6047.

take opium as a daily ration.

Surgeon-Colonel Cleghorn, M.D., Inspector- General
of Civil Hospitals in the Punjab, says :

—

" I fancy that about 50 or 75 per cent, of the inhabi- i6,8«.
" tants of Lucknow take opium."

Mr. J. J. S. Driberg, Excise Commissioner of
Assam, says :

—

" Bearing in mind the conditions of the climate, and 9019.
" the fact that opium has been consumed in the
" Province from time immemorial, so iliat it has now
" become a necessity of life, it is certain that any
" attempt to stop consumption or even to limit or
" reduce it mere than has been done in the past 10
" years would have a disastrous effect on the physical
" condition of the people."

"Then you say that stopping it would depopulate 9683.
" whole tracts ?—Yes.''

Sir Charles Crosthwaite, K.C.I.E., Lieut.-Governor
of the North-West Provinces and Oudh, says ;

—

.
" There is no doubt that the people use opium very 14,813.

" largely, not in great quantities, but very widely. I
" think nearly all of them give it to their children, and
'

' believe that it is necessary. . .

" My opinion is that we could not actually prohibit 14,W8.

" the use of opium except for medical purposes without
" a very large and oppressive force, and without an
' inquisition into the habits ol the people which would
" be very unpleasant to them, and would make the
" Government, I think, exceedingly unpopular."

The Hon. D. R. Lyall, C.S.I., Member of the
Board of Revenue, Lower Provinces, says :

—

" I hold that, in a political point of view, total pro-
" hibition would be so dangerous, and would alienate
" so large a body of Her Maijesty's subjects in India, as
" to be impossible. . . The dissatisfaction would
" be enormous, and I am not prepared to say that,
'

' fanned as it would be by professional agitators, it
" would not amount to disaffection, and require the
" presence of more British troops in India."

The Hon. T. D. Mackenzie, Commissioner of
Customs, Salt, Opium, and Abkari, Bombay, says :

—

" In my opinion to prohibit the sale of opium in
" British India, except for medical purposes, would be
" to invite a general rising all over the country against
" what would be regarded, and, in my mind, justly
" regarded as cruel and causeless oppression."

See also Q. 4999. 6059, 14,059, 15,700, 15,703,
19,530,20,425, 27,029, 27,036, &c.

S19L

26,149.

Note M. to par. 21.

—

Average of Opium taken by Adult Male Consumers.

The analysis of the evidence of 85 witnesses shows that :

—

The average of what 31 witnesses consider strictly moderate use is

„ „ 84 „ custpmary use -

20

u p. 4052.

„ excessive use

Thus the 85 witnesses give a gross average of

Grains.

15 12
41-00

18-53
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Vol. rv.,

p. 404.

Vol. IV.,

p. 381.

Vol. II.,

p. 425.

Vol. II.,

sSvni.,
p. 462,

6610-S.

But we have more pieeiae dofprmation from three medical witnesses :

—

Average of DrfPEnntly' 8 record of -

, Surg.-Lt.-Col. Hendiey's record of -

, Ilr. Ram Roy's record of -

Grains.

100
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6327.

6334.

24,119.

16,672.

16,262.

8305.

13,099.

19,907.

16,551.

12,572.

Not)e|*,. 10 par. 26.—On Licehtious Purpose pok
WHICH Opium is consumed.

Numerous witnesses declared that a special purpose
for which opium is taken is for prolonging sexual
indulgence.

;

,

Dr. Mahendi-a Lai Sircar, C.I.E., says :—

^^
"The chief of these pleasures which allures men t6
the use of the idrug is what I may call sexual

" endurance.

„
" '^^^y (smokers) told me that this inrariably was the
origin of . . . the pernicious habit."

Assistant-Surgeon Shah, chief , medical officer of
Juuagadh State, says :

—

,

" Opium is commenced for sexual enjoyment."

Mr. Jagat N"arian, B.A., pleader of Lucknow, says :

—

" It is taken for immoral purposes by 80 per cent, of
" the opium eaterb here .

"

See also 2594, 12,654, 13,994, 18,210, 26,286,
26,542, and many others.

General Sardar Rataa Singh, member of the Council
of Regency of the Jind State, says :

—

" Those who commenced the use of opium for the
" sake of pleasure in their youth are looked down
" Upon by society, and are considered as using it for
" licentiousness." -

S^e also 18,313, 2594, 18,264.

Note Q. to par. 32.

—

Quotations and Eeferences
AS TO Injurious Physical Effects of Opium.

Rai Lai Madhub Mookerjee, Bahadur, L.M.S.,
President of the Calcutta Medical School, says :

—

'

' It produces slow, steady, and certain degeneraition
" of the human' system, abundantly evidenced by the
" digestive disorders and emaciation that attend its

" use."

Nil Ratan Sircar, M.A., M.D., PeUow of the

Calcutta University, Lecturer on Forensic Medicine

in the Calcutta Medical School, says :

—

" The power of resistance of disease generally be-
" comes diminished, and the opium-eater becomes
" prcrdisposed to some diseases, for example, cold,

" bronchitis, diarrhoea, dysentery, and dyspepsia.''

Mr, Isan Chandra Roy, M.B., says:

—

"The attenuated body, the peculiar withered and
" blasted countenance with a characteristic gait, will

" reveal the opium eater at a glance. His digestive
" organs become highly disordered, and he scarcely
" eats anything. His mental and. bodily powers are
'
' destroyed. In fact, he becomes impotent.

^'

The Rev. Colin S. Valentine, LL.D., L.R.C.P., and

L.R.C.S.E., &c., Principal of the Agra- Medical

Missionary Training Institute, when asked, " What are

the results of the habit, physical, mental, and moral ?
"

replied :

—

" Deterioration in all three points. The appetite is

" taken away, the digestion is impaired, there is con-

" gestion of the various internal organs, congestion of

" the lungs, constipation and diarrhoea consequent

" upon it, pains all over the body. A man in th.e. habit

" of eating opium is upon a lower standing than a man
" in perfect health." ;

Brigade Surgeon J. H. Condon, M.D., M.R.C.S.,

&c., says-:

—

" Physically, it reduces strength, though like alcohol

" it gives a sort of fictitious strength for a short tune

;

"' after a time varying with the amount eaten daily,

" they become emaciated and debilitated, miserable-

" looking wretches, and finally die, most commonly of

" diarrhoea induced by the use of opium."

Brieade-Surgeoli Lieut,-Colonel A- Cameron, M.D.,

says :

—

"Even when used in moderation for non-medieal

" purposes, the habit is not to be defended.^ Unless

" required for some bodily ailment a man is better

" without it. Its habitual use, except in the smallest

"^ quantities, causes, emaciation and .enfeeblement of
" the body, saps the energy and dulls the mental

faculties."

See also Q. 4042-4, 4718, 9360-3, 16,282, and
many others. ';

Quotations and References as to Non-'Injurious
Physical Effects op Opium.

Surgeon-Major R, Cobb, M.D., says :—
" I believe the moderate use of opiiim to be quite an s704" innocuous habit."

Surgeon-Colonel R. Harvey, M.D.l M.R.C.P.,''&c.,
says:^

—

''* '' "
'

. •

" The moderate way in which the great majority take 3429.
" it not only does them no harm, but does ibeiii' a
" great deal of good."

Mr. Sita Nath Roy, banker and zemindar, and
secretary to the Benga,l Chamber of Commerce, says :

—

" The general impression, bordering on conviction, 2706.
'

' is that the moderate use of opium is beneficial ; that
it is a panacea for^ many- diseases, i and that its

" tendency is to prolong lifei"

Brigade-Surgeon Lieut.-Colonel Purves, P.R.C.S,E,,
says :

—

.,,.:- .
, ;,

-

" I generally agree that the moderate use of opium gggg" in this country^ is rather benefipial than otherv^^se.".

See also 9524, 12,610, 15,907, 19,228;

Note R. to par. 33.

—

Quotations and References
AS TO Injurious Moral"Effects of Opium.

Dr. Mookerjee says :

—

•
.

" Its mental and moral effects are none the less gsos.
•' harmful, and none the less marked. It most certainly
" tarnishes the moral nature of man, weakening' his
" mental control over his will, and th^s causing him
" to be the prey of the, evil and vicious habits of, lyipg
" and stealing." .

,
•, )

Brigade-Surgeon Lieut.-Colonel Cameron, M.D.,
says that :

—

" The general opinion amongst natives themselves is 12,573.
" that in positions where energy, , alertness, a clear
" head, or a good memory is required, an opium-eater
" is not to be trusted."

Ram Kali Chaudhuri, retired Subordinate Judge, 13,191.

and late member of the LegislatiVe ' CQiihcil iDf the

North-West Provinces and Oudh, says:— /

" The results of the habit of opium-eating, whether
" considered physically,mentally, or morally, are bad
" and oondemnable. The consumer, as a; geaeual rule,
" becomes both physically and mentally weak and
" inactive, and as a consequence loses courage, and his
" moral conduct suffers so far as it depends on the
" energy of body and mind, such aS the performance "oF
" duties requiring activity. In the early stage of the
" habit sexual, virtue is disregarded, where the iiiitia]

" motive was to increase sexual vigour."

Dr. Manohar Prasad Tewarie, L.M.S., says :— ''

" Its use in any of its 'forms deadens the intellect, 15,146.

" impairs the physical and moral sense, induces
" laziness, immorality, and debauchery." m

See also 9129, 9962, 10,496, 11,684,- 18,706, and

many others. .

.
'

Quotations and References as to Noit-injurious

Moral Effects.
j

The Hon. Sri Ram Rai, Bahadur, M.A., B.L., UM*.

member of the Lieutenant-Governor's Council,

says :

—

" In no way, so far as my experience goes, does it lead
" to moral degradation."

Burgeon-Major J. Anderson, M.B., says :

—

14,226.

".In my experience it does not in any way Ipwerfthe
" moral tone, nor does it develop a propensity for
" gambling or sensuality."

See also 26,757, 19,228, 23,303, &c.

D2
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13,106.

isaot;

S080.

5^.

11,226.

18,736.

25,989.

18,706.

15,948.

Note S. to par. 34.

—

Quotations and Refer-
ences AS TO , In-tdeious Social Effects of
Opium.

Dr. Isan Chandra Roy says :

—

" They must satisfy their opium craving ; they are
" necessarily driven to have recourse to all sorts
" of vicious acts, such as petty thefts, pickpocketing,
" &c."

Judge Ram Kali Chandhuri (already quoted)

"WTiere there is little or no means, the habit leads
" the consumer to commit petty thefts and trickeries."

See also 12,569, 3413, 9173, 25,490, 16,902, and

many others.

Quotations and References as to Non-inj uriods

Social Effects ov Opium.

Sir John Lambert, K.C.I.E., Commissioner of

Police in Calcutta, says :

—

" I fail to discover any connexion between opium
" and crime of a serious nature."

Mr. James Monro, C.B., formerly Commissioner of

Police in Bengal, now engaged in missionary work,

says :

—

" The conclusion which I came to from wide ex-
" perience was that so far as regards crime, opium has
" no perceptible influence in causing it."

See also 3184, 14,414, 19,749, 19,797, 26,583.

Note T. to par. 35.

—

Pro-opiumists' Evidence as to
Physical Effects of Excessive Use.

Surgeon-Major J. Anderson, already quoted, says :

—

" When taken, to excess it causes both moral and
" physical deterioration. It produces emaciation, gas-
" trie disorder, loss of appetite, gives premature senile
" expression, and no doubt shortens life. Morally, over-
" indulgence makes the victim idle and timid and
" engenders a habit of exaggeration."

Surgeon-Major Gr. W. P. Dennys, civil surgeon in

the Punjab for many years, says :

—

" A confirmed excessive opium eater is generally a
" physical and mental wreck, emaciated to an excessive
" degree, and incapable of performing any ordinary
" work. He is a deplorable object to behold.
" Excessive opium eaters have no stamina whatever,
" and succumb to comparatively trivial ailments."

Mr. 6. B. Prabhakar, L.R.C.P., a medicaJ practi-

tioner of Bombay, says :

—

" Opium when taken in excess impairs the digestive
" system in general, engenders lazy habits, causes
" dulness of intellect, and produces ansemia and
" emaciation."

See also 12,608, 24,675, 26,657, 26,022, &c.

Pro-ofiumists' Evidence as to Moral Effects op
Excessive Use.

Lieut.-Colonel A. J-. F. Reed, in command of 29th
Punjab Infantry, says :

—

"The habitual {i.e., excessive) opium eaters are
" marked men in the regiment, and are not trusted
" like the rest."

Surgeon-Major T. R. Mulroney, M.D., referring to

those taking opium in large doses, says :

—

" They are regular drunkards, a depraved lot, gener-
" ally belonging to the criminal class, thieves and
" burglars."

See also 24,087, 26,022, &c.

Note U. to par. 36.

—

Difficulty op Discontinuance
of Habit.

The personal experience of Mr. Datta may be use-

fully cited :

—

" I took opium myself for three months, for chronic
" diarrhoea and dyspepsia. The first day it acted like

10 764.

10,755.

10,756.

" magic, but gradually the dose had to be increased,
" until I used to take 20 grains of it. I keenly felt

" the after effects and thought of relinquishing. It
" took me some time before I gave it up by gradually
'' reducing the doses.
" If I did not take opium at the regular time, when 10,753.

" I was used to taking it, I was seized with nausea,
" pains all over the body, a sort of uneasiness which
" cannot be described, a bad scalding sense of uneasi-
" ness all over the body. Even if I took a lesser dose
" the diarrhoea would reappear, and with greater
" violence. I could not retain the smallest quantity of
" food, and I was not able to work.
"It took me about four months to relinquish the

'
' habit, gradually reducing the dose all that time.
" I took other remedies to restore my health. I had

" to place myself under other treatment."

There is abundance of other uncontradicted evidence

to the like effect.

See also Q. 2593, 18,927, 25,513, 5913, 16,219,

28,168, and many others.

Note V. to par. 36. — Comparative Effects op
Opium on Natives op Europe and op India.

Surgeon-General SirWm. Moore, K.C.I.E., Q.H.P.,

was asked by Sir Wm. Roberts :

—

Q. " You would not admit it was due to some pro-
" found constitutional difi"erence."

A. "No, I don't think so."

Q. "But of course you would not be positive."

A. " I do not think the constitutional difi'erence has
" anything whatever to do with it."

Surgeon Major-General Rice, head of the Indian
ISIedical Department, says :

—

"I have satisfied myself in my professional practice
" that Europeans are more tolerant, that is, require
" larger doses of opium than natives, bulk for bulk."

Dr. Rice further says :

—

" To produce the same effect from a medicinal dose
" of opium in a European you would have to give a
" larger quantity of it than you would to a native."

Hon. D. R. L^all, C.S.I., says :—
" The ordinary native takes an amount of opium

" that would be almost laughed at in England as a
" dose of opium."

Surgeon Lieut.-Colonel J. McConaghey, M.D., was
asked by Sir W. Roberts :

—

1061.

1062

2199.

2200.

3205.

4402.

Q. " Have you been able to notice, or been led to 12,626.
'

' the opinion, that there is a difi'erence between the
" European constitution and the constitution of the
" natives of India, in their relation to opium ?

A. " I do not know that there is much ditference.
" T have had Europeans under my treatment who 12,631.

" were quite as much addicted to the use of the drug
" as natives.

"Taking the population of the Europeans I meet 12.632.

" with, it will be very nearly the same proportion."

Dr. G. R. Ferris, M.R.C.S., was asked by Sir W.
Roberts :

—

Q. " Has it never struck you that there was a
" difference of tolerance, depending upoa race or
" climate, or food, or the environment of Europeans
" on the one band, and of the inhabitants of India on
" the other ?

A. " No. In Calcutta I have seen the greatest
" quantity taken by Europeans. The maximum I have
" seen has been taken by a European."

Lieut.-Colonel A. J. Wilcox, M.D., was asked by
Mr. Mowbray :

—

Q. " Have you had any experience of Europeans
" taking opium in this country P

A. " Yes. I have stated that the worst cases I have
" met with have been Europeans."

Q. " You think that the efi'eot of opium on the
" Europeans who take it is worse than on the natives ?
A. " 1 do not think so. These cases I speak of were

" oases of extreme abuse.''

See also 3387, 21,298, 19,363, 24,706.

19,259.

19,262.
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15,698.

IMll.

9,52V.

15,945.

1975,

4976.

4977.

Vol. II.,

p.3«.

Vol. II.,

p. S43.

p. 67,^ ,
Blue Book
92 of 1894.

Vol. II.,

p. 343.

Note W. to par. 39.

—

Pdrthee Evidence as to
Opium Smoking.

Mr. G. M. Ogilvie, Second Financial Commissioner
for the Punjab, said in reference to smoldng :

—

" This use of opium is generally reprobated. It is
" not practised by the peasantry' and is, I believe,
" generally confined to the vicious classes of the
" population."

He added an opinion that in consequence of the
discontinuance in the Punjab of licensing the sale of
chandu and madak, the practice of smoking is rapidly

decreasing in that province.

Mr. T. Stoker, Commissioner of Excise for the

North-west Provinces and Oudh, says :

—

" I have nothing to say in favour of opium smoking.
" Speaking of these provinces, I regard it as a low and
" vicious habit, practised, broadly speaking, by low or
" by vicious people. It would be unreason afble to say
" that any physical or moral deterioration which may
'

' have been observed in opium smokers is necessarily
" due altogether to that particular practice and not
" to other demoralising habits and associations or
" physical infirmities. . . But in these parts
" people who pursue the habit do in my opinion often
" or generally suffer from it or its surroundings. The
" policy of the Government of the North-Western
" Provinces has always been directed to repress and
" check the practice and has been attended with
" success."

Surgeon-Major T. E. Mulroney, M.D., civil surgeon

at Amritsar, referring to that district, says :

—

" The class of opium smokers is very limited. Four
'
' years ago the opium-smoking shops were closed by
" order of the Government, and since then opium-
" smoking hai apparently decreased ; it is confined to

" a very few, generally a disreputable, debauched, and
" depraved lot."

Numerous native witnesses, some holding important

official positions, gave similar evidence, particularly

Mr. K. G-. Gupta, Excise Commissioner of Bengal, who

said :

—

" The effects of chandu and madak smoking are,

" however, distinctly harmful in the case of Indians,

" specially when they are unable to obtain nourishing
" food. Opium eating is not looked down upon, nor
" does it cause loss of respectability. But smoking
" chandu or madak is regarded as a degrading habit.

<
. . the chandu or madak smoker is usually

" known by his appearance, and he is also generally

" believed to have deteriorated in many respects."

" I think the effects of madak or chandu smokmg m
" this country cannot well be concealed."

Note X. to par. 48.

—

Opium Eevenue.

According to the figures in App. Vlli. the average

of the net opium revenue for the four years endmg

1892-3 was Ex. 7,299,249. .o^hi^a
The Budget Estimate for 1893-4 was Ex. 5,967,104.

According to the "Financial S<^tement " the

Budget Estimate for 1 894-5 is Ex. 4, 1 38,200,

to which must be added the net

revenue from excise, which for the

average of the five years endmg

1893-4 was - " ^^- ^^^'^^^

- Ex. 5,123,329

Not prescribed, even by pro-opiumists,

—

3574; 11,895-6; 16,879-81; 19,258; 19,407;
21,459-60 ; 24,675 ; 25,383.

Prophylactic properties denied,

—

4710; 6837; 16,167; 16,558; 16,902; 17,152;
17,772-6; 19,203; 25,308.
Not known or used by the natives as a preventive,

—

4277-80; 5836; 17,173; 19,406; 24,177-8;
26,361 ; 25,727 ; 25,861 ; 25,957 ; 26,041.

making a total of

which taking the rupee at U. Id. gives 2,775,136/.

Note Y. to par. 32.-Medicai. Evidence against

THE NEW Theory that Opium is a Peopht-

LACTIC against FeVEE.

t.TmS'-'^^TmTmiT-, 10,684; 11,851-

69II868; 16,168 ;
16,665;' 19,378-80; 24,173.

tt9".io?o"''4?7TSf'^28 ; 1 2,476 ; ^
12 {85

;

12,6334. 12,695; 13,337; 16,876; 17,275-7;

17,508 ; 24,777.

Note Z. to par. 50.

Osgathorpe Hills, Sheffield,
Deae Lord Brassey, January 21, 1895,

I HAVE carefully considered your letters <*f the
2nd and 7th instant, the latter enclosing a copy of
your letter to Sir James Lyall of the same date.

In the former of these letters you point out that if I
am unable to agree with you and the majority, it will be
" unprofitable to enter into a prolonged discussion," and
that it will become my duty to state my own views in
a dissentient report. Ton add that in the report which
you will submit you " do not suppose that there will
be found much room for amendment," and that " taking
this view " you " do not anticipate that our further
deliberations round the table need occupy many days."

In your letter to Sir James Lyall you " strongly
" insist that the completion of our work has become
" of extreme urgency," and you say that "having
" received two communications from the Secretary of
" State within the last few days, I feel that my duty
" calls for some decided course of action. J do not
" believe that long discussion round the table will be
" necessary or desirable." * * * « j gjjall in any
" case relieve the Commission from further collective
" work on the 26th."

Believing that full examination and consideration
was the usual course, I was prepared to give all the
time needful for the purpose. But as the majority of

the Commission will probably be guided by your
wishes in the matter, that course appears to be pre-

cluded.

Under these circumstances, it would not be right

for me to attempt to discuss a few statements or

arguments here and there in the Majority Eeport

;

for were I to do so, it would convey the impression
that I was satisfied with whatever I did not challenge,

and might be open to other objections. I must there-

fore confine myself, as you suggest, to a statement of

my own views, some of which, I believe, are in accord-

ance with those of Mr. Pease.

Entirely apart, however, from the considerations

already referred to, I think it right to point out that

in your letter to Sir James Lyall, you advise " personal
" revision of the draft as now being circulated on the
" part of each member of the Commission," adding
that you would go " carefully through each revise and
" endeavour to incorporate all suggestions which do
" not conflict with the main conclusions."

Four new portions or chapters, apparently intended

to form part of the report, have been circulated within

the last few days ; a further chapter has come to hand
this morning, and at least three or four portions or

chapters have yet to be supplied.

As we are to meet the day after to-morrow, it is

impossible that your wish as to revision by each

member, and the incorporation of suggestions, can now
be carried out ; and it cannot be right or proper that

the Commission should adopt, as its own, any chapters

or documents which its members have not had adequate

means and opportunity to consider and approve.

J remain.

Dear Lord Brassey,

Yours faithfully,

Henry J, Wilson.

The Eight Hon. Lord Brassey, K.C.B.,

Chairman Eoyal Commission on Opium.

D,3
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Memorandum on the Attitude of the Authorities in India.

1. While in India I was 9bliged to express disapproval of the action of the

Government of India, and of various officials, in, relation to the Commission. As
the after proceedings did not remove but strengthened this objection, it is due
to the Commiesion and iflyself to place the main grounds of this objection on
i-ecord.

In doing so I readily acknowledge the difficult position of the Indian

authorities. Edghtly or wrongly they appeared to hold in the ,main that the

good government of India is bound up with the Opium Revenue. The
difficulties arose from assuming an impartiality on the part of the Indian

authorities which could not be, and was not, continuously enforced.

2. Some of the circumstances to which I am about to refer were, stated/ in

Vol. v., p. 368. a letter addressed by me to Lord Brassey while we were in India, biit the con-

sideration given to them aplpeared; to me inadequate. I havp here omitted

some and added others.

3. On the 18th November 1893, it transpired that a telegram had been sent

from the Government of India to the Secretary of State on the 15th August,

Vol. v., p. 362. containing the following passage:—"We shall be prepared to suggest non-
" official witnesses, who will give independent evidence, but we cannot
" undertake to specially search for witnesses who will give evidence against
" opium. We presume this will be done by the Anti-Opium Society." As
anti-opium evidence was easily available, without any special search, this

official statement seemed to show that the authorities were taking up a
partisan attitude.

4. Two days later a letter from Lord Lansdowne, then Viceroy of India, to

Lord Brassey, Chairman of the Commission, was passed round to the members
for perusal. It contained a statement in favour of the existing opium system,

and against interference with that system as likely to lead to serious trouble.

Tiiis appeared to me a departure from the judicial attitude which might have
been expected from Her Majesty's Representative.

5. The Government of Madras was not allowed to present its own case to

the Commiesion, but was instructed by the Government of India (13th
Vol. v., p. 368 and December 1893) to send to Calcijtta abstracts , of evidence of proposed
P- ^''^-

witnesses. A letter of similar purport was addressed on the same day to the

Resident at Hyderabad with regard to the evidence of other witnesses.
Vol. v., p. 373.J Similar instructions were given to the Government of the North-West

Provinces. I submit that this requirement was distinctly detrimental to the
free expression of opinion and unprecedented in the history of Royal
Commissions.

6. An official letter was sent [30th December 1893] from the Government
of the North-West Provinces and Oudh, to all Commissioners of Divisions,

and other officials in these provinces, calling attention to the fact that some
officials had " communicated direct with the Secretary of the Commission,
" submitting to that officer abstracts of the evidence," and pointing out
" that there is nq, authority for this procedure, and . . . . that all com-
" munications should be addressed to this Government." Here, again, the
authorities seemed determined that no evidence should be submitted to the
Commission which had not been subjected to official scrutiny in high quarters.
Moreover, this circular was not communicated to officials alone, but even to
non-official persons who were intending, and were considered qualified, to give
evidence on the subject of the inquiry.

7. At Benares, Mr. Isan Chandra Roy, M.B., stated that he had been
officially invited to be a witness and to furnish an abstract of his intended
evidence. After he forwarded his statement, he was informed

, by official

letter, in which no reason was assigned, that his evidence was not required.
The fact that he entertained anti-opium opinions was subsequently proved by
his volunteered evidence before \he Commission. Other proposed witnesses
at Benares'were similarly treated.

8. At Bankipur, a list of witnesses intended to be called on the 3rd January
was supplied to me. It included the name of Rai Bahadur Jai Prakash Lai,

Vol. v., p. 370.

III., 13,166.
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CLE., Dewan of Dumraon. - TJiis gentleman represents a large estate in
Which poppy IS extensively cultivated. He was not .called, information
from two sources led me to believe that his evidence would not have he^ii
altogether favourable to the G-overnment. The official version of this cir-
cumstance will be found in Vol. V., p. 355, paragraphs 4 to 10, and as I have
commented'on itm the Appendix to my dissent from the Report of the majority
of the Commission, I will only add a strong expression of my opinion that as
the Dewan was not called on the 3rd. January, the Commission ought to have
been informed that he was present on the 6th January. The withholding of
that information was not creditable, to those concerned.

9. At Lucknow, 24 witnesses were called at the instance of the Grovernment,
23 of whom gave evidence generally favourable to the G-overnment case.'

Thinking that a different kind of evidence might have been omitted, Mr!
R.'M. Dalne, who accompanied the Commission to manage the case on behalf
of the Goveriiment of India, was, at my re(Juest, asked by Lord Brassey to
put in the list of persons who had been asked by the authorities to' give
evidence at Lucknow, together with such abstracts of their evidence as had
not already been produced. I thought the Commission was entitled to know
the method that had been followed in making the selection of witnesses, and
that the original list of w'itnesses, with the marks and notes upon it, would
throw light on the subject. The list was not produced. It was stated that

the names of Lucknow witnesses were included in the general list of all the

witnesses for the North-West Provinces and Oudh, but that circumstance

seems quite irrelevant, and an altogether insufficient reason. However, the

names of 17 rejected witnesses extracted from the list were supplied,

together with the abstracts of evidence' of 16, four of whom seem to

entertain anti-opium views, and four others make some strong observations

against the use of opium. I would draw ^particular attention to the fact that

two of these gentlemen, namely, Mr. P. Wyndham, C.S., Assistant Commis-
sioner and Excise Officer, Sultanpur, and Mirza Muhammad Beg, Deputy
Collector of Basti, make the important statement that in their opinion revenue

and rents derived from land would not be sensibly affected by the prohibition

of poppy cultivation.

10. At Bombay another instance of the anxiety of the authorities to prevent voi. iv., p. 373.

the free communication of information on the opium question was brought to

light by the Rev. A. W. Prautch. An official circular had been issued desiring

that information applied for by Mr. Ernest Hart, Chairman of the British

Medical Association, should not be replied to, on the ^ ground thd,t " to reply

to such applications might prove embarrassing." -
11. I learned at Bankipur that the police' at G-ya had been searching out

the movements of two of my friends and myself for the purpose of ascertain-

ing with what persons we had had communication. As this ihatter formed

the subject of protest on my part before the Commission, I need only refer to Voi. iii., pp. lo, 24,

the Minutes of Evidence. I do not know whether on any other occasion we ^^•

were similarly tracked. . ''
.

' •

12. Perhaps the most notable instance of the Government method of pre-

paring for the fair a,nd honest inquiry expected in England will be found in

the correspondence relating to the Native States ,of Rajputana. On the 9th

September 1893, the Government of India directed the agent of the Governor-

G-eneral in Rajputana to invite the Durbars of the Native States to appoint

witnesses to give evidence before the Commission, and also to nominate a

British officer to give evidence as to those States. An abstract of his evidence

was, as in other oases,' to be forwardeid to the Government of India. Accord-

ingly, on the 22nd ' September the agent, Col. G-. H. Trevor, sent out a voi. iv., p. 384.

circular "to 'all political officers' in
' Bdjpithna/' desiring that the Durbars

rCourts] of the Native States'' tihoiild be invited to no'mihate witnesses, and

redueeting the British sofficers addressed to furnish information and statistics.

On the 5th October Lient.-Colonel Abbott was appointed to give evidence

himself, as well as to produce the witnesses, and arrange the evidence from

the Native States—the request for a draft of his evidence beitg again

repeated by the Government of India. Colonel Abbott then prepared a note

on opium, which wiU repay careful perusal. He indicated the principal heads

D 4
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Vol. IV., p. 385. of evidence, and, among other things, suggested " that some stalwart Sondhia,
" Mewati, and Rajput lumberdars and patels should be among the witnesses
" selected." He made numerous other suggestions as to matters of detail

entirely in favour of the existing state of things, and without any provision

for ascertaining: and proving any matters of an adverse character, either of

Vol. IV., p. 386. fact or of opimon. He advised that the witnesses " should reach Ajmere a

week in advance " of the Commission, and supplied the reason, na,mely,
" that I may become acquainted with all, and see if each one understands on
" what points he is required to give evidence." He also made careful

suggestions for preparing ample claims for compensation. On the 29th
November " all political officers " were again addressed on the subject as

Vol. IV., p. 387.
follows :

—
" Mr. R. M. Dane, O.S., the officer selected by the Government of

" India to advise local Administrations in the matter of preparingv for the
" inquiry to be held by the Opium Commission, has had an opportunity of
" seeing the previous correspondence on that subject in this office, and has
" pointed out that the great importance of the inquiry .... has
" apparently not been fully appreciated .... that Rajputana is vitally

" interested in the inquiry," and that " there should be no lack of evidence,
" both official and non-official, to prove before the Commission the full

" extent of their rights and interests in opium." The suggestion was
repeated that witnesses were, if practicable, to be " ready in Ajmere about
" a week in advance of the Commission's arrival there." Taken altogether,

this correspondence is, in my opinion, as one-sided as the instructions in a
brief in a partisan cause, and the evidence, which in accordance with these

suggestions, was prepared and put before the Commission at Ajmere, was of'

an unusually partial and one-sided character.

13. .The instances I have given as to the action of , the authorities;appear
to. me inconsistent with any real desire on their part that the whole of the

facts should come in a perfectly unbiassed manner before the world. What-
ever the Government of India intended by their determination not to seek

for evidence pf an anti-opium character, its action was liiely to be uu^erstood.

See par. 4. .and was undoubtedly understood, to mean that pro-Opium evidence was to be
sought for, and anti-opium evidence was not. . ,,

14. Lord Brassey himself had early recognised the true position of the
Government, as is clear from his statement to Mr. Alexander, the secretary of

the Anti-Opium Society, at the close of his evidence before the Commission

:

—" "We all appreciate that in the encounter in which you are engaged with

Q. 2588. " the Government of India upon its own ground you are placed in circum-
" stances of no ordinary difficulty."

15. My contention on this subject is, that having regard to the nature of

British authority in India and to the moral timidity of many residents in

India, both Native and European, it was the duty of the Government, in the

presentation of evidence to be adduced before the Commission, to have
publicly assured the people generally that no harm would come to them by
giving free expression to their views, however opposed such views might
be to the interests of the Revenue, or the known predilection of English

officials. In fact it should have given practical effect to Mr. "Westland's

message read by the Chairman at the commencement of the proceedings on

Vol. II. p. 274. ^^^ 27th December :
—

" The Government, however, will not reply to such
" evidence [that is anti-opium evidence] as a defendant, but will merely
" pursue their course of enabling the Commission to fully ascertain the
" actual facts."

16. In view of the various incidents which came to my knowledge, and
some of which are here set forth, I am driven to the conclusion that the

authorities in India have not pursued their declared " course of enabling the
" Commission to fully ascertain the actual facts."

HENRY J. WILSON.



NOTE BBGAEDING FOLLOWING REPORT

This is a copy of the confidential report by Hon. J.A. Baines and

which is noted in Mr. Baines *s handwriting as being especially prepared

for the British Secretary of State at the suggestion of the United States.

Of it fifty copies only were printed.

The present is an exceedingly interesting copy, being the act-oal copy

forwarded by Mr. Baines to the British Secretary of State, with his exten-

sive manuscript annotations explaining, criticising, and elucidating the

various paragraphs.
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NOTE ON Mr. (WILSON'S MINUTE.

"fy,^M•f^.'^^^'P^^iP^f T^
^""^^^ '''*° "^^^^ ^®*^i^ ^» ^^^is Note than is necessfiry to place

nf af.f ^"''Tw ^f! 0°?'"^^''^'''^ "P°" tke same level as regards completeness
,ot statement as th&t on Wlnqli it has been endeavoured throughout to place the Report

?i w°;?^°?^''^
the Commission. With thil purpose iaview,at is convenient to

WUson's Min
^ subjects, as far as possible, in the order they occupy in Mr

2, Beginning^with the second paragraph, I need only refer to Mr. Gladstone's speech
in moving his Amendment on the 30th of June 1893. The great grievance in con.
nexion with the acceptance of that Amendment, of which complaint was made at the
time m the Anti-Opmm organ, was that Mr. Gladstone declined to accept as conclusive
the vote of the House on the 10th of April 1891. The Leadei; of the House showed i^

U-*^
that the vote m question was not given on the question of the morality of the opium /^i^cU:^
teade, and that before that question could be put, an Amendment by Sir Robert Fowler ^^'^A
hadito be piaced before the House, materially altering the situation, as it involved a <^^^**
discussion on a Inancial point. The main question was never put, and, as the Speaker " '^*** ^
declared a few days after the Debatfe^ no i decision had been passed by the House on S'*^^i>k

any Motion except "that he should leave the Chair." In 1893, accordingly, the Motion
of Mr. Webb assumed to have been already decided the whole of the case which
the Government considered to require proof by independent inquiry. It will be seen,
however, from the ;" Friend; Of China " at the time, that the Commission issued, was
warjnly received by the : Anti-Opium Society' as " an even surer and speedier road; to
" the termination of this great evil than our own (Commission)." (" Friend of China,"
xiv. p. 109.) ., _

,

3. This view is not .shared by Mr. Wilson. Nor, again, does he agree with
thc^e whose opinions he represents, in thinking that

—

"The constitution of the Opiiim Cbiilmission has strengthened our conviction that it will be an instrument
in 0<)d'8 hand for akcceleratingt the m6<rebient that aims iit freeing our beIov:ed. native land from the shame of
particip^ti»B in the opjuiga' tra,fiBQ . -.. ;.; . All we hay.e seen of thoSe members of| the ,Commission who
have Attended its sittings iii London, and all that we he^r of the two N'ative members, lead^ us to believe that
the Comjnission is as fair-minded and impartial a tribunal as we could have desired to hear our' case."

("Friendof Chini," xiv. pp. 145-6.

)

'

"
j

It if only fair, however, to. the Society froija whose organ I have quoted, to mention /2*/^^
, that,its ppi^iion of .the qualifications of the members of the Commission was reversed ^li/^i^ ^

T Q^ the con^pletipn of the inquiry in Indiav bv Which time it had reasonto come to the ^«<^ c^u^ffX

conclusion f'hat of 'th^ 'seven J^urpp^n, members only Mr. Wilson and Mr. Pease i^ ^ "^'^^

remained untainted by the bias ahd partiality of the Anglo-In^ian^hosts who enter- A<^''(^' ^
taijied the weaker brethren, and who, according to the joum,al in question, regard the 4" ^^-^ "*

ppium question solely from the, standpoint from, which, according tp Sir Henry James, *^*7 l^>^''iti

they regard the cotton duties, that is, as contributory to the sustentation of jtheir UynUJi li-^A-

salaries and pensions, ("Friend of China,"; xv. pp. 3-4.) We have yet to ie^)m, when ^ '^WiJiti,

ttey began to "have their doubts" about Mr. Fease, and what
^
they have to say -4^-'^^,^

about the dissociation of his views from those of his colleague, and the malign ^um^Uj]^
influences to which he succumbed.

''''"
' "

^^'f^-i^ 9*u>i
4, The classificatidn of the witnesses according to the views they held on the'ttpium ^ C^it^^!^

question, as given in Mr.. Wilson's third parag;raph,' is admittedly rough. On taking
;i^^^,,_^i

up this ^bint when preparing the Chairman's Draft, I found it impossible to, demarcate
" '

the different shades of opinion with accuracy. In any case, the matter is of little

importance, because in treating of a subject of this description, where opinion fills so

Mfge a place, the number of th6 witnesses on each side need hardly be taken into

consideration, and the experience of the individual alone decides the value of the

5.: In the/fourth and fifth paragraphs Mr. Wilson discriminates between the classes of

witnesses according to their respective positions, as well as their opinions about opium,

and follows the organ of the Society for the Suppression of the Opium Trade in its

endeavour to show that in,India, as in England, there is an opposition of view between

the masses and the classes, and that the former are on the side of prohibition. Before

I analyse the stateinehts he here makes, it is as trellto refer to the general position he

'. taken up in reference to the action of the Government of India in furnishing the

E 81168 -«. 50.—4/95. A



Commission with the means of deternliiiitig oi an^detjiiate b^sis the various questions

on which they are required to, report. Mr. Wilson's views are set forth in an Appendix
to his Minute.

6. In the first place, it is worth noting that the phrase to which he refers, " We cannot
" undertake to specially search for witnesses who will give evidence against opium.
" We presume this will be done by the Anti-Oj)i4nf-''So«etyj'*' is confined to a tele-

gram to the Secretary of State, and finds no expression in the instructions issued to the
subordinate authorities.^ The latter are printed at pages 368-4 of Vol. V. Of the pro-
ceedings, and will be found to contain no reference to the viev^s to be placed before

the Commission, though paragraph 7 shows conclusively that the Gov^rQEtient was
desirous that the Commission should not be left to judge of *he disposition of the

people of India from' thd statements of witnesses unqualified by -position and experience

to speak for any but a small and local class. It is as well to point out in ctinnexioh

with this argument, that many of the stroiigest Dppoflfehts of the present opium system
/, /, .before the' Commission appeared upon the invitifcioa-dfi the (rovernment, as repreS'^ttai-

'^^ ^ *xives of a recognised Association, or in corisequeiice of notices of 'the arrival of the

CommisBibn, published in local journals. Amonjgst the witnesses put forward by the ^^;j^
Anti-^Opium Society, again, are a good man^ Officials of the Government, showing £%y^ '

that no apprehension- as to the consequences of their opposition to the existing systein -^^^
influenced thiein in expressing their views.

i .

' ' '^'^^jTv
7. It is unnecessary to dwell upon the quotation of a private communicatipn from the 44.^

*'^

Viceroy to the Chairman, as the question is solely tKe attitude of the Government of

India, as a bodyj and as represented by thein in their official instructions. '

8. The reference to the Madras witnessefe in the fifth paragraph of Mr; Wilsdn's

Appendix must be read with tbe original ibtteTy which is quoted by Mr. Dane oia

page 371 Of Vol.V Of the proceedings. From this letter it will be seen that the

Government of India left ^it to the Government of Madras, if their opinion wak
asked, to decide which witnesses should be selectedj but that all the abstraegg ' of

the witnesses originally named were to be sent fo^Jhg^ information jof tfaeiCoMnligaiOil I

in order that the latter might exercise its discretion in the matter. Thb' Infej-eMbe

drawn' byi,Mr:J Wilson is entirely without foundation.,' As regards the sixth paragraph,

it is clear that what was meant by the Circular in question is,' that, as a special officer

l^Ad'been put in charge of the duty of marshalling, the vast n]irnber, of .witnesses called

before the Commission,; it would obviously lead to confusion if arrangements were

sought or made' by independent correspondence with the Secretary to the Commission,

who had been relieved Of the responsibility. In regard to the special cases referred tb

by Mr. Wilson^ Mr. Dane's explanation will be found, at pages 372-3 of, the fifth

volume of the proceedings. The majority of the Conimission agreed, and ,their v^ew

will doubtless be"'accepted by all other impartial judges, that the interests of the»

inquiry had alone been donsulted in the prevention of the labour of examinihg a great

number of superfluous, inconclusi'V(^, ahd often callow, ivitnesses. The' imputation

made against Mr. Dane in Mi*. Wilson's ninth paragraph, when read with th e last

paragraph on page 374 of the volume' just quoted, appears quite unwarranted, and its

repetition after such an interval is ungenerous.

9. In'referbnce tb the, general question of the selection of witnesses^ it is as well t,d(

reproduce 4« extenso the' remonstriance addressed by the Government Of India to tjie

Commission, after the lists submitted had been materially cut down by the latter On;

its own responsibility.
, .

No. 293 Ex., dated leitli Januar^iaW.
, : ,/ .,:':

From—J. F. Finlat, Esq., Secretary to the Goyernment of, India, Finance and Commerce. Department^

Xo

—

Thk Secretakv TO THE RoTAL Opium CpjiMi^s.ioN. ' -.
,

I am directed to, acknayifJedge receipt of your letter, dated the 12th instan.t, regarding the evidenci^

collected for the Commission iDy the Government of Bombay.

The Governntent of India have, in more than one case, at the instance of the Commission, issued instructions

to the iiocil Governments to reduce the number of witnesses, which they had at first proposed to present for

examination. Recent events, however, ,liavei niade it ,obv ious jthfit, uijlfiss the rj^dufttion is effected by retaining

every witness ^ho \$ prepa^ftd to speak against opium and 'tjhe^opium admin istriiiion, and eliminatihg'as many

as possible of those whose evidence is in favour of o^ium, the' action ofthe Local Government is sure'l^o^W

made the subject of challenge. The Government of India are, therefore, glad to learu that the Goinihissipn

I

will in future itself undertake the reaponsibility of reducing' the lists of witnesses drawn up by the liOcal

Governments. , v ; ' „ '- V > -i , i

There isj however, one important reservation which the Government of Indw consider that they a,re bound

to 'm»ke. Neither the Governiiient of India! n6r the Local povernmeilts cap accept responsibility for the lists'

as finally reduced by the Oommfssiofl, and, while fully admitting that th&ComMssion is the sole diiector of

its own :proceediiJgs, the Government cannot consent that the lists, when altered by the Commission, Bhoul4 be

in any way put forward as the lists of witnesses presented on the responsibility of the Government.

The Government therefore wish it to, be understood that every witness of whose evidence an abstract is

delivered to the Commisision' by the Government under the present or under former insti-uctions from the



Gommissiou, ,is a witness presented by Goyeriiment for examination. The Government do not in any way
challenge the Tight of the Commission to declare in the case of any such witness that his evidence w not
required or will not be taken, but they strongly urge that if the witness is not examined, the order of the
Commission !tnat he should not be examined be brought upon the minutes of evideiice.
The government undprstand that the Commission have accepted and rec.rded'the evidence of every

AvJtness, however limited his knowledge, who has been put forward by the representatives of the Anti-Opium
party, and it is partly on this account that the Commission find it necessary to cut doym the lists of witnesses
selected by the Governirient at their' instance, by reason of their experience in administ,ration, iheir knowlpdge
of the subject, or their independence of position. This procedure is possibly expedient and even inevitable,
and iJie Qoyemment do not wishtobe taken as in any way impugning it. But it U obvious that the record'
of evidence selected on this principle will give undue prominence to one side of the case, unless the facts
appear on the proceedings. Now, quite independently of any conclusiotis at which the pommissiouers may
atrive on the general question, the Government and the people of India have a strong interest, as Mr. Westland
pointed out in his conference with the Chairman in December, in makihg the record of evidence as complete
and accurate as possible. On this ground, also the Government desire that the names of the witnesses put
forward and not heafd should be stated on the records of evidence as dismissed without hearing by the
Cbmiaiijsioners.

The Government have directed coihptiance with the desire of the Co nmissioners,, express .-di in your letter,

that the abstracts of the evidence df the Bombay witnesses should be laid before them as suon as possible.

10. As regards tke Bombay Circular, it is hardly necessary to point out, that there
woiild inevitably bs some clashing between an irresponsible and private inquiry and that
of a Royal Commission on nearly identical mattei-s, conducted at nearly the same time.

Mr. Hart's brochure had since been published, and many of his correspondents are

also witnesses before the Commission. ' Had they answered before they, gave evidence,

no doubt Mr. Hart's initiative would have been denounced as an a^tiempt to ascertain by
a backdoor what views the different professional men were likely tojupport before the

Coinmission.
i

11. Mr. Wilson's experiences of the In,diandeteptiye at Gaya have been dealt with at ^, /iJ.T^
pages 10 and 25 of Vols, II., III. In Rajputana, no dou]jt, the wording of Colonel Abbot's /I.'a,^^^^
Circular was injudicious. But it does not appear from the evidence of the Chiefs. J^S^T^
ard their representatives ihat the results upon the inquiry were material. The Aiiti- sn]Jit^
Opium Society had the aid of a large body of Canadian and American missionaries ^^„<,*.*-^

there, and any instance of interference with their attempts to produce evidence in ?Ct>A^,
support of their views would infallibly hftve been brought to light, either beforfe the /k<^;„^,
Gdmmission or in the Bombay Anti-Opium press. f*u,ii'*U(^

^

12. A few remarks have to be made ^bout Mr. "Wijson's pa^a,gi;aphs 14 and 15. In 7t* ^M.<,«i»

discussing the attitude of the (^iovernnient of India there is no room for what Lord ^-^-w^-
,

Brassey and Mr. Alexaiider may have t.tioiigVt it wa?. The views of the former, if rele- A-'^'^^

vaht, might just as well be taken from page 255 as .from page 38 of the; second volume,

and to the former utterance, in eulogy of 'the fajr dealing of the Government in the

matter of evidence, Mr, Wilson took strong objection. Mr. Alexander, ajgajj), judging

from the letters he sent to the organ of the Soeiejiy he represents, abpiit the progress

of the CommissibQ, fo'und' reason to, regret, not the arduous nature of his content, as Lord

Brassey suppdsed, but the weakness of , his adversary, whose case the, efficiency of his

emissaries and the generous pecuniary aid of the Society enabled him totriiimphantly

demolish. Mr. Wilson's views on the timidity of the Native and European character

in India read strangely when set side by side with, the wee^kly luoubra,tio»s. of the

Calcutta and Bombaiy press, and with the fact that, for a few shillings the. Government

of India can be, and' often is, put in the posi^jon of a defendant in its own ,courts pf law

oil the application of the poorest man who can induce a pleader to trust to his success

13 In the judgment of the piiblic,'therefore, it cannot be doubted that Mr,,Wilson's

narrow and suspicious view of the motives and action of the governing body of a great

country will not for a moment prevail against those set forth in the first Section of the

maioritv Report, more especially since that majority includes npt only the Native

members of the Commission and those in an
.
independent position in regard to the

Government and its opium, but also Mr. Wilson's own colleague, who was specially

selected to represent the Society for ;the Suppression of the Opium Trade, of which he

has been a high office-bearer.
. , . • x^ a t \i ^ .

'^ ^'^
14 Reverting to the Minute, the mere recapitulationin paragraph 4 pf the classes to ^^^^v*-**^

which the witiiesses belong who are claimed as Anti-Opiumist, is sufficient to anyone

who has more than a superficial knowledge.of the, strata of Indian society to appre- .
;,

date with precision the title of the evidence thus produced to any. representoe I ^
rharacter In' the first place, all are purelytown bom and town bred, .^ndthe stoctly h^^
urban^ popnSion of India amounts to less than 5 per cent, of the whole. Then,, C^

^

ZZ\r. lawvers iournalists, teachers, and Native medical practioners, those at least i^ r\

SdoX European system, all belong to pno class , Even if t¥^ class W, - , 1^
Soiero^Ttheside of the- Ahti-Opiumists, their strength is not more than about 4 per ^^"^^

H> TIL;, ^^i^^j ^ fiiaru^ ^
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cent, of the population. But it was proved before the Obinmission that a very small
proportion of this literate class was in sympathy with that movement. Most of the
witnesses belonging to it agreed , with the views of the landowners, merchantSf-arid
military communities- Not one of the politiea,] Associations joined with the minority.
The Congress was directly approached by Mr. Caine, whd drafted a resolution against
opium for the next meeting. ("Abkari," October 1893.^^) The Congress declined to.

adopt it, although the inducement held putj to them was that th^ Joss of revenue fram
opium was to be made good inn pai-t by the substitution of Native for European officials

in thrf higher, branches of the public service. Of the great Sikh community,, only one _^
representative was put forward by the Anti-Opiumist leaders, and he was not of the

'^

agricultural and military section, but a petty shopkeeper of Lahore, himself & habiitual ^*%^,

opium-e8.ter. Of the commercial community, in addition to the above-mentioned,
shopkeeper, Mr. Wilson produced another opium-eater, a dealer 'in- opium, and a petty
ice dealer in a British c^tpjainent. Nearly three-fourths of the population of India
live by the land, and of this class there came forward against opium three tenants

from one village in Behar, the owner Qfjvhich also gave evidence, not on the moral
side of the question, but on the inadequacy of the price paid by Grovemment for the,

produce. A fourth supported them from another part of the country, proposing that,

the opium system should be transferred to sugar-cane. The two others were men o|

the town, who held land as it were fortuitously ; one, because he had been rewarded
with an estate for services at a Native court, the other because he wished to write a
book upon cultivation. The Native medical mfen called on this side of the question,

numbered sixteen or seventeen, of whom more than half were natives of Bengal, though^
in many cases practising outside that province. Mpre than half again we^e not men
who had taken any degree, but were gelf-appointed, and without any guaranteie of their

.

professional knowledge. Irrespective of the three retired official doctors, all o£whpin
belong to anti-opium or total abstinence societies in England, the strongest witnesses

against opium of the medical men were three Often qubted by Mr. Wilson in diflfereu|;)

parts of his Minute, all practising in Calcutta, to which alone their experience extends. -

It is necessary to observe that two of these are leading officers of a medical school

,

which has been set up in rivalry of the Govei'nment institution in Calcutta, and
i

admittedly resigned their membership of the local medical association on th^ ground

that the official element in it was stronger tlian they liked. One of these, Mr. ^il,

Eatan Sircar, had only been in practice six years, though he, pas;s€|4 his, examination;

twelve years agOi The evidence of the other about the Sikhs, Gurkhas, and Eajputs, 6a
pages 267-8 of Tol. II. shows, the Wry slender basis of experience on which his sweeping

,

assertions are based. The third practitioner, Mr. Mahendralal Sircar, included besides,

opium, tea, coffee, cocoai, and, of course, alcbhol, in his anathema. As to opiuin,

he stated that his views were not widely shared by his colleagues, and, as a practical
",

man, he was not of opinion that the' use bf opium could be prohibited by legislation.

15. It is important to bear in mind that nearly every one of the witnesses put forward
,

by the Anti-Opium Socnety belonged to an As30cia,tion for the promotion of abstinence

from not only opium, but all stimulaats. In some cases, as in that of the Brahmo
Somaj, which furnished about twelve of their number, the pledge of total abstinence i»

,

a condition of membership. But this sect is current Only m Bengal, and numbers bnt
,

three thousand members in all. The other Associations dite from some five or six,

yesti* back. The evidence of some of their re^ii'esehtatives, sucli" as Mr. Evans,

Dr. Macdonald, and others, shows that they owe their origin to the, great extension of

drinking amongst the young' men of the literate castes who have been edupated in

,

English. I have glanced'through the list of these AsSociatioins given in their general

,

organ, " Abkari," edited by Mr. Caine, and find the names of sMst of the leading'

witnesses down as officers of one or other of them. It is to Mr. Caine and a few

European and American missionaries that this movement is ducaind the principal spcietiea

are nominally affiliated to the corresponding organisations in England. They "do not.'

touch the masses, as among the latter the spirit drinkers are of castes too low fqr the .'

notice of those who have gone through the usual courSe of secondary education.

Their initiative and aU chance of maintaining their existence, rests almost entirely upon

a foreign base, and upon the notoriety and opportunities of self-advertisement which they, ,.

open to the half-occupied youth of the larger tPwns, whose livelihood by legal practice

or salaried office is gettiiig annually more precarious. To all' the mem|3er8 pf such '.

Associations the support of several of the missionary bpdies in India is freely given,

though altogether apart from anyreligipus bond between the two communities. As
the missionaries, clerical and medical, vHth their adherents, constitute the only largely

represented class of witnesses on the Anti-Opium list, it may be fairly said that the

A* i



movement m India agdinst ^e use of opium is favoured only W^W>,i6>t.^. .^^ thoseT^ho_for certam definite purposes h^ye.^^^t^d.th^^^eW^rd^^S^H^B^Z
?«W;rr'^^^.'P°'^ **^*-?^^" °* *^« large, missionary bodieVwas™Sbefore th^ Commi^^xpn except iix a ten cases in which the witness did not ZporS
71 of the Anti-Opiumist party? .Their^abstention is explaineT by t£ ZSlan4 by |he evjdpnce of .Dr. xvC^(j^^^ld^ana Dr-lcEee, who show that theSS

deno^'i;f.rn ^P-T 'TT^'S^
with; the^^hrxstian missiqn,work is confintd to a few: , A^.^denommations and a fe# independent agents in the Bombay Presidency. On JooS ^^^^Z-over the latest mi^sioi^ statistics I find that the bodies chieay i^presented be&j'e the \ ^^f^Commission contain only about 7 or 8 per cent, of: the totil Protestant converts of .

'

Sr ol^^'nf tV,'';V^p!'^^'''^^^^^^ °^*«^ «^^«'^««' wWch contain 70per cent, of the total Christian population of Indian birth.
16. Another point tp which attention is due is the ^act that most of the missionaries

gave evidence, not only from the ^tandpoin|, of the prohibitioi* agajnst the use .ofopium which pr^vaas in their Church, rbut also from a very short or superficial .y
experience, lu; many instances, th^ only Icnowledge of the opjum habit seems to have Vt^been gained f;rpp.a visit or two to smoking shops in the "Wg^r towns, such visits
having, b^enota paw since .the Commission began its sittings in India, and none >. /i7^many years back. I ra^y remark that it was against smoking, not eating, opiuiii, that JTJ^^y.
Mr. Caine wrote his cirdular (Vol. III. l4,760), asking his temperance colleagues to

1^^^*^^
"get us up some really good evidence." The attention of the anti-opiumists, therefore,
was naturally more dr4Wn to this branch of the subject. I may give as a good instance
of the, novelty of the experience on the one hand, and of the small prevalence and
a,b'sence of prominence of the r^esults of opium-smoking on the other, the case of Dr.
Mprison, one of the wii^esses on whomj apparently, the Anti-Opium case largely rests.
It appea.i's froin> the "T^mes*'of the lath of November 188U, that a reference was i/

ijaatte to Dr. Morison by Mr. D. Hathespu, then Chairman of committees in the Anti- ^
Opium Society, ,as]?ing for information about the use of opium. Dr. Morison replied lioig 'J^ ^
tha?'^e fen^ic very little ahf^ii. the matter, but would make i/nquiries. He had then been <» , *•

some twelve years in the place of' which he wrote, or its neighbourhood, without /J*'^A*^^
realising, to use his own words, " that there were forces at work under his very eyes, *^'^*'V^i-c*

*' that were swiftly and surely bringing ruin and degradation on innumerable families ^^JT*^*^^
*^ in India." It was Only when he was asked to make Special investigations inFo the ^

*^'^*<*»«i,-

subject that he becaine aware that these Swift and sure influences existed, not merely
amongst the general community, but even in his own small flock "of Cbriiitian converts.

of whom a not intjbnj^ideirable proportion was, he found, addicted to indulgence in

o^ium and Other drugs. Aflother ihstance^is that of the Rev. Mr. Eobbins. It will*

be remembered that the description by Mr. Caiue of his visit to certain opium roorias

in Lu«know has beSesii much relied on in Parlianaerit and elsewhere, and, in that city,'

no doubtj the abuse of opium is more prevalent than in any other place in India. But
that it is very restricted, dompb,red to the population, may be gathered from the fact

tba/t Mr. RobbinSj when he tras in lAieknow-lO years ago , did not have his attentiojL

drawn to these shops during his twelve-mouth's work in! theoity (III. 28,197). Take,

agairi, the case of Mrs. Hauser, a tfeniperance missionary agent, who had spent eight

years in Luekriow, but only inquired into the matter juSt before the Commission came

tEi?e, because, as shte stated, she feared lest some'chaiigea' might occur m the shops:

before her next visit, so that the vivid description she was able to give of them in'

America^ might not apply {Vol. III. 14^961, l4-,996-9). Many other ihstances of even

less solid experience might be taken from the' i-eoord. Mr. Miirli Dhar, for fexampfe,

a pleader of Umbdlai, and a leading tempei-ance agent, said that he was unaware of'the
'

existence of the smoking habit in his town until he was tal^en to the rooms by the

Bet. '1\ J^lVanS, the a§:ent of tke AUtiiO^ium Sofeiety, a few days' before the Cominis-

sic^i, beforewhi<Jh he ^ad been summoned, arrived (IIL 16,684). Mr. Evans, I may

mention, is the 'gentleman whose activity in " working up " evidence for the Society

is so much lauded in Mr. Alexander's letters to the " Frfend of China." * ; ^
17. It i^ Hot out of plaice in connexion witMhis class of evidence to point out the use 3-^^^ j j

liiade of the funds obtained ^"by the Society for the purpose of " placing before the . /

*^ people of England 'the evidence which amply proves fihe deleterious eflects of the' ''*'*'*vf;'
,
«At«..

" use of opium," and " correcting the many one-sided st^atements that are being made , ^^j

" and copied into papers which have a wide, circulation in this, country," &c. and for A«7*-/^/

what Mr. Alexander'describes as a " full '" report of what was said. I take an extract

from the deposition of Dr. Morison as an example. The crucial sentences are left out

in the " full " version.
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Ijt Special "FpLL" Repor«..^,,,v; ..,•,: Qpficiai JIbpobt, Yqi. IJ., p. lOit, ,r

Q. Then the evidence you have given ^, Then the evidence Which you have
from personal knowledge is based on fdur giyett us"to-day from your own perisdnal
years' experience 1 'Of> knowledge is ' based on four years' eX-
,.4. No; my experience and a' large perience?

'

medical practice in Rajshaye for 16 years ; A. It is not, it is based on the eixperience
my attention was specially directed to the extending over my Whole term of service
Qpium question about four years fego. in Rajsluihye.

Q. You remember Mr. DonstldMatheson,*" Q, I thbughjb you told me that your
dmirman of committees of the -Anti- attentidn had ^nlybeeli'"i3ii'ected to 'this
Opium AsBoeiatiOr)

, writing tothe *• Times '' subject four y^BTB ajgo? ^ 0^

'

a letter in -which he referred to some letters ilv I shbuld hifro said *hat it was tpet^l^
he had from you. I think' he says, " I directed to it- four yeariS!^^?
" wrote to Dr. Mot^gon, f^e excellent '

. Q. Do you renx^ber your friend, Mr.
" medical missionary in charge of thd^ Donald Mathalotf, the chairman of th©
" station for the last 10 years," and that cdibmittee bf'*the Anti-C^i^n Society,
is why you say that it is only about four ' writing a letter %a the "Times " in 1889,
years ago that you began to make inquiries? '""in which he referred to some letters which

- -4. Yes. he %^d had froih you ? ,

'i. Yes.-' ^''i '^'

Q. This is what he says: "I wrote to
" Dr. Morrison," the excellent medical
" ihissiOBS^, wito has feieen in charge
" of the station- for thfe last 12 yeiars.

." ffis jfirst .reply was to the effeci t%at
•* he mew ,verp Utile abend it, tfut would

' ** make tnquiriesJ' That is What you no-vV

substautiklly say, thai it was only about'

four years ago that yoU begau to make
inquiries?''

- y

'A. That is so. y' ' ' ,'^"' "

18. I now pass on to the consideration of the .dp^ails pf the Miuute, oifly noticing the
more prominent and iniportant points. As regardss llJie /popi^lajily of the poippy;

cultivation, it was shown that except near the larger tQWussjaAdtOJi; the; railiiyay, where,
market-gardening is unusually profitabley.th^)So£s :Caus0 f{[^ the unwillingness of the
cultivators to come fcHTward has beeu the ba4 crops of rpoppy forihe iast five, years.;,

A single season pf bumper outturn would attract, as in 1888,, more ryots than it wouhi
pay the Government to license. The recent rise in the rjite of .payment,;,for the crude
drug has been explained. It is obviously dictated ,by the consideration th.at, whilsft

other garden produce has been notoriously rising in silver value • during the last few
years, opium has semaii^ed at the.; price fi:xed by Government many years back^ before
the rise -was so marked. The ei^op was unprofitable as. compa,red with the crops? that»

seek the open market, not by reason pf its '^natural" or agricultural value,,but owing;

to the market for it being restricted to a ceriain. purchaser at an inadequate price. It

speaks well in favour of the popularity o£ the crop to find that thp only complaints laid

before the Commission came from the cultivators pf the one or two.Behar estates ,of

,

which the landlords gave evidence as tp, the above iradequacy, ajnd related splejy t|D>
.

that inadequacy. Except? in Behar, where it appears iihat the emissaries of l^e Auti-

Opium Society had been gathering evidence, no suph. unwillingfiessi or eomplaints.;

appeared. .

1|9,. Paragrapjis 11 and 12. There is np i^nalpgy betwe^.thq stoppage of the cultiva-*

tion of a few. hundred acres by a few sopre rypts ,an4 that pf t|ie discpn^nuance pf a
^stem involving a tradijtional and miich appi^eciat^d permission, iu the case of one and

a quarter milHpns.of jelled agriculturist^. In my |Npte appended to the Report it is

shown how the diminution pf the yearly supply is effected,by the weeding pr:ooessr,not

by wholesale and indiscriminate territorial prohibitiqn. The policy of the Gipvernaient

|?JJ^A^ of India is explained in my Note, where, also, I h?kve endeavoured to explain the

(^vT^ discrepancy between the Home Government and that of India in th«J statements made
r in the 1891 Debate. '

.

20. Paragraphs 14-15. TheGhina question is here treated somewhat differently from
its discussion in the majority Report. It;, is not- proved, that smoking is TViorse than

eating. Sir W- Roberts, speaking of India, finds no evidence thftt :t,h(^ formery jser ,se.
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leads to mofe injurious Results than the latter. The conclusions of the Commiesioii are
very general, and not of thfe same stamp' as those regarding the opium habit in India
But It will be noted that Mr. Wilson's qudtations deal entirely with excessive nae,
Whereas the experience of the persttns ^hb answered the interrogatories sent to China,
bingapore, and Hong-Kong shows that moderation is the rule and results in no harm
giough the Malays, like the BuTmans, are less tolerant of the driig than the Chinese.
The medical opinions quoted in this majority Report are worth consideration as against
those of missionaries, -who, according to Mr. Gladstone, are not " distinguished for
" calmness combined with comJ)rehensiveness of view." There seems no doubt as to
the coirectness of the opinion cited by Mr. Wilson at the end of the paragraph, that it
is improbable that alcohol will take the place of Indian opium in Chjna, but he omitg
to quote the qualification generally attached to it, viz., that the reason is the aiiujle
suipply of home-grown opium available.

21. Paragraph 16. The argument rests upon Mr. Wilson's begging the question that
opiuni is a great evil. In the face of the evidence of the habits and success of the
Chinese in Singapore and Hong'-Kong, not to mention the prospeWty of the race in
their own country, especially in the provinces where th6 habit is most prevalent, hi^
assumption cannot be taken for granted." ' Unless it be proved, in view of the position
of China under the existing agreerttents there is no need for this country to take ah
initiative which belongs on all principles of ihtemational cbmity to the country most
vitally affected. I found during the isittings of the Commission that the situation had
nowhere been^ completely set forth, so I may, perhaps, reicapitulate what I then put
forward and Which has been adopted. Uiider th^ Chefbo Additional Article, China can
denounce the present arrangeUaents at 12 months' notibe. The trade will then relapse

to its position under the Treaty of 1858. That is, opium is admitted at the sam^
import duty as now, but China can impose what internal taxation it may think fit.

After 1898 China can call for a revision of the Trealty in question, and either impOsd

a crushing import duty or insist on 'opium . being- included in the category of

contraband, as salt and ammunition are now.. As for the need of a formal declaration

in that sense, E notice thait China steads its nfewsp^ers, and fully appreciates the pblicjr

discussed betw-een our Foreigh Office and the Chinese Minister here. Besfdes, it has

Sir Halliday Macartney attached to its embassy, and all other sources of information

failingSi the Anti-opium Society is able to- supply, as in the past, the necessary grounds

of' action. Mr. Alexander returned from- his interviews with the leading Chinese

statesmen imbued with confidence in the determination of the Government of that

country to take measures to exclude Indian opium.

22. Paragraphs 20-21. Apart from the fact I have already discussed, that the Anti-

Opium evidence cannot be held to be that of representatives of any impfortant dlass of

the community, the argument here used by Mr. Wilson does nOt touch the true issue,

namely, that it is thJe liberty of use, not the extsat, whioh is of value in the eyes of

the people to whom opiuin is permitted. It is perfectly true that there are immense

tracts in India where the consumption of opium is merely nominal. On the othel^

hand there are none in which the drug is not used at all.

. 23. Paragraph 22:^^ Here thfe evidence is treated in a highly unsatisfactory mariner.

To begiii with Sir R. Lotv, the quotation selected refers to Hindustani troops only, and

a few lines further down (III. 14,117) he makes a very different statement about his

experience, in Sikh regiments. The Gurkhas, as is well'known, like many other hill

tribes prefer alcohol to opium as a - stimulant. In the same way, Colonel Jamieson;

who is qhotpd with referetice to Rajputs, took care to explain, though his
.
explanation,

isnot eiven by Mr. Wil^bn, that his men were Rajputs of Oudh, not Rajputana, and

were all ytJuog men; It is orily the old, or those past middle age, who take opium

habitually (HI 14 168-70.) It should be also noted that Mr. Wilson takes the answers

which relkte. to' hakhuil donsumption only, and ignores the fact' that all the officers

exaBdned testilted to the large number Of their men who took opium only when under

great Istress of cold, damp, or arduous work. The information given m the last

Sence of the paragraph is siinilarly incomplete. He quotes only
_

the opium taken

SiallY or.'in stock Wtth'thecominissariat or canteen; but the evidence of men in

^rSe of the regiments mehtioried was taken in tke Pun ab, and shows that in the great

mSorSr of cLsthe men provided their , ow opium and only resorted to the

SX^Lnt -ppiy i^--,f,rt^^^^^^^^
'"^^ "^'' ""^^ "

fraction of the whole. (III. 15^760, 15,858, 17,ZiiZ, 17,i^.)
^ t a- 'traction 01 tB

^^^ argiiment here used seems to have more than one edge ; India

• +^;fr,7Tinf a country In Madras the consumption of opium is insignificant,

r^ wXlm,"Sl:4p»t='-. « is lirgelyLdfor the s.me purposes

A
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alcohol is largely sused in England^;; In the latter provinces t^her§fore, it would seem*
according io Mr. Wilson, thiat the habit waEi too general to be suppressed, or else tl^t
tjbe weight of, the mass of population in the non-using provinces was to be brpughi iQ

bear on the suppression of a, habit foreign to tliem, but prevalent amongsfe their

neighbours. If tb^ argumenjb be tkat the habit of taking opium is confine,4,to a small

minority, or is inclined tp decrease un4er the ban pf public opinion, the evil is hardly
the national curse it is alleged to be, and calls for np remedy that is net ippre urgently
requii'ed where <ihe spread pi the; habit, as that of drinking in England, is far wider,

ptpw, again* dpes the argument fit, thp case pf the Chinese ?

, 25. Pai'agraphs 24-25. The argument in the former paragraph, that I^ative opinion ig

adverse to the use pf opium by the Wealthy and ablcTbodied, ^^eqijires tp b^ supplemented

by nilBntion of the fact that in this
,
matter public ppinipn was proved to be almost

universally effective. It does not affect, however, the, case pjf ppium use^ as a restorative

or stimulant in pld agej yhiph is h^ np means a me^iqal^use. In the pesit paragysph
this is admitted. The medical evidenpe must be consulted on the detail^, and it will Jbe^

found that the' majority of the more experienced, men give opinions at variance with
• the few supporting JMr. Wilson's view.

26. Pai;agraph 26. This requires a little more explanation than is given to it in the

majority Eeport. It is well kno,wn, though witne^es naturally would not state the

fact in open Commission, that the use of aspitrodisiacs of all sorts is; common even
ainongst respectable married men in India. The mptive is by ne means invariably

Ucentipus, but is traceable tp the imperative necessity pf having a spn ; tp perform his

\ father's funeral obsequies, and preyent the family headship from ^passing to a collar

; teral. I have had numbers of drugs or compounds shown, me by "shikaris" and
Verbalists, who said, without any reticenee, that they, were preparing them for sale to

men pf the sedentary class. ; A medical friend of mine was on one ppcasipji asked l^. the

old bridegroom of a young wife for the loan of a supply of Wprcester. sauce, of which.

he had, been, given by a frieind a highly ffl,vourable. report ! Opium is but one of a
• largb pharmacopoeia of this class.

, ., . ;

' 27. Paragraph 31. The examination pf the smoking habit by Sir Willjam Roberts in

his Memorandum should be read with -^is passage. As to the jadministrative question

raisei, it is made clear in the evidence of both Natives and Europeans, that except.in.

the case of a few irresponsible yeung men brpught up by the Anti-Opium.Society,:
public opinion, though advel-s^ to the, habit, as ^practised in India, would; not stand tB@>

inquisitorial and domiciliary visitation that fujPther measures peiCessitatei,, Mr. Haridast

is of a different opinion, but 1 learn from a private leiiter on the subject received sine®

he wrote his Minute, that he contemplates the exercise pf the power of inquiry ;Pnl^ by
police pfficers of some rank and responsibility. This, ppuld not be always ensured in

the present ccnditions of India, and the extinction .of opium-smoking must be left to

the improvement of general opinion on the subject. The special case quoted by Mr.
"Wilson requires expansion as regards tips statement quoted from ,the evidence of, thb

opium Inspector, as the latter regrptted.thei want of ppwer pf supervision over such clubs.

His views are evidently based on the opinion he formedjiof the freedom from, injury ia

^^ I
the case of the smokers whom he had had exammed by a medi<¥il man, and whose lives

aJ^^^jrH^ I
he published. The work is quoted by Sir W,. Roberts, r In the lajst sentence of the paral-'

/[^ graph abputthe Bombay cases Mr. Wilson travels beyond the limits of. the evidence,

before the Commission- The matter is of small importanoei, since the convictions he;

inentionsj though after, do not appeay to be due to, jl^he martyrdom of the fpur mission^'

aries» and were probably based on the illegal possession of an undue quantity of opium.

The view of the clubs in England of this class, 1^ogethe^ with that taken of the

beverages consumed there, are not much in line with the discussion of the 8th of April,

in the House of Commons. ... . ,
.

28. Paragraph 32. The only point tp which I wish to call attention inj3onnexion witk

this paragraph is the fact that,, early in the inquiry, the Anti-Opium witnesses in

Calcutta stated that the use of opium against feve.r T^as never heard, of in India.

Later, and after hearing the evidence of many pf tiheip. cpuntrymen tO; the contrary,

they took to the lirle set forth here, namely, that the idea was a n6w onen i only started

since the Commission began to sit. It appears frpm the repprd, howe^er^ that the

benefits of opiuiu in fever, not only in pppular, but in medical, belief , were investigated

and repprted uppn 20 and 30 years ago, by distinguished members of the Indian

Medical Service and others. The belief (^ the Native^ in the virtues of opium, apart,

from the opinion of professional men, is in question before the Commission, because on

it depends, to a certain extent, the disppsitipn of the people in tihe, tracts where.it

prevails towards a policy of proliibition. This belief is admitted in the quotation
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about Madras, brought up by Mr. "Wilson for another purpose. I should also mention
that if the quotation on page 354, of Vol. V., about Assam, had been continued by the J IL (W^
mtness of the Society who produced it, it would be found that the author deplored in \ pU>i-U-

"
IL

/t«i- nt'Ct' (nUu

iU>f»y, C-aU it.

1853 the extent to which the Assamese believed in opium as " the sovereign remedy ' ^^ i/UJ*-
" for every evil in life." Sir W. Roberts in his Memorandum has entered fully into /,v*i^ ^^
this interesting question. /*** ^^**7^

29. Paragraph 33. That opium, like all stimulants and narcotics^ leads to injurious ^ ^^^-^^i

consequences when used intemperately, has never so far as I know been denied in the
inquiry. The difference between the Anti-Opium witnesses and the rest is that many,
if not most of the former, deny that moderation is possible. The evidence is, of
course, conclusive that this view is unfounded. The cases cited of gross and palpable
injury are all those of excess, such as we can pick out too easily in any town in

England. There is the obvious fallacy in Mr. "Wilson's appi'eciation of the weight of

this class of evidence, that there is no proof that the consumption of opium in such

cases was not preceded or accompanied by other causes of physical ill-health of which
the witness knew or said nothing.

30. Paragraph 34. The same argument applies to the craving for drink or to the

numerous cases in which money is embezzled by clerks addicted to betting. The great

argument adverse to Mr. Wilson's case in this matter is that there is no relatively /.

greater prevalence of petty theft in the provinces where the consumption of opium is //

largest than in other provinces where the use of it is nominal.

31. Paragraph 35. The impossibility of continued moderation is directly contradicted

by the evidence, from the Punjab and Rajputana, of men who had taken opium for

as long as 30 or 40 y^ars, and were in full possession of their strength of body and

mind. In such cases the quantity is not increased, and in many, the habit is altogether

abandoned during three-fourths of the year, to be resumed when the winter sets in.

32. Paragi?aph ^. Here, again, there seems to be a fallacy as well as an avoidance

of the question. Where race was brought into the evidence it was with reference to the

habit, not to its results. Nationality is as prominent in the selection of stimulants as

in other matters. Every nation has its own vegetable product which it uses in this

manner. Each product has in its turn been attacked by a minority, as soon as it

became the habit of the masses^ on precisely similar grounds. I have a choice selection

of instances of this. The first to be attacked are the gregarious forms of indulgence,

partly on political grounds. Puritanical sects of all religions condemn the habit when,

from'a special or medicinal use, the indulgence is resorted to on account of its giving

pleasure perh&ps because it is belieVed that by such means the mind of the public is

diverted froni what is held by religious orders to be the higher life. In the second

portion of this paragraph Mr. Wilson apparently argues that opium does more harm to

a native of India than to one of Europe. What his instances prove is that opium,

eiven as a medicine for special medical results, has to be administered in larger doses

to the latter than to the former. But the question is not one of medicinal use but of

eeneral use as a stimulant, or, as Sir W. Roberts has it, aeuphonc,

33 Paragraph 37 The sincerity of the missionaries on this point has never been callea

into Question But their embargo of stimulants extends to alcohol, and it is worth

notice that the greatest success among the Protestant missions has been among the

classes who ordinarily use either spirits or opium according to locality, that is the

Puniab Assam, and the Tamil country. Amongst other races the progress has been

small 'as to the question of signatories to memorials not appearmg for examination,

I may ftirly' cite the facts that of all the Baptists who signed the memorials for

Mr Wilson's party in Orissa and Assam, not one was produced for confirmation of the

^Iw« Stressed Nearly all the witnesses, as I have already, mentioned, who were
views express^. j

missionary agencies to testify; against opmm m India,

™^not Ctish but A^^ or GanldiL. Except in the heart of the opium

r.L?« the Government did not invite missionaries, since they represent no speciaUy

^ nnrtanfIss o^^^^^^ ^°d in most cases, professed themselves unfit to give

Snce afthell' of opiuU had never forced themselves on their notice. Mr.

^ "^ '5 r=£^ Slfid in favour of prohibition. Mr. Wilson is, necessarily ignorant of

multitude in the vast plains
represent ti^^

J««^^^^^ no evidence in favour of prohibition to which anyone who knows
There was absolutely no

^^f^,^^^^'^^^^^ We find, for instance, a few very

B 81169.—3. B
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and eager to make tlbeir fellows so. "We find, also, a good number (irf men witta
grievance against the Government, and others who wish to find one. Then again, we
have the men whose mission it is in the long intervals of enforced leisure to start what
are known as Associations, and pass resolutions on the affairs of the country. I have

( tabulated some of the representatives of such societies, and find that twenty or so

1 who have returned the strength of the clientele for whom they speak, represent on an
^average, about 35 members each.

35. I may now direct attention to the provision Mr. Wilson proposes in the case
of sales by selected official vendors. The Bengal system of druggists' licenses

Seems, from the returns, to be largely in force in a few only of the districts,

being those in which the consumption of licit opium is at its lowest. They are only
issued under something like persuasion on the part of some well-meaning local official,

and could not take the place of the licensed vendors now established. They are said

to sell but small doses at a time. If they do not, there is no difference in position between
them and the farmers. But the most remarkable part of the proposal is that opiunj
should be labelled with a caution as to its use. In the first place, the use of paper or

I

iDbttleS is practically unknown in India, and opium is dispensed off a knife or cane spatula
into the folds of the buyer's body cloth, where it is tied up until wanted. In the next
place, of the 6 per cent, of the population who can read and write more than half

"are to be found in the towns, and belong to castes which do not use opium. The
cautionary endorsement, therefore, would be to them much what the injunction of the
Lady tjf Branksome was to William of Deloraine—a well-intentioned futility.

36. I pass on to paragraph 43. As regards the Native States the history should be read
in the majority Report. The last sentence should be compared with what actually took
"place in 1S29-30, of which Mr. Wilson's account is something of a travesty. The
whole case put forward in the next paragraph rests upon the assumption that the use
'of opium is of the same nature, in point of moral and physical turpitude, as the practices

of suttee, infanticide, witch-swinging, or burial alive, in which, moreover, the British

Government has not directly interfered otherwise than by advice, which in the
circumstances could not be ignored. Mr. Wilson has not yet made out that the use

of opium, as habitual in the Native States, is an offence against natural law or public

morality, and iu the light of the evidence before the Commission, as presented in the

proceedings, and not in the selection of detached sentences, it does not seem probable that

the British public, as a whole, will fall in with bis opinion. The quotations from the

representatives of the comparatively small and non-producing States in the Punjab need
especial, reference to their context, which materially affects their tendency.

37. In paragraph 46 Mr. Wilson draws no distinction between the reduction of the

'profits of a trade and its extinction. The remarkably high prices fetched by the

Bengal opium at the end of last year indicated that the Malwa drug might also look

forward to increased remunerativeness in which the Government might rightfully

share. The fiscal changes with regard to the trade, which always lie within certain

limjts . are nut to be compared to the political action of putting a total stop on a

branch of commerce which dates back to long before the arrival of a single English-

man in the country. It is worth note that the prohibition of the production of opium
has never been demanded by treaty or required in a less formal way* in any State where
the cultivation of the poppy had been previously carried on, both for the supply of the

opium used within the State and also for commerce beyond its limits* '

88. Paragraph 47. As regards the evidence on the question of Compensation iiy

the Native States, I agree with Mr. Wilson that in many cases the estimates are

barely worth considering. But the reason seems to be well put by Mr. Haridas,

whose long experience as administrator in Junagadh, entitles him to the credit of

being able to appreciate the sentiments of the Chiefs and their representatives better

than we can. In his opinion, whatever they may be in that of political officers, such

estimates as those presented are mere indications that the Chief is opposed to the

interference demanded at any price, and that no amount of pecuniary compensation

will reconcile this class to such an unprecedented violation of their independence

within their own domains.

39. Mr. Wilson's Minute, however, is not addressed to the same audience as the majority

9,eport, and in spite of the weakness and unjudicial character of his arguments, there

is no doubt but that it will serve the purpose for which it is written among the class

who will not hear any other part of the ease. Mr. Wilson has had printed three

thousand copies of this document at his own charge, and is only waiting the presenta-

tion of the Report ta Parliament to shower them broadcast wherever the Anti-Opium

{society hais ia footing. The bulky volumes of the proceedings, and the volume contain-
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mg the views of tile majority, -will not be available to such' an audience, and tbe
excerpts given will be only those that will serve as a text for the denunciation of the
inquiry and the impugning of the judgment and impartiality of those who have affixed
their names to it.

40. But, so far as I can see, the attack will now be continued mainly against the China
trade, on the ground that the inquiry has seb at rest none of the principal objections to
that branch of the operations in India. As Mr. Wilson has stated, and as Mr. Pease
is inclined, I believe, to think, the action of China in the matter is to be considered
miequantite negligeable, and the moral position of this country alone should be the basis
of Parliamentary initiative. Mr. Pease, however, appreciates better than his late
colleague the political freedom which China enjoys under the current Treaty engage-
ments, and though, perhaps, he may think it not inadvisable to assure China of our
recognition of its freedom, he would wait to see what course that Power is inclined to
take when the opportunity for the revision of the commercial Article of the Treaty of
Tien-tsin arises, in 1897-98.

41. An argument that will be very strongly impressed upon the Anti-Opium mind when
the campaign opens is that the reprobation by the Commission of the habit of opium-
smoking in India and Burma proves that in China, where this form of using opium is

almost the only one in vogue, the same need of repression exists. In connexion with
this point, accordingly, Sir "William Roberts's analysis of the habit is of great value, and
with it the " Lives of the Bombay Opium-Smokers," which are epitomised in an Appendix
to the fourth volume of proceedings, should be combined. Still more important is it

to show that the Commission finds that the condemnation of the habit rests, amongst
the Hindus, at all events, on the caste sentiment which precludes anything like

gregariousness in indulgence beyond the caste, unless, as in the case of the Rajputs,

there is a kind of formal and ceremonial character given to the observance which

deprives it of the nature of mere indulgence of a personal appetite. In my opinion,

it is this feeling, quite as much as the natural Indian repugnance to innovation, which

has been successful in restricting the habit to the low and dissipated classes. On the

other hand, it appears that in China, where caste restrictions in matters of eating,

drinking and similar forms of indulgence do not prevail, the ofier of the opium pipe to

a visitor is as widely spread as that of kasumbha, or opium liquor, is among the

Eajputs, and, so far as the average experience of the non-clerical witnesses goes,

equally without apparent injury to physique or intellect. The evils reported from

China, undoubtedly on good authority, are clearly those of excess, or of the gratifica-

tion of the taste for opium on earnings insufficient to provide an adequate supply of

nourishino- food. We find exactly the same facts in our midst, and it would be not

uninteresting to compare the portraits of excessive opium-smokers in the Anti-Opium

publications with some portraits of the victims of drink in the Bast End of London

collected, I believe, by Dr. Barnardo.
, , „ -, t. ,

42. Throughout this controversy, the " mote and the beam argument used by the

one side has been met by that of " two blacks not making a white " on the other. It

seems to me that in the latter case due weight is not given to the fact of there being

relative grades of colour. Every civilised country has its tinge of inclination to

some form of euphoric indulgence, and, from the prevalence of such an inclination,

combined with a steady increase of the population without signs of physical or moral

deterioration, we may take it as proved that the vast majority make a rational use of

the facilities within their reach. The evidence given by the advocates of the prohibi-

tion of opium is almost invariably still more emphaticallym favour of the prohibition of

the use of alcohol, just as in times past it was arrayed against the use of tea coffee, and

tobacco In no country has legislation proceeded on the lines thus laid down, and

where the restriction of indulgence has been drawn by the law beyond the limit sanc-

tioned hf the public conscience, the only result has been to add hypocrisy and general

decTit to the habit it was sought to eradicate. (McKenzies "Sober by Act of

^^tnTlQ present circumstances of China as regards opium-smoking, e.

Government desired to repress that habit, it would be impossible for it to do

. II .^JtW nr Pnrouruffement which has characterised its attitude m the past. But
to the apathy or encouragment w

^ _

^^ ^^^.^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^.^.^^

even if the

so, owing

^iffmentwhichhas characterised its attitude in the past,

that Government can easily stop the import of Indian opium and thus, in the oi

of Mr wS and those he represents, absolve this country from responsibility m the L^

"^.r-A^M I'tSe'ri^'^S^tdit: e^Zee wiU te taken, 1 1™». as
4A. As to the indictment ot opinm ^ i„„ments used by Mr. Wilson to

Z^tariir^'SgX^tha^jffaJe'll as Necessitate inte^erence, it is as

1 u<^iM^}"-^-z z::

^ /^ Lt,4^ A-ut^yd^^k/

^

IfU, 6-4,^^ a^^uw^c <^irU^h
://'':i/k^
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well to remember that tlie Sobieties for the SUppreisioji of the tiJade in opium have

authoritatively announced that the aippointnient of the Commission was not desired by
them, as they regard the question of the -conantaptibn-of the drug in India; as but a

comparatively small, though important, portion of the moral iniquity-, and, as they put
it elsewhere, " they have never consented, and cannot consent, to relegate to any Com-
" mission the siettlemetit of the question whether the opium traffic carried on by thfe

" British Grovemment Of India is imtnoral." ("Friend of China," xv. p. 77.) In

these circumstancesi all that can be done is to place the case fully and impartially

before! a tribunal imbued with the practical morality and common sense on which aJone

public action, to be effective, must be founded.
J. A. BAINES.

April 1895. '

,

.
^^?8'T**-<^



INDIAN APFAIRS.

The opium debate in the House of Commons
last FridaV' has had two immediate results. It
has proved to the country tliat the leaders of the
anti-opium agitation deliberately disregard the
facts ; indeed, that the evidence which convinced
eight of the nine members of the Royal Com-
mission seems to them no evidence at all. It has
also proved that there are limits to Parliament's
toleration of an exhibition of this sort. The
House broke loose from the meshes in which the
snap division of two years ago had entangled it,

and, after a three hours' discussion, unhesi-

tatingly negatived SirJoseph Pease's propositions

by a majority of three to one. If these immediate
results were the only ones of Friday evening's

debate we should notagainreferto it. But SirJoseph
Pease at the end of his speech took up an atti-

tude which points to ulterior consequences. He
passed dexterously from the facts as ascertained

by examination and cross-examination in regard

to India, and paraded the old untested allega-

tions in regard to China. This was practically

an appeal back from the verified evidence to a class

of wild statements like those which the Commis-
sion was appointed to sift and scrutinize. Its

report has placed beyond question the exagge-

rated character, and even falsity, of the asser-

tions upon which the anti-opiumists rested their

case against India. But it is impossible for the
British Government to let loose a Commission
upon China. Sir Joseph Pease truly said, there-

fore, that " the evidence was stronger " with
reference to China. For that " evidence " still

remains the .old agglomeration of hearsay and
well-meaning exaggeration whose worthlessness

the Commission has, in regard to India, so com-
pletely exposed.

In taking up this position the leaders of the

anti-opium agitation merely follow out the

coarse which they announced when the collapse

of their case as against India became known.
Sir Joseph Pease brought his peroration to its

climax by urging the immorality of our Chinese

opium trade, and then, according to the report,

concluded with the following words :
—" Thiswas

the ground on which he asked the House to vote

for the resolution. " Last week we showed from
the unimpeachable evidence of Dr. Edkins, one

of the most learned Chinese scholars uf our time,

and during 40 years a missionary in China, that

the British nation had nothing whatever

to do with the introduction of opium into

China. Opium was an authorized import into

China, and was largely grown in China, long

before the English East India Company came
into existence. It had been a recognized source

of revenue in the Chinese unstoms-books for two
centuries before that Company took the Bengal
export of opium into its own hands. We showed
that until 1822 the import of opium into China
had been carried on with the open concurrence
of her responsible representatives on the coast.

From 1822 onwards to 1839 it was conducted
under official arrangements made by her repre-
sentatives. In 1837-39 China adopted a hostile

attitude to " the foreign devils " of Englishmen,
and the opium import, which was supposed to
be the cause of draining silver out of China, was
rigorously prohibited. The merchants replied
by offering to import no more opiumif such was
the Imperial will. The surrender of all opium in
their possession was demanded. Our Minister at

at once directed the surrender of all opium in

British possession, and within 14 days 20,283
chests were handed to the Chinese Commissioner.
Thus promptly was the matter dealt with on our
side, when once the prohibition was seriously
declared, while no claim was made for compensa-
tion. The opium question was disposed of by
absolute submission on our part. In 1838 Lofd
Palmerston plainly told the merchants that they
4Klst obey. " Her Majesty's Government," he
wrote, " cannot interfere for the purpose of

enabling British subjects to violate the laws of

the country in which they trade. Any loss,

therefore, which such persons suffer in conse-
quence of the more effectual execution of
Chinese laws on this subject must be borne .by
the parties who have brought that loss on them-
selves by their own acts." This despatch alone
suffices to refute the charge that England forced
opium on China.
Buc it does not stand alone ; nor did the opium

interdict stand alone in the aggressive measures
of China. It soon became clear that the opium
prohibition merely formed one move in a
deliberate policy intended to drive " the foreign

devils " from the Chinese ports. After insulting

and imprisoning our envoy, poisoning the water
supply, and perpetrating various fantastical out-
rages, the Chinese Commissioner issued a pro-

clamatiou which amounted to a declaration of

war on December 6, 1839. His whole policy being
thus made clear, the opium was afterwards in-

cluded in the compensation demanded. In
August, 1842, China was reduced to sign the
treaty of Nankin. That treaty contained no
Btiptuation for the admission of opium. The
only reference to opium in it deals with com-
pensatioa for the opium delivered up in March,
1839, " as a ransom for the lives of her Britannic
Majesty's superintendent and subjects, who had
been imprisoned and threatened with death by
the Chinese high officials."
Tha tjavitr Aravm Tin in 1M^ lindAP f.hn tPAA.f.v nf

diminution of the opium import from India

would be useless," as long as the national

custom remained. " The habit of opium
smoking," the Chinese Minister declared, "was
beyond the reach of prohibition, and the

idea was how to turn it to account. The only

way in which it could be turned to account was

by making it a source of revenue, and the revenue

thus derived was indispensable." Accordingly
in 1885, China, dealing with opium " in the

light of a revenue-yielding article only," raised

the tariff duty to 110 taels per chest at the ports,

and nominally freed it from further taxation

during transit through the interior. In 1890 the

Chinese Emperor finally legalized the cultiva^

tion of the poppy. • Opium could thus be legally

grown in China, legally imported into China, and
legally distributed throughout China.
These are not new facts. They have been again

and again stated, with the text of the treaties and
tariffs step by step, by otir Ministers and Consuls
in China, by experts like Mr-. Lay, the Inspector-

General of Chinese Customs, by impartial and
cool-headed observers like Mr. Clarke-Jervoise,

without any conceivable interest in the matter
except the desire to find out the truth. Yet it

is this myth of our ruining China by forcing opium
upon her people which the anti-opium agitators

ask their subscribers and the British public to

accept, now that their other myth of the degra-

dation of India by opium has been conclusively

exposed by the Opium Commission.
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at once directed the surrender of all opium ir

British possession, and within 14 days 20,28!

chests were handed to the Chinese Commissioner
Thus promptly was the miatter dealt with on ou:

side, when once the prohibition was seriously

declared, while no claim was made for compensa
tion. The opium question was disposKd of bj

absolute submission on our part. In 1838 Loi'c

Palmerston plainly told the merchants that thej
siust obey. " Her Majesty's Government," h(

wrote, " cannot interfere for the purpose o
enabling British subjects to violate the laws oi

the country in which they trade. Any loss
therefore, which such persons suffer in conse-
quence of the more effectual execution ol

Chinese laws on this subject must be borne b\

the parties who have brought that loss on them
selves by their own acts." This despatch alont
suffices to refute the charge that England forcec
opium on China.
But it does not stand alone; nor did the opiun

interdict stand alone in the aggressive measure!
of China. It soon became clear that the opiun
prohibition merely formed one move in t

deliberate policy intended to drive " the foreigr
devils " from the Chinese ports. After insulting
and imprisoning our envoy, poisoning the watei
supply, and perpetrating various fantastical out-
rages, the Chinese Commissioner issued a pro-
clamation which amounted to a declaration ol

war on December 6, 1839. His whole policy bein^
thus made clear, the opium was afterwards in-

cluded in the compensation demanded. Ie
August, 1&42, China was reduced to sign th€
^reaty of Nankin. That treaty contained no
Stipulation for the admission of opium. The
only reference to opium in it deals with com-
pensation for the opium delivered up in March,
l83&, " as a ransom for the lives of her Britannic
Majesty's superintendent and subjects, who had
been imprisoned and threatened with death by
the Chinese high officials."

The tariff, drawn up in 1843 under the treaty of

Nankin, contains no reference to opium. The
supplementary treaty of October, 1843, contains
Do stipulation in regard to opium, tiir Henry
Pottinger then suggested the formal legalization
bf the import, " but, as the Chinese showed re-

luctance to enter upon the subject, he did not
|)ress the proposal." The Chinese on their side
did not ask for, or even remotely suggest, tha
Btoppage of the import. All the British shins
and troops had long been withdrawn, and the
Chinese Government was perfectly free to de-
Inand prohibition if it had been so minded. In 1847
our Minister, Sir John Davis, who had succeeded
Sir Henry Pottinger, stated tliat " opium had
utterly ceased to be a source of irritation since
the war. Not an edict was issued against it,

and the drug was openly carried about the streets
in broad day and sold like any other article.''

The whole myth of our thrusting opium
on the Chinese by means of the war may best
be disposed of in the naive query of the late
Inspector-General of Chinese Customs :

" How,
then, with any regard to truth, can it be
affirmed that opium was forced on China by
England in 1842^13 ?

"

"The next Chinese war in 1857-58 had nothing
to do with opium. It resulted, as is well
known, from the insulting seizura of the
Arrow, then under protection of the British
6ag, the still more insulting refusal of redress,
the firing of our factories, and the poisoning of

the bread supply. The Arrow was not an opium
trader, and had no opium on board. The basis
af the Tientsin treaty, which followed the opera-
tions of 1858, contained no reference to opium,
md the late Inspector-General of Chinese
Customs declares that " the subject was never
mooted throughout our negotiations at
Tientsin." Mr. Lay clearly narrates how
Dpium was included in the Chinese customs
iarifF under a heavy duty, and with the
joint sanction of France, Great Britain,
md the United States. " If opium legali-
sation was forced upon China in 1858,"
le says, " it was forced, not by England
ilone, but by the United States and by France,"
The tariff was subject to revision in ten years,
md to the omission of any articles from it. When
;he time came in 1868, China neither asked for
lor suggested the omission of opium. On the
;ontrary, she tried to negotiate for an increase
)f the opium datj- from 30 to 50 taels per chest,
.n 1876 further arrangements were made to pre-
'ent any surreptitious import of opium, by a
lystem of deposit in bonded warehouses. In
.881, when Sir Thomas Wade asked the Chinese
government for a clear declaration of its policy
n regard to opium, the Minister replied
' that the question was not an easy one to
mswer ; he did not think that the Central
jlovernment had gone so far as to formulate a
)olicy at all." it would be willing to give
ip the revenue if the sacrifice would really
iromote public morality. But a total prohibi-
ioQ would be impossible, aad " a gradual














